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Synopsis

Magnetically con�ned plasmas in toroidal devices have gained signi�cance decades

ago, for their potential to achieve controlled fusion [5]. In spite of the remark-

able advance in this �eld, transport of particles and energy have been found to

be anomalous and pose challenges in improving the plasma con�nement further.

Some of the mechanisms which lead to the above mentioned anomalous trans-

port are the density and temperature gradient driven instabilities in curved mag-

netic �elds [6, 7, 8]. A clear understanding of these processes, therefore, is of

the paramount importance. The presence of complex magnetic �eld geometry in

fusion devices, sets constraints in carrying out individual studies on instabilities

mentioned above. A simple magnetized torus with a pure toroidal �eld provides

an excellent alternate facility to carry out the above mentioned studies in much

simpli�ed conditions. Though mean plasma parameters are much limited in their

range compared to tokamak edge plasma, the plasma behavior observed is rela-

tively similar. For instance, the results of turbulence simulation codes which are

applicable to the fusion edge plasmas, agree well with the experimental results for

simple toroidal devices, when used with suitable normalized parameters as appli-

cable to them [9]. Hence much useful studies on instabilities and transport can be

conducted in such simple toroidal devices.

Plasmas produced in con�nement devices, in general possess intrinsic gradients in

typical plasma parameters such as density, electron or ion temperature and plasma

potential. In presence of magnetic �eld, the density gradient commonly leads to

density gradient driven instabilities. When the ratio of temperature gradient and

density gradient scale-lengths exceeds a threshold, the temperature gradient driven

instabilities can dominate the �uctuations [6, 7, 8]. Furthermore a gradient in the

plasma potential indicates a �nite electric �eld in the plasma, which can drive

E×B �ow. Presence of a velocity shear can lead to Kelvin-Helmholtz instability

[10]. The above mentioned waves and velocity shear driven instabilities can exist

in typical con�nement devices with linear or curved magnetic �elds. In toroidal

devices, the curved magnetic �eld can lead to additional class of instabilities due

to inherent gradient and curvature in the magnetic �eld. The radius of curvature

in a curved magnetic �eld is analogous to the gravity; when the density gradient
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is opposite to the radius of curvature, Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities can become

unstable [11]. In fusion devices such as tokamaks, simultaneous �uctuations in

density and potential lead to �nite �uctuation induced radial transport, degrading

the con�nement [12]. The poloidal rotation by self-consistent electric �eld or exter-

nal electric �eld has been seen to lead to reduced turbulence and high con�nement

mode in tokamak[13]. An understanding of the origin of the poloidal rotation is

crucial to achieve high con�nement mode. It is also known that due to nonuni-

form B-�eld, plasma con�ned in toroidal fusion devices can be compressible. This

compressibility is believed to play a crucial role. The above mentioned instability

studies in simple toroidal plasmas are highly desirable not only due to their rele-

vance to tokamaks, but also because these physical processes are of fundamental

importance.

Plasma produced in a pure toroidal con�guration su�ers from the particle loss due

to magnetic �eld gradient and curvature drifts, which further lead to a vertical

electric �eld Ez and hence radial Ez ×B drift. It is well known theoretically, that

there is no rotational transform in a current less toroidal device (CTD) and hence

stationary equilibrium does not exist [14]. The measured con�nement time ob-

served in experiments [16], is however, found to be nearly one order higher than

that is predicted theoretically from single particle and E × B drifts. This para-

dox has not been fully resolved. Several devices such as ACT-I [17], BETA [18],

BLAAMANN [19], THORELLO [20] and more recently TORPEX [21] and LATE

[22] have been constructed leading to several interesting and fundamental �nd-

ings. For example, in ACT-I at PPPL, USA, di�erent kinds of plasma production

such as using hot �lament, electron cyclotron waves and lower hybrid waves were

demonstrated; experiments demonstrating wave propagation, heating and current

generation in plasma were conducted [17]. Another such device is BETA [18] at

IPR, India, in which large �uctuations in plasma parameters, either in coherent or

turbulent condition were observed [23]. Similarities have been drawn with plasma

in equatorial spread F region of ionosphere [24, 11]; wave propagation, role of �nite

parallel wave number and existence of coherent structures were also studied in this

device [25, 26, 27, 28]. In the context of understanding existence of an average

equilibrium in BETA, a theoretical model of �uctuation-�ow cycle in the plasma

has been suggested wherein an initial �seed� equilibrium achieved by a conducting
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limiter is believed to be further reinforced by the �uctuation driven �ow [29]. It

was further suggested that the �uctuations in turn may get modi�ed by the �ow

it generates. Direct experimental demonstration of such a �ow-�uctuation cycle

has not been reported. Experiments on yet another current less toroidal device

BLAAMANN at University of Tromso, Norway, where plasma is produced using

a hot �lament, have shown that classical transport is insu�cient to explain the

observed cross-�eld di�usion of charge injected by the �lament [19]. The anoma-

lous transport is found to be due to a large, coherent �ute-mode type vortex,

driven by �uctuating cross-�eld radial current observed in simulations as well as in

BLAAMANN experiments [30, 31, 32, 33]. The simulations further suggest that

the radial cross-�eld current, which determines essential features of the �uctuating

plasma equilibrium, is due to a �uctuating ion polarization drift [34]. Similar tur-

bulence characterizing measurements have been conducted on THORELLO [20]

at Milano, Italy. Recently, intermittent cross-�eld particle transport in the form

of blobs was observed on TORPEX experiments [21] at CRPP, Switzerland. The

generation of blobs from radially elongated interchange modes and detailed mech-

anism was studied extensively on this device [35, 36, 37, 38, 39]. In relevance to

the experimental observations on TORPEX, recent 3-D �uid simulations seem to

suggest that depending on parallel wave number or collisionality, an ideal inter-

change mode or resistive interchange mode or drift mode may become unstable

leading to the turbulence [40]. These authors, however, themselves comment that

boundary conditions used in this work are debatable, especially in the presence of

shear �ow. In a recent experiment on LATE, another CTD at Kyoto University,

Japan, the explicit measurements were conducted for current through the device,

compensating for the vertical charge separation [22].

Generation of �ow and its e�ects on con�nement are of general physics interest. In

general, in the plasmas occurring in nature, magnetic or electrostatic �uctuations

are believed to drive plasma �ows or vice versa. In the objects such as stars, the

inter-dependency of �ows and magnetic �uctuations is believed to be signi�cant.

In the laboratory plasmas either magnetic or electrostatic �uctuations can be in-

terrelated with the plasma �ows. For example, the poloidal �ows are found to be

strongly connected to the formation of magnetic islands due to external magnetic

�eld perturbations which degrade con�nement in stellarators and tokamaks [1, 2].
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The investigation of plasma �ow has gained further signi�cance in recent times,

due to its dynamo action in stars and other astronomical objects. To investigate

plasma dynamo in the laboratory, a new experimental facility with the name of

`Madison Dynamo'has been constructed at University of Wisconsin, Madison, US

[3]. Thus addressing these �ows and �uctuations would throw light on all the above

said phenomena and hence is of fundamental importance.

In spite of the experimental and theoretical work described above, to our knowl-

edge, the role of �uctuations and �ows in the formation of an average equilibrium

have not yet been completely resolved. An experimental study of self-consistent

generation of �uctuations and �ows, their role in sustaining mean pro�les is not re-

ported so far. In this thesis work, a detailed experimental investigation of the role

of �uctuations and self-consistently generated poloidal �ows in sustaining mean

pro�les is demonstrated, for the �rst time in a currentless toroidal device. The

co-existence of �uctuations and �ows is demonstrated experimentally; the onset of

�uctuations and �ows is found to be accompanied by enhanced plasma �lling on

the high �eld side, which otherwise has lower densities. The �uctuation induced

particle �ux is found to contribute signi�cantly to the total poloidal �ow. The

measured toroidal plasma �ows are found to be small, and within the measure-

ment resolution of the �ow probe. Though the �uctuations are large, the relative

phase and coherence between density and potential are found to play important

role in generating �nite �ux. Furthermore, to see the e�ect of �uctuations on

the poloidal transport and mean plasma pro�les, experimental investigation with

varying toroidal magnetic �eld strength and ion mass are undertaken. On chang-

ing the toroidal magnetic �eld, a transition occurs in the nature of �uctuations,

from highly coherent at low magnetic �eld to turbulent at high magnetic �eld.

With the change in the nature of �uctuations, the associated poloidal �ows and

mean plasma pro�les are determined experimentally. To see the role of ion mass

in the �uctuation-�ow generation, plasma is produced using other inert gases such

as Krypton and Xenon, keeping all other operating conditions similar. The na-

ture of �uctuations change from coherent to turbulent with increase in ion mass;

the associated poloidal �ows and mean plasma pro�les are determined experimen-

tally. The results presented in this thesis, indicate that the poloidal �ow velocities

change systematically with the change in the nature of turbulence; nevertheless,
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the �uctuations and �ows play a crucial role in sustaining the mean pro�les. In

the following, a summary of each chapter, with a comprehensive understanding of

major physical observations is described.

In Chapter 1, a detailed literature survey and current status of the research work

in simple toroidal devices is presented. The important advances in this �eld are

highlighted and open problems in the area of �uctuations and intrinsic �ow gen-

eration are indicated.

In Chapter 2, the Experimental apparatus-BETA [18] is described in detail. Var-

ious diagnostic techniques used for measurements on this device, including con-

struction of probes, method of operation and estimation of parameters from the

measurements are discussed.

In Chapter 3, the role of �uctuations and poloidal �ows in sustaining the mean

pro�les is investigated. Signi�cant poloidal �ows are found to be driven by mean

and �uctuating radial electric �elds. The charge injected by the �lament form

a vertically extended source region, toroidally spread in the neighborhood of the

magnetic �eld lines intercepting the �lament. This region is found to coincide

with the bottom of the observed potential well in the plasma. The experimental

determination of the radial spread of primary energetic electrons is important for

two reasons. First, it indicates the typical radial width upto which the excess

negative charge injected by the �lament is con�ned; the excess negative charge

plays an important role in the formation of a potential well and mean electric

�eld driven poloidal �ow. Second, it indicates the region in which a signi�cant

population of non-thermal electrons is present, potentially a�ecting the Langmuir

probe measurements. The experimental detection of the fast electrons is carried

using a Retarding Field Energy Analyzer (RFEA) [48, 49]. Using RFEA, a suit-

able sequence of potential barriers is applied to collect the fast electrons; typical

fast electron densities are estimated. The limitations and important issues in using

RFEA [50, 51], have been discussed. The observed radial spread of fast electrons

is used to identify the possibility of erroneous estimation of electron temperature

due to non-thermal electrons, in the subsequent experimental investigations. The

major �ndings of this work have been published in (T. S. Goud et al) J. of
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Phys.: Conf. Ser. 208, 012029 (2010). In continuation to the above work,

the radial pro�les of mean plasma parameters are obtained. From simultaneous

probe measurements at di�erent locations, the co-existence of �uctuations and ra-

dial �lling of plasma on high �eld side is observed. Signi�cant poloidal �ows and

well-spread radial pro�les are found to sustain when large �uctuations are present.

To understand the role of �uctuations in poloidal �ow more quantitatively, poloidal

�ow measurements are carried out [52, 53]. The �uctuation induced poloidal �ow

[54, 55, 56] is found to account for the signi�cant portion of the total poloidal

�ow, in addition to the mean electric �eld driven �ow. The present experimental

�ndings are in partial support of the theoretical model suggesting the �uctuation-

�ow cycle as an �e�ective rotational transform�, in a current less toroidal device

[29, 47, 11]. The major experimental �ndings in this chapter have been published

in (T. S. Goud et al) Phys. Plasmas 18, 042310 (2011).

The above experimental studies demonstrate that �uctuation induced �ux plays

an important role in generating �ows and sustaining radially well spread plasma

pro�les. Nature of �uctuations is therefore, important in deciding the mean plasma

pro�les. Magnetic �eld is found to be an important control parameter to obtain

transitions in �uctuation regimes in a CTD [20]. In continuation to the above

experimental studies, varying the strength of the magnetic �eld, a change in the

nature of �uctuations, poloidal �ow generation and attaining mean pro�les are in-

vestigated. The results are presented in Chapter 4. A transition occurs in the na-

ture of �uctuations from highly coherent at low magnetic �eld to turbulent at high

magnetic �eld. The transition from coherence to turbulence is found to be accom-

panied by enhanced �ow and density on high �eld side. The dispersion relation [57]

and nonlinear coupling of the �uctuations [58, 59] in each case are estimated. The

dominant mechanisms of instabilities are identi�ed [20, 56, 60, 10, 61]. Through

this work, it is demonstrated for the �rst time that in a toroidal compressible

plasma, an intimate relationship exists between the �uctuations, self-consistently

generated �ows and enhanced con�nement. The major �ndings presented in this

chapter are published in (T. S. Goud et al) Phys. Plasmas 19, 032307

(2012).

Through the above experimental studies, it is understood that change in the nature
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of �uctuations with increasing magnetic �eld is associated with enhanced �ow and

con�nement. Plasma �ow is intrinsically associated with ion mass, thus making it

another important parameter through which the mean plasma pro�les and trans-

port in plasma in a CTD can vary [62]. In general, the experimental investigation

of con�nement with mass scaling in tokamak have indicated that the con�nement

increases with increase in ion mass, which is opposite of the theoretical prediction

[63]. In continuation to study the change in the nature of �uctuations, consequent

�ows and attaining mean pro�les plasmas are investigated for di�erent gases, viz.

Argon, Krypton and Xenon. The results are presented in Chapter 5. The net

poloidal �ow and the fundamental frequency of �uctuations, which is seen to be

approximately the rotation frequency of the plasma itself [64], are found to increase

with decrease in ion mass. Highly coherent �uctuations which occur in the case

of Argon, become turbulent at higher ion mass. The dominant �uctuations are,

however, found to be �ute-like for all ion masses. The major �ndings presented in

this chapter are published in (T. S. Goud et al) Phys. Plasmas 19, 072306

(2012). In the experimental �ndings described till now, the estimated �uctua-

tion induced �ux is used to calculate an average �uctuation driven �ow. A better

understanding of the nature of the �uctuation induced �ux is possible with statis-

tical analysis [12, 65]. From the time series of �uctuation induced �ux, probability

distribution function (PDF) can be calculated which will be useful in quantifying

the sporadic, large transport bursts. The local PDF can reveal non-Gaussian na-

ture of �uctuations [66], indicating a de�nite correlation between the density and

electric �eld �uctuations, therefore �uctuations inducing transport. It has been

observed in other similar devices that the coherent structures do not contribute

to the anomalous transport; rather transport occurs around the vortical coherent

structures where dissipative processes takes place [60]. Consequently, the �uctu-

ation induced �ux can be sporadic or bursty in nature, which can be established

from statistical analysis mentioned above. A manuscript with the results of this

statistical analysis is under preparation.

In summary, �uctuations and intrinsic poloidal �ow generation and their role in

sustaining mean pro�les in a currentless toroidal plasma is investigated for the

�rst time in a currentless toroidal device under various �uctuation regimes. The

variation in �uctuation regime is achieved by two control parameters namely mag-
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netic �eld strength and mass of the species. Firstly, the nature of �uctuations is

found to vary with increase in magnetic �eld; the consequent mean plasma pro�les

and poloidal �ows are obtained. Enhanced poloidal �ows and improved densities

are seen with increasing magnetic �eld. In the second part, the nature of the

�uctuations is also found to vary with increase in ion mass, the corresponding

mean plasma pro�les and poloidal �ows are estimated. Reduced poloidal �ows

are observed with increase in ion mass. The underlying mechanism of the insta-

bilities under various �uctuation regimes is identi�ed. This thesis work provides

the �rst clear experimental evidence for generation of intrinsic poloidal �ow from

�uctuations and hence may be regarded as partial support to the model of �ow-

�uctuation cycle as a mechanism of producing an �e�ective rotational transform�,

in a currentless toroidal device.
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1
Introduction

1.1 Fluctuations and �ows in con�ned plasmas

1.1.1 Signi�cance of plasma �ows

Generation of plasma �ow and its e�ects on plasma con�nement are of general

physics interest. In the plasmas occurring in nature, magnetic or electrostatic �uc-

tuations are believed to drive plasma �ows and/or vice versa [1, 2, 3]. In the objects

such as stars, the inter-dependency of �ows and magnetic �uctuations is believed

to be signi�cant [3]. In the laboratory plasmas, either magnetic or electrostatic

�uctuations can be interrelated with the plasma �ows. For example, the poloidal

�ows are found to be strongly connected to the formation of magnetic islands

formed due to external magnetic �eld perturbations, which degrade con�nement

in stellarators and tokamaks [1, 2]. Further, the improved plasma con�nement

in tokamaks is found to be associated with increased toroidal rotation [4]. The

investigation of plasma �ow has gained further signi�cance in recent times, due to

its dynamo action in stars and other astronomical objects. To investigate plasma

dynamo in the laboratory, a new experimental facility with the name of `Madi-

son Dynamo' has been constructed at University of Wisconsin, Madison, US [3].

Thus addressing these �ows and �uctuations would throw light on all the above

mentioned phenomena and hence is of fundamental importance.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

1.1.2 Magnetically con�ned laboratory plasmas

Magnetically con�ned plasmas in toroidal devices have gained signi�cance decades

ago, for their potential to achieve controlled fusion [4, 5]. In spite of the re-

markable advance in this �eld, transport of particles and energy have been found

to be anomalous and pose challenges in further improving the plasma con�ne-

ment. Some of the mechanisms which lead to the above mentioned anomalous

transport are the density and temperature gradient driven instabilities in curved

magnetic �elds [6, 7, 8]. A clear understanding of these processes, therefore, is of

the paramount importance. The presence of complex magnetic �eld geometry in

fusion devices, sets constraints in carrying out individual studies on instabilities

mentioned above. A simple magnetized torus with a pure toroidal �eld provides

an excellent alternate facility to carry out the above mentioned studies in much

simpli�ed conditions. Though mean plasma parameters are much limited in their

range compared to tokamak edge plasma, the plasma behavior observed is rela-

tively similar. For instance, the results of turbulence simulation codes which are

applicable to the fusion edge plasmas, agree well with the experimental results for

simple toroidal devices, when used with suitable normalized parameters as appli-

cable to them [9]. Hence much useful studies on instabilities and transport can be

conducted in such simple toroidal devices.

Plasmas produced in con�nement devices, in general, possess intrinsic gradients

in typical plasma parameters such as density, electron or ion temperature and

plasma potential. In presence of magnetic �eld, these gradients commonly lead

to gradient-driven instabilities. When the density gradient scale-length exceeds

the temperature gradient scale-length above a threshold, then the temperature

gradient driven instabilities can have dominant contributions to the �uctuations

[6, 7, 8]. Furthermore a gradient in the plasma potential indicates a �nite electric

�eld in the plasma, which can drive E×B �ow. Presence of a velocity shear can

lead to Kelvin-Helmholtz instability [10]. The above mentioned instabilities and

waves can co-exist in typical con�nement devices with linear or curved magnetic

�elds. In toroidal devices, the curved magnetic �eld can lead to additional class

of instabilities due to inherent gradient and curvature in the magnetic �eld. The

radius of curvature in a curved magnetic �eld is analogous to the gravity; when the
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Chapter 1. Introduction

density gradient is opposite to the radius of curvature, Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities

can become unstable [11]. In fusion devices such as tokamaks, simultaneous �uctu-

ations in density and potential lead to �nite �uctuation induced radial transport,

degrading the plasma con�nement [12]. The poloidal rotation, by self-consistent

electric �eld or external electric �eld, has been seen to lead to reduced turbulence

and high con�nement mode in tokamak [13]. An understanding of the origin of the

poloidal rotation is crucial to achieve high con�nement mode. Moreover, the low

and high con�nement modes in tokamaks were found to be associated with oppo-

site directions of intrinsic toroidal �ow generation; an inter-machine comparison

of tokamaks have shown that the intrinsic toroidal rotation velocity increases with

plasma stored energy or pressure [4]. Experimental observations on COMPASS-

C tokamak have predicted that a rotating plasma will resist externally induced

magnetic tearing until the applied resonant magnetic perturbations exceed a crit-

ical threshold [2]. Above this threshold, stationary magnetic islands are induced

in the background rotating plasma, degrading the con�nement. It is also known

that due to nonuniform B-�eld, plasma con�ned in toroidal fusion devices can be

compressible. This compressibility is believed to play a crucial role. Possibility of

experimentally studying the above discussed instabilities in a simple toroidal plas-

mas is highly desirable not only due to its relevance to tokamaks, but also because

these physical processes are of fundamental importance. In the following, the fun-

damental issues concerning the lack of equilibrium in a simple toroidal plasma are

described.

1.2 Simple toroidal plasma

Plasma produced in a pure toroidal magnetic �eld is subject to single particle drifts

given by

vR + v∇B =
m

q

Rc ×B

R2
cB

2

(
v2‖ +

1

2
v2⊥

)
, (1.1)

where v‖ and v⊥ are the parallel and perpendicular components of the velocity

with respect to the magnetic �eld, of the particle with charge q and mass m. The

�rst and second terms in Eq.(1.1) correspond to curvature and gradient drifts re-

spectively. Both the drifts add up for each charge particle; the combined drift

is opposite for oppositely charged species, leading to vertical charge separation
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Chapter 1. Introduction

building-up a vertical electric �eld (Ez). The enhanced vertical electric �eld leads

to increased Ez ×B drift directed radially outward; hence stationary equilibrium

does not exist in a simple toroidal plasma [14].

The non-existence of plasma equilibrium in a pure toroidal plasma can also be

understood from the magneto-hydro dynamic (MHD) equations. The two essential

conditions for the existence of plasma in equilibrium are

J×B = ∇p, (1.2)

∇ · J = 0, (1.3)

where J is the current density in the plasma, B is the magnetic �eld and p is the

plasma pressure. For a simple toroidal plasma, the validity of the Eq.(1.2) and

(1.3) is veri�ed as follows. Taking cross product with B on both sides of Eq.(1.2),

one arrives at

B2J− (B · J)B = B×∇p. (1.4)

Since there is no toroidal plasma current, B · J = 0. Now taking divergence on

both sides of Eq.(1.4), and on further simplifying

∇ · J =
∂p

∂z
B

∂

∂R

(
1

B2

)
. (1.5)

Hence Eq.(1.3) is not satis�ed whenever ∂p/∂z 6= 0, which is usually the case. This

suggests that charge separation would occur.

The restoration of plasma equilibrium in a simple toroidal plasma, using a con-

ducting limiter was suggested by Yoshikawa et al [14]. In this equilibrium, the

plasma pressure is constant at the core of the plasma and a sharp pressure gra-

dient exists in the boundary. The vertical charge-separation current �ows along

the magnetic �eld lines into the limiter, and the short circuit e�ect inhibits the

Ez ×B drift. There still remains a certain potential di�erence between the top

and bottom because of the potential drop along the path of the short-circuit cur-

rent and �nite resistivity of the conducting limiter. Physically, the current to the

limiter is limited by the ion saturation current. If the charge separation current
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exceeds this limit, stationary equilibrium without any time dependence can no

longer be maintained. The vertical potential di�erence can be calculated assuming

a �nite width boundary for the plasma. The thickness of the plasma boundary is

determined by the rate of di�usion of the plasma across the magnetic �eld. The

con�nement time τc in this equilibrium model, can be calculated from the distance

between the inner to the outer edge of the limiter (∼ 2a) divided by the average

velocity kTeu0/(eaB0), obtained by averaging Ez/B from R− a to R+ a. Thus τc

is given by

τc ≈ 2ea2B0/kTeu0, (1.6)

where a is the minor radius, R is the major radius, B0 is the toroidal magnetic

�eld at the minor axis, Te is the electron temperature, and u0 is a numerical factor;

usually u0 � 1 which indicates the existence of a �nite potential di�erence between

the top and bottom of the limiter. Using this model, the plasma con�nement

time estimated for a real limiter will be less than that estimated for an ideal

conducting limiter. The restoration of plasma equilibrium, using conducting limiter

is schematically shown in Fig. 1.1.

Another model is suggested by Nieuwenhove to explain the restoration of plasma

equilibrium in a pure toroidal �eld which is based on fast poloidal rotation [15].

The vertical charge separation is weakened by charge neutralization due to fast

poloidal rotation. This is schematically shown in Fig. 1.2. A stationary solution

can be found in which the charge density can be kept su�ciently small by imposing

a fast poloidal rotation such that ∣∣∣∣ni − ne

n

∣∣∣∣ � 1, (1.7)

where n is the average plasma density, ni and ne are the corresponding densities of

ions and electrons respectively. Equation (1.7) imposes a condition on the poloidal

rotation velocity vθ, given by Eq.(1.8)

|vθ| �
∣∣∣ r
Λ
vD

∣∣∣ , (1.8)

where r is the radius of rotating plasma, Λ = |nkT/d(nkT )/dr)|, in which T =

Ti + Te, and vD ≡ |vR + v∇B|, given by Eq.(1.1). For a Maxwellian distribution,
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Figure 1.1: A schematic �gure showing
the restoration of �equilibrium� using the
limiter. Vertical charge separation occurs
throughout the torus. The excess posi-
tive charge �ows into the top of the lim-
iter; the excess negative charge �ows into
the bottom of the limiter, and the current
�ows poloidally along the limiter.

x

Major axis

R
B

−|q| drift

+|q| drift

Pol. rot.

Figure 1.2: A schematic �gure showing
the restoration of the �equilibrium� by
fast poloidal rotation. Vertical charge
separation occurs throughout the torus.
Fast poloidal rotation reduces the verti-
cal charge separation.

vD ' rLvth/R, where rL is the Larmor radius, vth is the thermal velocity, and R is

the radius of curvature. Since vth = cs
√

mi/me, vD in Eq.(1.8) can be replaced by

rLcs
√
mi/me/R. This model, therefore, suggests that even in the absence of mag-

netic rotational transform, a stationary equilibrium can exist in a simple toroidal

plasma if a fast poloidal plasma rotation exists. Whether or not the Eq.(1.8) is

satis�ed in the present experimental conditions, will be discussed in Chapter 3. A

suggested application of this model is that in a tokamak plasma, produced initially

with low density and low plasma current, is switched to a rapidly spinning state

using neutral beam injection (NBI) power; �nally the plasma current can be ramp

down to zero, while maintaining the simple toroidal magnetic �eld, NBI power

and gas feed to see whether the plasma can assume a new currentless magneto-

electric equilibrium. Following the above necessary theoretical understanding of

the simple toroidal plasma and issues in attaining equilibrium, a brief review of

the previous experimental and theoretical investigation of simple toroidal plasmas

is given below.
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1.3 Review of previous works

In the experimental observations in simple toroidal plasmas, neither uniform plasma

pressure pro�les are seen in the core plasma as predicted by Yoshikawa's model,

nor a fast poloidal rotation of magnitude predicted by Nieuwenhove's model. As

suggested by the above two models, the plasma equilibrium in a simple toroidal

plasma, therefore, need not exist. The measured con�nement time observed in

experiments [16], is however, found to be nearly one order higher than that is pre-

dicted theoretically from single particle and E×B drifts described in Sec.1.2; mean

pro�les accompanied by large �uctuations are seen in such plasmas. This paradox

has not been fully resolved. Several devices such as ACT-I [17], BETA [18], BLAA-

MANN [19], THORELLO [20], TORPEX [21] and more recently LATE [22] have

been constructed leading to several interesting and fundamental �ndings. For ex-

ample, in ACT-I at PPPL, USA, di�erent kinds of plasma production such as using

hot �lament, electron cyclotron waves and lower hybrid waves were demonstrated

[17]. The plasmas produced in ACT-I using hot �lament and electron cyclotron

waves was found to possess poloidal asymmetry. An approximately poloidally

symmetric plasma could be produced with lower hybrid waves launched from a

poloidally symmetric slow wave structure. In the above mentioned work, experi-

ments demonstrating wave propagation, heating and current generation in plasma

were also conducted. Another such device is BETA [18] at Institute for Plasma

Research, India, in which large �uctuations in plasma parameters, either in co-

herent or turbulent condition were observed [23]. The plasma behavior was found

to be similar to the plasma in equatorial spread F region of ionosphere [24, 11],

where the �uctuations due to R-T instability, generated in the favorable region

below the density peak, are also found in the unfavorable region above the density

peak. Further in BETA, wave propagation, role of �nite parallel wave number and

existence of coherent structures were also studied [25, 26, 28]. In another set of

experiments in BETA, applying a �nite vertical magnetic �eld in either directions,

suppression in the �uctuation levels has been observed [27]. In the context of un-

derstanding existence of an average equilibrium in BETA, a theoretical model of

�ow-�uctuation cycle in the plasma has been suggested wherein an initial �seed�

equilibrium achieved by a conducting limiter is believed to be further reinforced by

the �uctuation driven �ow [29]. It was further suggested that the �uctuations in
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turn may get modi�ed by the �ow it generates. This model is described in detail in

the next section. Experiments on yet another simple toroidal device BLAAMANN

at University of Tromso, Norway, where plasma is produced using a hot �lament,

have shown that classical transport is insu�cient to explain the observed cross-

�eld di�usion of charge injected by the �lament [19]. The anomalous transport is

found to be due to a large, coherent �ute-mode type vortex, driven by �uctuating

cross-�eld radial current observed in simulations as well as in BLAAMANN exper-

iments [30, 31]. The coherent structures have been found to possess no inherent

propagation velocity, rather they were found to propagate with E×B drift veloc-

ity; the lifetimes of the structures were found to be the time of one full azimuthal

rotation of the plasma column [32]. In another set of experiments in BLAAMANN,

the threshold nature for the excitation of �uctuations is demonstrated, where the

plasma is found to be quiescent at low magnetic �eld and transport occurs along

the equipotential surfaces; on increasing the �eld at the threshold monochromatic

drift modes are excited which act as a seed for the �ute mode instabilities above the

threshold [33]. In the coherent �ute type vortex, the simulations further suggest

that the radial cross-�eld current, which determines essential features of the �uctu-

ating plasma equilibrium, is due to a �uctuating ion polarization drift [34]. Similar

turbulence characterizing measurements have been conducted on THORELLO [20]

at Milano, Italy. Recently, intermittent cross-�eld particle transport in the form

of blobs was observed on TORPEX experiments [21] at CRPP, Switzerland. The

generation of blobs from radially elongated interchange modes increasing in am-

plitude, sheared o� by E×B �ow has been investigated [35, 36, 38]. Later it was

found that, blobs which are 3-D structures, exist in drift-interchange regime too;

further it is seen that the existence of E×B �ow is not essential for generation

of blobs [37]. Varying the blob size by changing the ion mass, the analytical ex-

pression for the cross-�eld velocity of the blob including ion polarization currents,

parallel currents to sheath, and ion-neutral collisions is derived and found to be

in agreement with the experimental results [39]. In relevance to the experimen-

tal observations on TORPEX, recent 3-D �uid simulations seem to suggest that

depending on parallel wave number or collisionality, an ideal interchange mode

or resistive interchange mode or drift mode may become unstable leading to the

turbulence [40]. These authors, however, themselves comment that boundary con-

ditions used in this work are debatable, especially in the presence of shear �ow. In
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a recent experiment on LATE, another simple toroidal device at Kyoto University,

Japan, the explicit measurements were conducted for current through the device,

compensating for the vertical charge separation [22]. Through the above mentioned

experimental and theoretical investigations in various devices, several mechanisms

of cross-�eld anomalous transport seem to exist, for e�ective poloidal transport in

a simple toroidal plasma. Understanding the poloidal transport mechanism in a

simple toroidal plasma, therefore, is of fundamental importance.

In tokamaks, poloidal E×B rotation by self-consistent E or external E �eld has

been seen to lead to reduced turbulence and improved con�nement [13]. Hence

it is understood that turbulence, �ow generation and improved con�nement are

interrelated and need to be understood well for a successful fusion device. As it

is well known, sheared �ows in tokamak plasmas are believed to be triggered by

an external radial electric �eld or self-consistent turbulent Reynolds stress [41].

In such devices compressibility plays a vital role. However, a clear identi�cation

of instability in tokamak plasma, which contributes to Reynolds stress is a di�-

cult experimental problem. Simple toroidal devices could play an important role

in improving our understanding of such complex phenomena. For example, in

a set of interesting experiments in cylindrical plasma columns, the existence of

intrinsically generated azimuthal �ow has been observed [42, 43, 44, 45]. It has

been also shown in this work that a transfer of energy occurs from collisional drift

turbulence �uctuations with high frequency into a linearly stable low frequency

azimuthally symmetric radially sheared E×B �ow. The observed shear �ow has

been found to be nonlinearly driven by the turbulent Reynolds stress. The coherent

drift waves at low magnetic �eld are observed to turn into a broadband spectrum

with increasing magnetic �eld close to the shear layer, with reduced coherence. In

some of the other observations on linear devices, transition from �ute modes to

drift mode �uctuations is seen with increase in magnetic �eld [46]. However, due to

the cylindrical geometry, the �ow is incompressible through out, i.e. ∇ · vE×B ' 0.

In spite of the above crucial �ndings, a clear understanding of what plays the role

of a �e�ective rotational transform�, is still lacking. In the present experimental

studies, the role of �uctuations in the transport and hence a possible �e�ective

rotational transform� is investigated. A theoretical model of �ow-�uctuation cycle
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suggested by R. Singh et al. [29], relevant to the present experimental work is

brie�y described as follows.

1.4 Flow-�uctuation cycle in a simple toroidal plasma

In the context of understanding the existence of equilibrium in BETA, a �ow-

�uctuation model has been suggested [29, 47], as mentioned in Sec.1.3. According

to this model, initially, the limiter provides the �seed� equilibrium. In this equilib-

rium, �uctuations which are generally due to Rayleigh-Taylor instability, grow to

a signi�cant level. These �uctuations provide an �e�ective rotational transform�

in two ways. First, �uctuations directly drive a radial current and hence a poloidal

rotation which improves the limiter equilibrium. Second, the �ow back reacts on

�uctuations to modify the rms level pro�le. The mean ponderomotive force due to

these �uctuations then opposes the free fall of the plasma and further forti�es the

limiter equilibrium. The theoretical arguments of this model are brie�y described

below.

The �rst of the two ways of providing an �e�ective rotational transform�, is that

�uctuations drive a poloidal �ow. In a simple toroidal plasma this can occur as

follows. Simultaneous radial electric �eld and density �uctuations can result in

a Ẽ×B drift; depending up on the cross-phase between the Ẽ and ñ, a �nite

�uctuation induced �ux can occur in a particular poloidal direction. The �uctu-

ation induced �ux is a time varying quantity, therefore, is calculated as a time

average, on sampling large number of cycles. Such estimation is represented by

the following expression:

Γfluct =
1

B
〈ñẼ〉. (1.9)

The second way of providing an �e�ective rotational transform� can be realized

as follows. The basic equations describing the equilibrium are the continuity and

momentum equations for electron and ion [47]:

∂nj

∂t
+∇ · (njVj) = 0, (1.10)
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mjnj
dVj

dt
= −∇pj + qjnj

(
E+

Vj ×B

c

)
−mjnjνjnVj, (1.11)

where j = e, i stands for the electron and ion, respectively; n, p,m,B,E, and Vj

are the density, pressure, mass, toroidal magnetic �eld, electric �eld and velocity

respectively; νjn corresponds to charge-neutral collision frequency. In the limit

νen/Ωe � 1, νin/Ωi < 1, Ti/Te � 1, and with negligible �ow along the magnetic

�eld (i.e. Vi‖ = Ve‖ ≈ 0), the above continuity and momentum equations are used

to derive an equation in partial time derivative of (ni − ne) [47]. The Poisson

equation, with the dominant electric �eld in the vertical direction, is given by

∇ · E =
dEz

dz
= 4πe(ni − ne). (1.12)

Substituting Eq.(1.12) in the above mentioned equation in partial time derivative

of (ni −ne), simplifying further and solving, a steady state plasma fall velocity VR

along the major radius can be expressed as [47]

VR =
1

νin

[
2
c2s
R

− 1

2

∂

∂R
|ṽR|2

]
, (1.13)

where cs =
√
kTe/mi. The radial component of mean ponderomotive force due to

low frequency �uctuations mini〈(Vi · ∇)Vi〉 can be approximated as

∼ (1/2)mini∂|ṽR|2/∂R R̂, where |ṽR| is the amplitude of velocity oscillations of the
�uid in the radial direction. Clearly if ∂|ṽR|2/∂R > 0, then the �uctuation driven

ponderomotive force (radial component) opposes the free fall due to the e�ective

gravity. The plasma con�nement time (τc = a/VR), therefore, is increased. In

this way, the �ow-�uctuation cycle results in an �e�ective rotational transform�.

In the present work we examine the role of �uctuation driven poloidal �ow in a

simple toroidal plasma, i.e. estimating 〈ṽθ〉 and calculating other poloidal �ows.

The role of ṽR in creating an e�ective ponderomotive force experimentally is not

being investigated.

1.5 Present work

In spite of the experimental and theoretical work described till now, to our knowl-

edge, the role of �uctuations and �ows in the formation of an average equilibrium
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Chapter 1. Introduction

has not yet been completely resolved. In this thesis, a detailed experimental inves-

tigation on the role of �uctuations and self-consistently generated poloidal �ows

in sustaining mean pro�les has been carried out, for the �rst time, in a simple

toroidal device. The co-existence of �uctuations and �ows is demonstrated ex-

perimentally; the onset of �uctuations and �ows is found to be accompanied by

enhanced plasma �lling on the high �eld side, which otherwise has lower densities.

The �uctuation induced particle �ux is found to contribute signi�cantly to the

total poloidal �ow. The measured toroidal plasma �ows are found to be small,

and within the measurement resolution of the �ow probe. Though the �uctua-

tions are large, the relative phase and coherence between density and potential

are found to play important role in generating �nite �ux. Furthermore, to see the

e�ect of �uctuations on the poloidal transport and mean plasma pro�les, exper-

imental investigation with varying toroidal magnetic �eld strength and ion mass

are undertaken. On changing the toroidal magnetic �eld, a transition occurs in

the nature of �uctuations, from highly coherent at low magnetic �eld to turbu-

lent at high magnetic �eld. With the change in the nature of �uctuations, the

associated poloidal �ows and mean plasma pro�les are determined experimentally.

To see the role of ion mass in the �uctuation-�ow generation, plasma is produced

using other inert gases such as krypton and xenon, keeping all other operating

conditions similar. The nature of �uctuations change from coherent to turbulent

with increase in ion mass; the associated poloidal �ows and mean plasma pro�les

are determined experimentally. The results presented in this thesis, indicate that

the poloidal �ow velocities change systematically with the change in the nature of

turbulence; moreover, the �uctuations and �ows play a crucial role in sustaining

the mean pro�les in all the cases. In the following, the lay-out of the thesis is

presented; the major topics are organized in chapters, each chapter elucidating a

comprehensive summary of motivation behind the measurements, major �ndings

followed by appropriate discussions.

1.6 Thesis outline

Rest of the thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, the Experimental

apparatus-BETA, a simple toroidal device in which all the present experimental
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Chapter 1. Introduction

investigations are carried out, is described in detail. Various diagnostic techniques

developed for measurements on this device are described, which are based on mea-

suring charge �ux incident on electrodes. Appropriate theoretical models for the

interpretation of the measurements are explained. The details of diagnostic probes,

including construction of probes, method of operation and estimation of parame-

ters from the measurements are discussed.

The role of �uctuations and poloidal �ows in sustaining the mean pro�les is inves-

tigated, and the results are presented in Chapter 3. Signi�cant poloidal �ows are

found to be driven by mean and �uctuating radial electric �elds. The charge in-

jected by the �lament form a vertically extended source region, toroidally spread in

the neighborhood of the magnetic �eld lines intercepting the �lament. This region

is found to coincide with the bottom of the observed potential well in the plasma.

The experimental determination of the radial spread of primary energetic electrons

is important for two reasons. First, it indicates the typical radial width upto which

the excess negative charge injected by the �lament is con�ned; the excess negative

charge plays an important role in the formation of a potential well and mean elec-

tric �eld driven poloidal �ow. Second, it indicates the region in which a signi�cant

population of non-thermal electrons is present, potentially a�ecting the Langmuir

probe measurements. The experimental detection of the fast electrons is carried

out using a Retarding Field Energy Analyzer (RFEA) [48, 49]. Using RFEA, a

suitable sequence of potential barriers is applied to collect the fast electrons; typ-

ical fast electron densities are estimated. These measurements using RFEA are

described in the Appendix A. The limitations and important in issues using RFEA

[50, 51], are also discussed. The observed radial spread of fast electrons is used

to identify the possible regions for erroneous estimation of electron temperature

due to non-thermal electrons, in the subsequent experimental investigations. In

continuation to the above work, the radial pro�les of mean plasma parameters

are obtained. From simultaneous probe measurements at di�erent locations, the

co-existence of �uctuations and enhanced �lling of plasma on high �eld side is

observed. Signi�cant poloidal �ows and well-spread radial pro�les are found to

sustain when large �uctuations are present. To understand the role of �uctuations

in poloidal �ow more quantitatively, poloidal �ow measurements are carried out

[52, 53]. The �uctuation induced poloidal �ow [54, 55, 56] is found to account for
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the signi�cant portion of the total poloidal �ow, in addition to the mean electric

�eld driven �ow. The present experimental �ndings are in partial support of the

theoretical model suggesting the �uctuation-�ow cycle as an �e�ective rotational

transform�, in a current less toroidal device [29, 47, 11].

The experimental studies described in Chapter 3 demonstrate that �uctuation in-

duced �ux plays an important role in generating �ows and sustaining radially well

spread plasma pro�les. Nature of �uctuations is, therefore, important in determin-

ing the mean plasma pro�les. Magnetic �eld is found to be an important control

parameter to obtain transitions in �uctuation regimes in a simple toroidal device

[20]. In continuation to the above experimental studies, varying the strength of the

magnetic �eld, a change in the nature of �uctuations, poloidal �ow generation and

attaining mean pro�les are investigated. The results are presented in Chapter

4. A transition occurs in the nature of �uctuations from highly coherent at low

magnetic �eld to turbulent at high magnetic �eld. The transition from coherence

to turbulence is found to be accompanied by enhanced �ow and density on high

�eld side. The dispersion relation [57] and nonlinear coupling of the �uctuations

[58, 59] in each case are estimated. The dominant mechanisms of instabilities are

identi�ed [20, 56, 60, 10, 61].

Through the above experimental studies, it is understood that change in the na-

ture of �uctuations with increasing magnetic �eld is associated with enhanced �ow

and con�nement. Plasma �ow is intrinsically associated with ion mass, thus mak-

ing it another important parameter through which the mean plasma pro�les and

transport in plasma in a simple toroidal device can vary [62]. In general, the exper-

imental investigation of con�nement with mass scaling in tokamak have indicated

that the con�nement increases with increase in ion mass, which is opposite of the

theoretical prediction [63]. In the next set of experiments, �uctuations and �ows in

plasmas are investigated with di�erent gases, viz. argon, krypton and xenon. The

results are presented in Chapter 5. The net poloidal �ow and the fundamental

frequency of �uctuations, which is seen to be approximately the rotation frequency

of the plasma [64], are found to increase with decrease in ion mass. Highly coher-

ent �uctuations which occur in the case of argon, become turbulent at higher ion

mass. The dominant �uctuations are, however, found to be �ute-like for all ion
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masses. In the experimental �ndings described till now, the estimated �uctua-

tion induced �ux is used to calculate an average �uctuation driven �ow. A better

understanding of the nature of the �uctuation induced �ux is possible with statis-

tical analysis [12, 65]. From the time series of �uctuation induced �ux, probability

distribution function (PDF) can be calculated which will be useful in quantifying

the sporadic, large transport bursts. The results of this analysis are presented in

Chapter 6. The local PDF can reveal non-Gaussian nature of �uctuations [66];

the non-Gaussian nature of the �uctuations indicate a coupling between the den-

sity and electric �eld �uctuations which can result in �nite �uctuation inducing

�ux. It has been observed in other similar devices that the coherent structures

do not contribute to the anomalous transport; rather transport occurs around the

vortical coherent structures where dissipative processes takes place [60]. Conse-

quently, the �uctuation induced �ux can be sporadic or bursty in nature, which

can be established from statistical analysis mentioned above.

In Chapter 7, the conclusions of the experimental investigations and results of

various analysis techniques are presented. This thesis work provides the �rst clear

experimental evidence for generation of intrinsic poloidal �ow from �uctuations

and hence may be regarded as partial support to the model of �ow-�uctuation

cycle as a mechanism of producing an �e�ective rotational transform�, in a simple

toroidal device.

In the next chapter, the experimental setup and diagnostic methods are described.

The construction of the probes, method of operation and interpreting parameters

from measurements are discussed.
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2
Experimental device and diagnostics

2.1 Device description

2.1.1 Experimental chamber

The experimental chamber in BETA apparatus is a toroidal vacuum vessel with

a major radius of 45 cm and a minor radius of 15 cm. The vacuum vessel con-

sists of four separate quadrants made up of stainless steel-304 elbows with circular

cross section and wall thickness of 6mm. The vessel has a toroidal electric-break

through proper insulation at one of the four joints of the quadrants. In total, the

vessel has 40 ports to have access to the interior of the vacuum vessel and other

purposes such as vacuum pumping, mounting components and diagnostics. There

are 12 radial ports on the outer wall, each with 15 cm inner diameter and 20 ports

of 10 cm inner diameter at the top and bottom of the vessel. Eight ports of 5 cm

inner diameter are also located on the top side of the vacuum vessel with 2 ports

at the centre of the each quadrant. All the ports on the vessel are provided with

grooves for viton `O' rings for vacuum tight contact with �anges.

The vacuum vessel is pumped out to the base vacuum by two di�usion pumps

through radial ports, diametrically opposite to each other. Each di�usion pump is

a Di�stak Model-250 of Edwards make, with a pumping speed of 2000 L/s. Each

Di�stak has a pneumatically operated ba�e valve at the inlet, and is backed by

a rotary pump at the outlet, with a pumping speed of 40m3/hour. Base vacuum

with 3×10−6 torr pressure is achieved and the typical working pressure during the
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experiments is 1× 10−4 torr.

2.1.2 Toroidal Magnetic �eld coils

The vacuum vessel is enclosed in a toroidal structure made up of 16 square frame

coils (referred as TF coils), on a toroidal radius of 50 cm. Hence, the minor axis

of the vacuum vessel has a radial inward shift of 5 cm from the minor axis of

the toroid. Each square frame coil has a side of 50 cm, with 3 windings made

up of 5 cm wide and 1 cm thick copper bars. The copper bars are dressed in

insulation to isolate the windings from each other. A large DC current (maximum

of 5 kA) is passed through the copper bars to produce toroidal magnetic �eld, with

a maximum of 0.1 T , for a typical duration of 5 s. The toroidal �eld coils heated

due to large current, are cooled by a continuous chilled water circulation through

the copper tubes brazed at the inner edge of the copper bars. A maximum of 2%

ripple in the toroidal �eld is observed at the outer wall of the toroidal vessel.

2.1.3 Vertical Magnetic �eld coils

A pair of circular coils (referred as VF coils) is placed symmetrically, 60 cm above

and below the equatorial mid-plane, coaxially with the major axis. Each coil having

230 cm inner diameter is made up of 10 windings of copper sheet, with dimensions

of 2.5 cm width and 0.3 cm thickness. A vertical �eld of order of 10−3 T , can be

applied externally by passing a current of 100 A through these coils. These coils

are not energized during present set of experiments. Due to inherent misalignment

of the TF coils, however, a �nite Bz can still exist as an o�set in the present

experimental conditions. Experimental determination of this o�set is a subject of

future work.

2.1.4 Supporting structure

The entire toroidal structure of BETA, including the experimental vessel and mag-

netic �eld coils, is supported by a set of aluminium stands and a buckling cylinder

at the centre. The supporting structure is designed in such a way that it facilitates

to assemble or disassemble the quadrants and also to withstand the mechanical
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forces generated while passing large currents in the toroidal �eld coils. For con-

venience, each quadrant is supported by a separate aluminium stand. One of the

quadrants is �xed in position with its stand bolted on to the �oor and the other

three quadrants can be moved apart, through wheels attached to their stands, with

reference to the �xed quadrant. Each quadrant of the vessel is supported at three

locations; one at the central radial port, other two at the quadrant joints.

The buckling cylinder is placed on a table at the centre of the toroidal system,

supported by a separate aluminium stand. The toroidal �eld coils are supported

by stainless steel channels at the top and bottom legs and the buckling cylinder at

the inner leg. Stainless steel wedges are placed between the inner legs of the coils

along the length of the buckling cylinder, also at the top and bottom at the outer

legs of the coils leaving open space to access the radial ports. The experimental

chamber is isolated electrically from the entire supporting structure and vacuum

pumping system.

2.2 Plasma production

A hot biased �lament is used to produce plasma in the present set of experiments.

Use of other techniques such as electron cyclotron resonance (ECR) source and ra-

dio frequency (RF) source to produce plasma is also feasible. The �lament source

is known to produce large gradients in the plasma parameters, which can o�er

relatively, a better control of the �uctuations. Hence, the �lament source is pre-

ferred in the present experiments. The �lament, made up of a pure tungsten wire

with 0.2 cm diameter and a length of ∼ 20 cm, is mounted vertically on the minor

axis at one toroidal location. The �lament is clamped through �exible supports

made of SS-304, suspended from the �anges at top and bottom ports of 10 cm

diameter. Current feed through rods are welded at the centre of the �anges, to

which the �lament supports are connected inside the vacuum vessel and to electric

cables of �lament heating power supply outside the vessel. The �lament is heated

by passing a continuous current from a DC power supply with a maximum rating

of 200 A, to a su�cient high temperature for thermionic emission. The �lament

�anges are electrically isolated from the ports of the vacuum vessel using vacuum
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tight insulation between them. A conducting limiter with an open circular aper-

ture of 18 cm diameter, made up of SS-304, is placed coaxially with the minor axis,

approximately 1800 toroidally away from the �lament. The limiter and vacuum

vessel are maintained at the ground potential.

In order to produce a pulsed discharge of the toroidal plasma and carryout the

measurements, a sequence of TTL trigger pulses with preset delays is generated

using a multiple pulse generator circuit. Using this multiple trigger generator,

toroidal �eld power supply is triggered �rst. The toroidal �eld, initially with

few large oscillations, reaches a steady value after 500ms. While toroidal �eld is

steady, a negative bias pulse of 1 s duration is applied to the hot �lament with

respect to the vacuum vessel leading to the breakdown of the �lled gas. The

diagnostic circuits and data acquisition system are triggered with an approximate

delay of 100ms with respect to the bias pulse to the �lament. The details of the

diagnostic techniques and measurement methods are described in the next section.

A photograph of the the experimental set-up is shown in Fig. 2.1. The schematic

view of the cross-section of BETA, diagnostics and the bias to the electrodes are

shown in Fig. 2.2. The top view of the vacuum vessel, top ports, radial ports and

pumping lines, along with location of �lament, limiter, and probe shafts are shown

schematically in Fig. 2.3.

2.3 Diagnostics

Measurement of mean and �uctuating plasma parameters is performed using par-

ticle �ux probes. In principle, the particle �ux probes collect the charge �ux inci-

dent on their surface, where the current drawn depends on one or several plasma

parameters. Though collecting probes have the advantage in obtaining local mea-

surements, the potential disadvantage is perturbation in the plasma and hence a

possible modi�cation in the parameters being measured. It is necessary to con�rm,

therefore, that the above probes being used may cause minimum perturbations in

the plasma. The particle �ux probes used in this thesis work constitute cold col-

lecting probes and emissive probe. The cold collecting probes used are single and

triple Langmuir probes, array of probes and directional probes.
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Figure 2.1: A photograph of the simple toroidal device BETA. The blue and yellow
vertical bars in the middle of the photograph are the outer legs of TF coils. The
experimental chamber is placed inside the toroid.
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Figure 2.2: A schematic view of the cross-section of BETA and diagnostics.
Schematic electrical connection for discharge is also shown. All the probe mea-
surements are done close to the plane of the limiter. The �lament heating circuit
is not shown here.
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Probe Shafts

R = 45 cm
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line − 1
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Figure 2.3: A schematic top view of BETA vacuum vessel and other parts. The
toroidal and vertical magnetic �eld coils are not shown here. The cylindrical coordi-
nates (R, θ, z) are de�ned such that R is along the major radius, θ is the azimuthal
angle with reference to the �lament location, and z is the vertical coordinate. The
plane z = 0 indicates the equatorial mid-plane.
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2.3.1 Single Langmuir probe

Probe construction and theory

The single Langmuir probes (SLPs) are made up of tungsten wire of 1mm diam-

eter, either 3 or 4mm length and hence cylindrical in shape. The probe inserted

in the plasma is such that the cylindrical axis of the probe is perpendicular to the

toroidal magnetic �eld. The probe is mounted through ceramic holders with thin

ceramic sleeves shielding upto certain length, to reduce shadowing e�ect of bulk

insulating material close to the collecting surface of the probe. In general, arrays

of SLPs with a speci�c probe separation are used to facilitate the measurement

of several quantities simultaneously. The entire probe structure along with the

ceramic holder is mounted on a stainless steel shaft, which can slide through a

vacuum tight Wilson feed-through on a radial port. The probes can be accessed

for electrical connections, using suitable connectors at the other end of the shaft

outside the vacuum system. The probes are kept either �oating or biased with

reference to the chamber for diagnosis of the plasma; usually probe voltage and

probe current are measured.

Langmuir probes are easy to make but the measurements are di�cult to interpret,

especially in the presence of magnetic �eld. The accuracy of the estimation of the

physical quantities from the measurements using Langmuir probes, is subject to

the use of an appropriate theoretical model for the charge collection by the probe

surface. Since the reporting of the �rst detailed theory for charge collection on

conducting surfaces in plasma by Mott-Smith and Langmuir [67], several probe

designs with either fully or partially understood theoretical models have been de-

veloped, depending on the ambient conditions in the plasma. For example, charge

collection of probes in unmagnetized plasma is understood to a signi�cant extent

[68]. A brief summary of the charge collection by the probe with collisionless thin

sheath, and its relevance to the plasma parameters in an unmagnetized plasma is

described below.

For a Maxwellian velocity distribution of particles with an average thermal velocity

v̄th and density n, the thermal particle �ux (Γth) in any direction due to random
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motion is given by

Γth =
1

4
nv̄th. (2.1)

Because of the lighter mass of the electrons, usually vth,e � vth,i, i.e. electron

thermal velocities are higher than that of ions, therefore, electron thermal �ux

dominates usually over the ion thermal �ux in the plasma. Consequently, a metal

surface inserted in the plasma tend to acquire a negative potential with respect to

the ambient plasma; the potential on the metal surface measured with respect to

chamber or ground is referred as �oating potential (φf ), at which the net current

to the probe is zero. For a Maxwellian velocity distribution of electrons with

temperature Te, the electron density at a point with potential V with respect to

the far unperturbed location, arbitrarily chosen as zero, is given by

ne = n∞exp(eV/kTe), (2.2)

where n∞, is the electron density at a far, unperturbed location. Nevertheless,

this potential at far, unperturbed location can be �nite with respect to the wall or

chamber potential which is referred as plasma potential (φp).

On biasing a probe inserted in the plasma, su�ciently negative with respect to

φp, all the electrons are repelled and thus an ion sheath is formed. Under these

conditions the current drawn by the probe is called as ion saturation current (Iis).

The ion saturation current is given by

Iis = exp

(
−1

2

)
n∞qAcs, (2.3)

where n∞ is the ion or electron density at unperturbed location far from the probe,

q is the charge of ion, A is the surface area of sheath and cs is the ion acoustic

velocity with ion mass mi, given by cs = (kTe/mi)
1/2, with Ti, the ion temperature

assumed to be much smaller compared to Te. For a given arbitrary voltage V

applied across the probe, the current drawn by the probe is determined by the net

charge �ux incident on the probe. When Ti � Te, the probe biased negatively

with respect to φp will collect ion current equal to Iis and an electron current Ie
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given by

Ie = Ies exp(e(V − φp)/kTe) =
1

4
n∞eAv̄th,e exp(e(V − φp)/kTe). (2.4)

Thus the characteristic Ie−V curve obtained on sweeping voltage across the probe,

when plotted on logarithmic scale for current, the slope gives an estimate of Te. At

V = φp, there is no electric �eld in the vicinity of the probe and the probe current

is the resultant of ion and electron thermal �uxes. Using these arguments and

Eq.(2.4), a relation can be found between the �oating potential and the plasma

potential. For unmagnetized plasma, the �oating potential and plasma potential

are related by

φp = φf + µ
kTe

e
(2.5)

where µ = (1/2)(ln(mi/2πme) + 1). Hence knowing µ, φp can be calculated from

φf and Te obtained experimentally.

Though well established theoretical models exist for charge collection in an un-

magnetized plasma as described above, in the presence of magnetic �eld, it is

understood only to an extent despite the concrete e�orts [69, 70]. This is due to

the complex structure of sheath surrounding the conducting surface in the pres-

ence of magnetic �eld, which can alter the charge collection scheme signi�cantly.

Using suitable cross-�eld di�usion models, appropriate modi�cations for electron

and ion collection in presence of magnetic �eld have been suggested [71]. The ratio

of Ies/Iis is found to deviate substantially from (mi/me)
1/2 which pertains to the

�eld free case [72]. Though the electron collection can be modi�ed signi�cantly,

it has been shown that the electron current given by Eq.(2.4) for probe voltage

V < φf is only weakly modi�ed. Therefore, this region of the characteristics can

be used for the density and Te calculations. Use of a signi�cant portion of the

characteristic curve with probe voltage V > φf has been found to result in spuri-

ously high values of Te, in measurements on JET Tokamak by Tagle et al [73]. In

strongly magnetized plasma, probe-size e�ects have been observed to a�ect Lang-

muir probe measurements. For example, in the measurements in DITE tokamak

when larmour radius becomes comparable to the probe-size, density has been seen

to be overestimated [74].
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For the typical magnetic �elds used in the present experimental work, the ion

larmour radius is found to be larger than the probe dimensions. The ion collection

by the probe, therefore, pertains to a weakly magnetized case. The typical plasma

parameters are estimated as follows. The density is interpreted from Iis as

n∞ =
Iis

1
2
qAcs

. (2.6)

From the characteristic current-voltage curve obtained on sweeping voltage across

the probe, comparison is made with Eq.(2.4), for V < φf to estimate Te. Though

Eq.(2.5) do not hold strictly with theoretically calculated value for µ for a magne-

tized plasma, this equation can still be used to calculate φp with experimentally

determined value for µ [75]. A direct measurement of φp is, however, obtained

using emissive probe as described in Sec.2.3.6.

Signal electronics for SLP measurements

Sweeping voltage across a SLP with respect to the chamber, using a sawtooth wave

generator, current to voltage (I-V) characteristic curve is obtained. The diagram of

the circuit used for the generation of sawtooth wave, to sweep across the Langmuir

probe is shown in Fig. 2.4. Using this circuit, sawtooth wave form of voltage in

a typical range of −60 V to +20 V , with 10ms period is repeatedly swept across

the probe for 40 cycles typically, and the probe current thus obtained is averaged

for a single sawtooth period. With this circuit, a sawtooth waveform of low ampli-

tude (< 5 V ) is ampli�ed to a large amplitude using a high common mode voltage

op-amp (PA-85), the output of which is applied across the probe, with a shunt

resistance of 100 Ω to measure the probe current. To improve the measurement

resolution for the voltage drop across the shunt at high common mode voltage,

an instrumentation ampli�er is used. Typical I-V characteristics from theoretical

description are shown in Fig. 2.5, with sweep voltage (V ) and probe current (Ip).

For comparison, the I-V characteristic curve obtained experimentally is shown in

Fig. 2.6. Three di�erent regions are observed in the typical I-V characteristics, viz.

a saturation region for relatively large negative bias (where Ip = Iis), a transition

region with increasing voltage, and another saturation region (where Ip = Ies) for
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Figure 2.4: Diagram of the circuit used to sweep voltage across the single Langmuir
probe, for obtaining full I-V characteristics.

Ip

V

Figure 2.5: Typical schematic of I-
V characteristics for a single Langmuir
probe, assuming a single Maxwellian tem-
perature for electrons and ions.
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Figure 2.6: The I-V characteristics
obtained experimentally, on averaging
the characteristics from repeated voltage
sweeping. The method of acquiring this
curve will be described in Sec.3.3.2.
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relatively large positive bias. At V = φf , the electron current collected is equal to

Iis in magnitude, hence the probe draws no net current. A knee observed between

the transition region and the electron saturation region gives an approximate es-

timate of the φp. Obtaining full I-V characteristics, therefore, gives an average

estimate of n∞, Te and an approximate φp. In order to obtain the above said

parameters as a function of time the following measurement techniques are used.

To measure Iis as a function of time directly, without sweeping voltage across

the probe, a su�cient �xed negative bias is applied across the probe, on which

the probe draws a current equal to Iis. The �xed bias V must be such that

V < φf − 3kTe/e, on which almost all the electrons are repelled. A bias of typ-

ically V ∼ −40 to −50 V , is applied using a current to voltage (I-V) converter

circuit, which also gives the measure of the probe current. A circuit diagram of

the I-V converter made using opamp OPA454 for Iis measurement is shown in

Fig. 2.7. These op-amps have a maximum common mode voltage rating of 100 V .

Figure 2.7: The I-V converter circuit used for the measurement of ion saturation
current. The sensitivity of the I-V converter is 1 V/mA.

The circuit is made in two op-amp stages; �rst stage op-amp provides negative bias

to the probe, and give an output voltage which is sum of bias voltage and voltage

proportional to the probe current. The di�erential ampli�er at the second stage

subtracts the bias voltage from the �rst stage output and gives a voltage signal
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proportional to the probe current only. The time series of Iis thus obtained has a

mean and �uctuations which are characteristic of the plasma. Since Iis is a measure

of density, assuming negligible �uctuations in Te, �uctuations in Iis are measure

of density �uctuations. The measurable range of density using SLP with the I-V

converter is determined from the measurable output voltage range and probe col-

lection area. The typical measurable density range is between 5 × 1015 m−3 and

1.5× 1018 m−3.

The �oating potential φf , is indicated by the voltage at which the I-V curve in-

tercepts with the voltage axis; hence Ip = Iis + Ie ' 0, where Ie is given by

Eq.(2.4). Ideally φf can be obtained by simply inserting the probe in the plasma

and measuring the voltage acquired by it with a high impedance measuring device.

Neglecting the �uctuations in Te, the �uctuations in φf indicate �uctuations in φp.

To retain a good frequency response in the measurements of φf , a voltage follower

made of a high common-mode voltage op-amp (PA85) is used as a bu�er. The

bu�er circuit is kept close to the probe connectors on the shafts mounted with

probes, followed by cables of su�cient length at the output of the bu�er. The

circuit diagram of the bu�er circuit is shown in Fig. 2.8. The measurable voltage

Figure 2.8: Circuit diagram of the voltage follower used for the measurement of
�oating potential.

range for �oating potential is φf ∼ 0 to −100 V , which is attenuated by a factor

of 20, before acquired by the data acquisition system.

The probe current in the transition region in I-V characteristics shown in Fig.2.5,

is primarily determined by Te and n∞. The electron temperature Te is given

by kTe/e = (Ip − Iis)/(dIp/dV ), which can also be directly obtained from an
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exponential �t to the probe current in the transition region

Ip = Iis(1− exp((V − φf )/(kTe/e))). (2.7)

A good estimate for plasma potential φp can be obtained from the projection on

voltage axis from the intersection point of the exponentially �tted curve described

in Eq.(2.7), and a straight line �tted to Ip in the electron saturation region. In

the present experimental work, however, an emissive probe is used to measure φp

directly. The method of determining φp from the intersection of curves �tted is de-

scribed in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, to corroborate emissive probe measurements.

2.3.2 Triple Langmuir probe

Probe construction

It has been discussed in Sec.2.3.1 that in a magnetized plasma, use of full I-V

characteristics of SLP in the transition region can lead to overestimation of Te [73].

Reliable estimate for Te can be made only if a part of the I-V characteristics with

the probe bias V < φf is used such that electron current drawn is relatively small.

A triple Langmuir probe (TLP) operates close to this region of I-V characteristics,

with one of the probes exceeding φf by only a small voltage which is a measure of

Te and drawing a maximum electron current of 2|Iis| [76, 77]. Hence TLP is useful

in simultaneous measurement of Te and n∞ without sweeping a voltage across the

probe. The TLP used for the measurements on BETA is made up of three tungsten

wires of 1mm diameter and 3mm ± 0.5mm length, mounted at the corners of

a triangle on a ceramic block. A photograph of the TLP is shown in Fig. 2.9.

The typical relative error in the calculation of area and estimation of density is

≈ ±17%. The probe separation between any pair of tips is typically 4mm. The

probe tips are mounted such that the cylindrical axes are parallel to the major

radius, therefore, perpendicular to the toroidal magnetic �eld. The probe-ceramic

block assembly is mounted through a SS metal shaft radially movable through the

radial port.
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Figure 2.9: A photograph of triple Langmuir probe. Thin capillary tubes are used
to enclose the tungsten tips up to certain length from the ceramic block, exposing
only 3mm length of probes.

Signal electronics for TLP measurements

The measurement scheme adopted for TLP is such that one of the three probes

is �oating, and other two probes are biased with respect to each other. All the

probes are, however, �oating with respect to the vessel ground or measurement

ground both of which are same, and the biasing of the probes is with respect to

each other only. Since the probes have a direct reference through plasma only, the

biasing circuit has a di�erent `ground` or reference voltage. The measurements are,

therefore, obtained using isolation. The electrical schematic of the measurement

method is illustrated in Fig. 2.10. The measurement scheme used here involves

the measurement of current �owing between the biased probes which is equal to

Iis and the �oating probe voltage with respect to the positive probe of the two

biased probes. The probes are labelled with numbers as follows: 1 - �oating, 2 and

3 - biased (2 biased relatively positive). The diagram of the circuit used for TLP

measurements is shown in Fig. 2.11. The bias between the probes 2 and 3 (V23)

has to be enough (V23 > 3kTe/e) so that probe - 3 draws only ion saturation cur-

rent. A �xed bias of 12 to 24 V between the two probes is provided by a battery.

The ion saturation current Iis is obtained by measuring voltage drop VR across
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Figure 2.10: Schematic method employed for TLP measurements. `1', `2' and `3'
are the numbers labelled for three probes.

Figure 2.11: Diagram of the circuit used for the operation of TLP. It can be
observed that the grounds (or commons) on both sides of the isolation ampli�ers
are indicated by di�erent symbols.
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a small resistance (100 Ω), using high impedance voltage follower. The �oating

probe-1 voltage with respect to probe-2 (V12) is measured using an op-amp. Both

the quantities (V12 and VR) are obtained using analog isolation ampli�ers.

In this method of operation for TLP, probe-3 draws a current of Iis and probe-2

draws a net current equal to Iis+ Ie where Ie ∼= −2Iis. Assuming there is only one

species of Maxwellian velocity distribution of electrons with temperature Te, V12 is

directly proportional to Te and given by V12 = 0.69kTe/e. Hence, Te is estimated

from measured V12. The working range for Te using the above circuit is between

0.2 eV and 30 eV . The maximum range of measurable density from Iis obtained

using TLP circuit is limited by 5× 1015 m−3 and 1× 1018 m−3.

2.3.3 Radial array of Langmuir probes

A linear array of 4 single Langmuir probes is used for simultaneous measurement

of density (n) and �oating potential (φf ) as a function of time. The probe array is

aligned along the major radius in the horizontal mid-plane of the torus and hence

referred as a radial array. The successive probe tips are separated by 5mm whose

cylindrical axes are aligned vertically. The entire probe array sitting on a ceramic

block which is mounted through a radially movable shaft. A schematic view of

the radial array of LPs is shown in Fig. 2.12. A photograph of this probe array is

shown in Fig. 2.13. The length of each probe tip is 4mm± 0.5mm, therefore, the

Probe tip

Ceramic
capillary

Ceramic tubes

Figure 2.12: A schematic view of the ra-
dial array of Langmuir probes. From the
ceramic capillaries, 4 mm long probe tips
are exposed to the plasma.

Figure 2.13: A photograph of the
radial array of Langmuir probes.
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typical relative error in the estimation of area and hence the estimation of density

is ≈ ±13%. Operation of the probes and interpretation of the results are same as

described in Sec.2.3.1. An important application of this probe is the estimation of

�uctuation induced poloidal particle �ux which will be discussed in Chapter 3.

2.3.4 Mach probe

Direct measurement of plasma �ow velocity can be obtained using another type

of collecting probe, referred as Mach probe. The measurement principle of the

Mach probe is based on the asymmetry in the particle �ux in upstream and down-

stream directions when the �ow exists. Well understood theoretical models exist

for estimation of �ow velocity parallel to the magnetic �eld, from Mach probe mea-

surements [78, 79, 80]. These models which are used for calculation of �ow velocity

parallel to magnetic �eld are based on either �uid theory [80, 53, 81] or kinetic

theory [82]. Few works relevant to measurement of �ow velocities perpendicular to

magnetic �eld have been reported so far, however, either limited in measurement

range or applicability [83, 84, 85, 52].

The Mach probe used for estimation of net (or total) poloidal �ow velocity on

BETA, consists of two circular discs for the collection of charge, mounted on the

end surfaces of a cylindrical ceramic block which is 10mm long and 10mm in

diameter. The circular discs are positioned at 2mm depth from the end surfaces,

with 4mm aperture open to the incident �ux. The schematic view of the Mach

probe is shown in Fig. 2.14. The probe is mounted on a radially movable shaft

through a radial port. A photograph of the Mach probe with the movable shaft

is shown in Fig. 2.15. A model, used for the estimation of �ow velocity in any

arbitrary direction (θ) with respect to the magnetic �eld, is based on symmetry

arguments to eliminate the magnetic �eld e�ect [52]. The cylindrical axis of Mach

probe is usually aligned along the direction assumed for the �ow and Iis at the

two end discs is measured. The plasma �ow velocity, assumed to be same as ion

�ow velocity, is estimated from Iis measured in the upstream and downstream

directions to the �ow. From the Iis drawn at the two ends of the probe, the net

�ow velocity in an arbitrary direction θ with respect to the magnetic �eld can be
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Figure 2.14: A schematic view of the
cross-section of the Mach probe, showing
the upstream and downstream electrodes
for charge collection and the insulating
boundaries.

Figure 2.15: A photograph show-
ing the side view of the Mach
probe.

calculated using the following equation [52],

v

cs
=

1

α

Iis(θ + π)− Iis(θ)

Iis(θ + π) + Iis(θ)
, (2.8)

where cs is the local ion sound velocity which can be obtained from Te measure-

ment, α is a constant whose values is 0.5 from Stangeby's result for parallel �ow

[53]. However, the accuracy of calculation of the �ow velocity using Eq.(2.8) is

subject to proper calibration of α. This calibration can be done by measuring

known �ow in the plasma. The calibration for the �ow measurements using Mach

probe will be discussed in Chapter 3. The resolution of measurements is limited by

the inherent asymmetry in the charge collection areas of the disc, whose maximum

is found to be less than 10%. The resolution of the measurements is, therefore,

given by v/cs ∼ 0.1.

Though the derivation of �ow velocity perpendicular to the magnetic �eld using

above model is based on elimination of the magnetic �eld e�ect, the limit of ap-

plicability for this model is rLi/rP > 1 where rLi is the ion larmor radius and rP

is the probe radius [52]. Hence the Mach probe can be used at low magnetic �elds

only, with the above condition satis�ed. For measurement at high magnetic �eld a

probe which is further small in size is necessary. The design and operation of such
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probe is discussed in the following.

2.3.5 Directional Langmuir probe

The poloidal �ow velocity measurement for BT ≥ 440 G is carried out by a di-

rectional Langmuir probe (DLP) similar to the one described in Ref.[52], since

rLi ∼ rP for BT ≥ 440 G, for Mach probe. The DLP is made up of a single elec-

trode to keep the probe size minimum. It consists of a 1mm diameter tungsten

wire inserted in a hole of similar inner diameter in a ceramic tube of 3mm outer

diameter. The tungsten wire is made open to the incident charge �ux through

an aperture of 1mm diameter on the curved surface of the ceramic tube. The

ceramic tube is aligned along the major radius and closed at one end. The open

end through which the tungsten wire is inserted, is �xed on a ceramic block which

is mounted on a radially movable shaft. The schematic of the DLP is shown in

Fig. 2.16. A photograph of DLP is shown in Fig. 2.17. Since DLP is made up of

Ceramic
holder

Ceramic tube

Open aperture (1 mm dia.)

Figure 2.16: A schematic view of direc-
tional Langmuir probe.

Figure 2.17: A photograph of the
directional Langmuir probe. The
tungsten wire is exposed through
the small aperture on thin long
ceramic tube.

a single electrode, poloidal �ow measurements are carried out by measuring the

upstream and downstream currents on shot to shot basis. The probe is aligned

upstream to obtain Iis, then rotated by 1800 to measure downstream Iis. The DLP

has a small probe area with a single preferable direction, therefore, the charge �ux

and hence the current drawn by the probe is small. To measure such a low current,

a high sensitivity I-V converter is used. The circuit diagram is shown in Fig. 2.18.
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Measuring Iis upstream and downstream from shot to shot, the �ow velocity can

Figure 2.18: The circuit used for measuring low currents collected by DLP.

be calculated using the model described in Sec.2.3.4.

2.3.6 Emissive probe

A direct measurement of φp can be obtained using an emissive probe, a hot particle

�ux probe, which also emit electrons due to thermionic emission. The operating

principle of the emissive probe is that, if a collecting probe is made to emit elec-

trons and swept for I-V characteristics, the characteristics tend to deviate from the

typical characteristics shown for cold probe in Fig. 2.5 in one region and remain

unchanged in the other region. The point of deviation in characteristics at which

separation of these two regions occurs on voltage axis is the plasma potential.

Several methods exist for the operation of emissive probe to determine the above

mentioned characteristic point [88]. Two most familiar methods are the in�ection

point method [86], and �oating point method [87, 88]. The in�ection point method

is based on obtaining the full I-V characteristics of emissive probe with �nite emis-

sion. In the �oating point method, a �oating hot probe on su�cient emission tend

to attain plasma potential φp. In the present work, �oating point method is used.

In the following, the construction and operation of the emissive probe are described.
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The emissive probe is made of a tungsten wire of 0.125mm diameter drawn from

a twin bore ceramic tube to form a small loop with 6mm long wire exposed to

the plasma at one end of the tube. The tungsten wire ends drawn from other end

of the ceramic tube are pressed against the copper wires of su�cient thickness to

�t in tightly in the bores of the tube, to make electrical contact. This method of

electrical contact, by physically tightening the wires by pressing against each other,

has resulted in reliable electrical contact, observed to be long lasting, even when

the tungsten is heated to high temperatures. The twin bore ceramic tube with

3mm outer diameter, is �xed on a ceramic block which is mounted on a radially

movable shaft. A schematic view of the emissive probe is shown in Fig. 2.19. The
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Figure 2.19: Schematic view of the cross-section of emissive probe.

emissive probe loop is heated by passing 2.5 A of DC current across its terminals

with an isolated DC power supply. Typically 3 − 6 V drop is observed at the

heating DC power supply terminals, depending upon the total length of emissive

probe �lament. Since the φp measurements are carried out with continuous heating

of the emissive probe �lament, a maximum o�set of half the voltage drop at the

heating power supply can occur in φp measurements. The voltage on the hot

emissive probe is measured using a bu�er circuit shown in Fig. 2.8, which is also

used for the �oating potential measurement.
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2.3.7 Signal conditioning and data acquisition

There are two important constraints in recording the analog voltage signals from

probe circuits by the standard digitizer modules. First, the analog signal obtained

from probes through electrical circuits, in general vary over a wide range of volt-

age, whereas the digitizers used here have an input voltage range of ±10 V with

a 14-bit resolution. For this, an ampli�er or an attenuator is used depending on

the signal output from the probe circuits. Second, the characteristic �uctuations

in the plasma which are re�ected in the measured parameters do vary in a wide

frequency range; depending upon the sampling frequency of the digitizers, there

is an upper cut-o� in frequency in analog signal, above which all the frequencies

must be attenuated. The analog bandwidth for the signal is determined according

to Nyquist criteria to avoid aliasing e�ect. Both these tasks have been achieved

by suitably designed analog circuits labelled as signal conditioning cards.

Two types of signal conditioning cards have been utilized here, for the purpose

mentioned above. Both the cards have a pre-ampli�cation or attenuation stages

followed by low pass �lter. One type of card, labelled as type-1, has a low pass �lter

of 35 kHz bandwidth. Other type of card, labelled as type-2, has a low pass �lter

of 100 kHz bandwidth. Since the dominant �uctuations in plasma are typically of

low-frequency kind, and signi�cantly lower than 35 kHz, no signi�cant di�erences

are seen on using either of the signal conditioning cards. Multiple number of sig-

nal conditioning cards are �xed in an aluminium chassis which is mounted on the

diagnostic rack placed in the neighborhood of the experimental vessel. Suitable

isolation is provided for inputs from the chassis ground, to avoid possible ground

loops from various probe circuits. The output shields from the signal conditioning

cards are connected to chassis which is at the ground potential of the vessel. The

analog voltage signals from the signal conditioning cards are digitized by a PXI

based data acquisition system; the digitizers have a simultaneous sampling with

a maximum sampling rate of 2.5 MS/s, a maximum voltage range of ±10 V , and

a deep on board memory of 16 MS. The trigger for the Data acquisition, which

can be chosen with rising or trailing edge of a TTL pulse, has been given with a

typical delay of 100ms with respect to the discharge voltage pulse.
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In summary, in this chapter, the details of the experimental apparatus including

the vacuum vessel and the subsystems are described in detail. Method of plasma

production, various diagnostic techniques and their applicability are discussed. In

the next chapter, we proceed to obtain discharge under chosen operating condi-

tions, and characterize them through measurements.
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3
Role of �uctuations and intrinsic �ows in

sustaining mean plasma pro�les

3.1 Introduction

As described in Sec.1.2, �rotational transform� does not exist in a simple toroidal

plasma and hence there is no equilibrium. The major hindrance in achieving

the equilibrium is the vertical charge separation leading to enhanced Ez ×B ra-

dial losses. Restoration of equilibrium was suggested by two models: one using

a conducting limiter which can short-circuit the potential di�erence due to ver-

tical charge separation, and other by a fast poloidal plasma rotation, leading to

the charge neutralization. In the literature survey in Sec.1.3, it has been seen

that large �uctuations are always found to be associated with radially well spread

mean plasma pro�les and improved con�nement in a simple toroidal plasma; con-

sequently, plasma con�nement time increases by an order of magnitude. Above the

background turbulent �uctuations, short-lived coherent structures are believed to

be essentially associated with cross-�eld particle transport. One of the theoretical

models, describing the enhanced cross-�eld transport in the presence of �uctua-

tions is a `�ow-�uctuation cycle'.

The �ow-�uctuation cycle described in Sec.1.4, suggests that initially the limiter

provides the �seed� equilibrium; the �uctuations generated due to gradients en-

hance the poloidal �ow attained in the initial equilibrium. The enhanced �ow back

reacts on the �uctuations, thereby limiting the �uctuation amplitude. This �ow-
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�uctuation cycle can be the cause of improved con�nement in a simple toroidal

plasma.

The experimental investigations presented in this chapter are motivated by identi-

�cation of two separate regimes of operation where large �uctuations either exist or

do not exist in a simple toroidal plasma, produced in BETA. Since the �uctuations

are believed to be associated with transport and mean pro�le modi�cations, nature

of pro�les of plasma parameters for both the operation regimes is investigated and

the associated �uctuation pro�les are obtained. Measurements of the poloidal �ow

in the plasma for both the operation regimes are made. Through appropriate mea-

surements of typical parameters, direct contribution to the �ow by the �uctuations

are obtained. The comparisons of various �ow measurements reveal that, indeed

the �uctuations have signi�cant role in generating intrinsic poloidal �ow and an

�e�ective rotational transform�.

The experimental investigations begin with demonstrating similar discharge char-

acteristics, for both possible directions of the toroidal magnetic �eld. This demon-

stration is followed by a discussion on few practical issues in using Langmuir probes.

3.2 Discharge characteristics - issues

3.2.1 Discharge characteristics with BT direction

Electrical breakdown of the �lled neutral gas is initiated with a hot biased �lament

in the presence of toroidal magnetic �eld, as described in Sec.2.2. On achieving the

base vacuum, the vessel is �lled with argon gas to a neutral pressure of 1×10−4 torr

and the toroidal �eld at the minor axis is set at 220 G. The hot �lament is biased

with a negative pulse for 1 s duration. The voltage across the electrodes when

the discharge is sustained, referred as discharge voltage, is denoted by Vd; the dis-

charge current denoted by Id is measured through a shunt resistance of 0.25 Ω. The

discharge pulse is applied during the �at top of the toroidal magnetic �eld. The

discharge characteristics are obtained by varying the magnitude of the negative

pulse by a DC power supply with a maximum range of 150 V . To observe possible

uncertainty or variations in the discharge current, discharge is obtained 4 times
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for each applied voltage. Breakdown is found to occur above 40 V ; the discharge

current saturates at Id ∼ 6 A, in the neighborhood of Vd ∼ 60 V .

Changing the direction of the current �ow in the toroidal �eld coils, the toroidal

magnetic �eld direction is reversed. This would not change the magnetic �eld

topology; therefore it is expected that the discharge characteristics would remain

unchanged. The discharge characteristics, for both directions of toroidal magnetic

�eld, are shown in Fig. 3.1. Small deviations, especially at the breakdown voltage
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Figure 3.1: Discharge characteristics obtained for two directions of toroidal mag-
netic �eld.

may be attributed to the presence of small geometrical asymmetry in placing the

�lament. All the measurements shown further in the thesis are performed with

the toroidal magnetic �eld in anti-clockwise direction, as viewed from top, unless

speci�ed otherwise and the �lament current direction is vertically upwards.

3.2.2 Discharge sensitivity to �lament heating current

The �lament is heated by passing a current If ∼ 145 A to initiate and sustain the

discharge. Due to the large heating current, a �nite magnetic �eld is produced

at the �lament surface. The emitted electrons, therefore, execute a complicated
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trajectories due to the complex magnetic �eld pattern and the electric �eld. The

emitted electrons have a �nite probability of getting trapped again at the �la-

ment surface. Simulation results have shown that the escaping of the electrons

strongly depends up on the their location of emission and initial velocity [89]. In

addition, the �uctuation trend, as visible from the typical measurable parameters

is, however, found to be sensitive to the �lament heating current If for a given

mean discharge current. With all the other parameters remaining constant for a

mean discharge current of 5 A, the �uctuation trend in discharge current and ion

saturation current is found to alter signi�cantly even for a small change in the

�lament current, i.e. ∆If ∼ 2 A. This is illustrated through time series obtained

for Id and Iis with If = 142 A, 144 A and 148 A, as shown in Fig. 3.2. A blow

up of these plots corresponding to a time window of the �rst 1ms is shown in

Fig. 3.3. The �uctuation trend in Id and Iis is relatively more systematic and

steady at If = 142 A. The �lament current is, therefore set at 142 A for all further

measurements.

3.3 Use of Langmuir probes and issues

3.3.1 Langmuir probes - hysteresis e�ects

Langmuir probes are used for measuring typical plasma parameters such as density

(n), electron temperature (Te) and plasma potential (φp), as described in Sec.2.3;

the measurement of �oating potential (φf ) of a Langmuir probe is also described

in the same section. The interpretation of the above parameters is based on the

particle �ux incident on the probe surface, with either a �xed bias or a sweep

voltage. The conducting surface of the Langmuir probe is assumed to have negli-

gible emission of secondary electrons or other species due to impurities. Presence

of impurities on the surface can either modify the e�ective probe surface area or

introduce other impurity ions in the plasma, thereby modifying the particle �ux

collected by the probe, both leading to erroneous interpretation of the results.

It has been shown that when impurities are present on the surface of the probe,

the I-V characteristics of the Langmuir probe are modi�ed [90, 91]. The presence

of impurities on the probe surface, therefore, can be detected with a sweep of a

symmetric triangular voltage pulse on the probe, which is found to result in a
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Figure 3.2: The sensitivity of Id and Iis to the discharge with change in If . The
mean discharge current is set at 5 A in three cases.

asymmetric waveform of probe current. Such observations have been illustrated

with newly fabricated probes. Plotting the I-V characteristics of a new probe on

current and voltage axes, from the rise time voltage sweep and fall time sweep

over each other, hysteresis is observed. It has been found that, after the above

Langmuir probes are bombarded with ions by drawing ion saturation current for

few tens of minutes, negligible hysteresis is observed in the I-V characteristics.

Hence, the probe surface is believed to be contamination free. All the �ux probes

used for measurements are, therefore, cleaned at regular intervals, using the above

mentioned method. The asymmetric I-V characteristics for probes with contam-

inated surface, is illustrated in Fig. 3.4. For comparison, I-V characteristics of a
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Figure 3.3: A blow up of the time series plots shown in Fig. 3.2, corresponding to
the �rst 1ms.

clean probe are shown in Fig. 3.5.

3.3.2 Determination of φp0 using a cold Langmuir probe

The I-V characteristics obtained with a cold Langmuir probe on sweeping voltage

indicate three di�erent regions as described in Sec.2.3.1. When the probe bias

changes from a little negative to a little positive voltage with respect to φp0, `0'

in the subscript indicating the mean value, the probe current varies from the

transition region to electron saturation region. Therefore a �knee� occurs around

φp0 in between the above mentioned two regions, in the I-V characteristics of

the probe. Sawtooth voltage is swept for 40 cycles, from which averaged full

I-V characteristics are obtained. An estimation of φp0 from I-V characteristics

can be made from the intersection point of an exponential function �tted on the
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Figure 3.4: Asymmetric I-V characteris-
tics of Langmuir probe, on sweeping a
symmetric triangular form of voltage, be-
fore the Langmuir probe is cleaned. The
probe voltage and current are shown in
arbitrary voltage units.

Figure 3.5: The I-V characteristics of
Langmuir probe show symmetry after
cleaning by ion collection. The probe
voltage and current are shown in arbi-
trary voltage units.

negative side and a linear function �tted on the positive side with respect to the

approximate �knee�. The projection of this intersection point on the voltage axis,

directly indicates the plasma potential. The time series plots of probe voltage and

probe current for 10 cycles are shown in Fig. 3.6. It can be seen from the probe

current signal that, as the probe current increases with increasing voltage, the

amplitude of the �uctuations on probe current increase signi�cantly. It is clear,

therefore, that a single cycle of voltage sweep will not lead to a reasonably good

curve �tting to estimate either kTe0/e or φp0. The estimation of φp0 using the

full I-V characteristics averaged over 40 cycles is illustrated in the Fig. 3.7. The

experimental data corresponds to the probe position (R=50 cm, θ = 1800, z=0

cm) in cylindrical coordinates, where the �lament location is chosen as reference

for azimuthal direction. With respect to the minor axis, the position is referred as

r = +5 cm. In magnetized plasmas, knowing φp0, φf0 and kTe0/e for given gas,

the value of µ in Eq.(2.5) can be determined [75].
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Figure 3.7: Determination of plasma potential from full I-V characteristics of Lang-
muir probe. The measurements corresponds to discharge with Id ∼ 5 A. From the
exponential �t, kTe0/e ∼ 2.1 eV . The values of kTe0/e and φp0 obtained can be
compared with TLP and emissive probe measurements respectively, as described
in the later parts of this chapter.
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3.4 Measurement methods

Langmuir probe (LP) arrays are used to measure mean density (n0), mean electron

temperature (Te0) and mean �oating potential (φf0). A `0' in the subscript indi-

cates the mean value. Density is estimated from the ion saturation current (Iis)

measured using a triple Langmuir probe (TLP) described in Sec.2.3.2, with 24 V

bias between two of its tips and the other tip �oating, which also gives simulta-

neous measurement of kTe/e [77]. A radial array of Langmuir probes described in

Sec.2.3.3, is used for the measurement of Iis, with the probe tip biased to −40 V

with respect to the vessel, operating as a single Langmuir probe and φf measured

with high input impedance voltage follower. These measurements using radial

probe array are used in �uctuation driven poloidal �ux calculations. The three tip

Langmuir probe which is used as TLP, is also used to obtain spectral characteristics

of �uctuations in poloidal direction. An emissive probe, described in Sec.2.3.6, is

used for the direct measurement of mean plasma potential (φp0) [87, 88]. The thin

tungsten wire of the emissive probe is heated by 2.6 A of DC current, with a voltage

drop of 3 V approximately across the heating power supply. The net voltage drop

includes the drop across the length of the probe �lament, the voltage drop along

the length of the power supply cables and contact resistances between the cables

and the �lament. Hence, the measured plasma potential can has a maximum o�set

of half the voltage drop across the heating power supply. The maximum o�set in

φp0 in the present case is ∼ −1.5 V . A Mach probe, described in Sec.2.3.4 has been

used for the direct measurement of net poloidal �ow or total poloidal �ow [52]. All

the probes are mounted in the horizontal midplane and close to the plane of the

limiter, from the radial ports on the outer wall of the torus through shafts which

can be moved radially as shown in Fig. 2.2. Multiple measurements at any loca-

tion are made to obtain average values and error bars in the measurements. The

time series of these parameters, suitably �ltered using low pass �lter of 35 kHz,

are acquired at a rate of 200 kS/s, using a computer controlled PXI based data

acquisition system. The measurements repeated with low pass �lters of 100 kHz

bandwidth are described in Chapter 5, where it will be shown that the dominant

�uctuations are at low frequencies, and hence the choice of 35 kHz will not elim-

inate any frequency of interest. The typical physical parameters, relevant to the

present experimental investigations are provided in Tab.3.1. A comparison of elec-
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tron and/or ion cyclotron frequencies with corresponding charge-neutral collision

frequencies, as shown in this table, indicates that the plasma is either collisionless

or only weakly collisional as described in page 29 of Ref.[100]. In the following

sections, the experimental measurements for mean, �uctuation and �ow pro�les

are presented in detail.

Parameter Value

Ion mass 39.95 amu

Toroidal magnetic �eld (BT ) 0.022 T

Electron thermal velocity (vth,e) 7.26× 105 m/s

Ion thermal velocity (vth,i) 490.0m/s

Ion acoustic speed (cs) 2.68× 103 m/s

Electron plasma frequency (ωpe/2π) 2.84× 109 s−1

Ion plasma frequency (ωpi/2π) 1.05× 107 s−1

Electron cyclotron frequency (ωce/2π) 6.16× 108 s−1

Ion cyclotron frequency (ωci/2π) 8.39× 103 s−1

Electron-neutral collision frequency (νen) 1.28× 106 s−1

Ion-neutral collision frequency (νin) 865.0 s−1

Electron-electron collision frequency (νee) 6.71× 105 s−1

Electron-ion collision frequency (νei) 4.61× 105 s−1

Ion-ion collision frequency (νii) 1.57× 105 s−1

Debye length (λD) 4.0× 10−5 m

Electron gyro radius (rLe) 1.88× 10−4 m

Ion gyro radius (rLi) 9.3× 10−3 m

Table 3.1: The typical physical parameters for argon plasma at 220 G of toroidal
magnetic �eld. For calculations above, it is considered that kTe/e ∼ 3.0 eV ,
kTi/e ∼ 0.1 eV and ne ' ni ∼ 1× 1017 m−3.
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3.5 Discharge conditions - Plasma parameters

3.5.1 Choice of discharge conditions

As described in Sec.3.2.2, the �uctuations in Id and Iis are found to be sensitive

to If , which appear to be systematic and steady for If = 142 A. The �lament

current is, therefore, chosen to be 142 A. The electrical breakdown of the �lled

gas is found to occur above 40 V as seen from the discharge characteristics in

Fig. 3.1, with operating conditions as described in Sec.3.2.1. It is also seen that

the discharge current saturates around 60 V with Id ∼ 6 A. Interestingly, the

relative �uctuations in Id and other parameters such as Iis and φf are found to

decrease with increase in the discharge voltage. The change in the relative �uctu-

ations in Id with increase in discharge voltage is shown in Fig. 3.8. The relative
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Figure 3.8: Relative �uctuations in Id with discharge voltage. The time series of
Id are obtained without limiting current on the discharge power supply. Id,rms and
Id0 indicate �uctuation rms and mean values of Id time series respectively.

�uctuations in Id, shown in this �gure, are given by the ratio of �uctuation root

mean square (rms) to the mean of Id. The �uctuations in Id can in�uence the

ionization and hence the density, which will be re�ected in the Iis measurements.

The systematic change in Iis with discharge voltage is therefore obtained. The
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time series plots of Iis at ±5 cm with varying discharge voltage are illustrated in

Fig. 3.9; however, the traces of Iis shown at −5 cm and +5 cm, for each discharge

voltage, are not the simultaneous measurements. It is observed that, at −5 cm
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Figure 3.9: Time series plots of Iis at ±5 cm with increasing discharge voltages.
First column indicates Iis at −5 cm in units of 100 µA, the second column indicates
Iis at +5 cm in units of mA. The corresponding Vd is shown in the legend. The
measurement shown in this �gure, at −5 cm and +5 cm are not the simultaneous
measurements.

the mean and �uctuations in Iis decreases with increase in discharge voltage. In

the case of minimal �uctuations in Iis at −5 cm seen for 55 V of discharge volt-

age, the corresponding mean value is also found to be too small. At +5 cm, the

�uctuations in Iis decrease, however, the mean value increases with increase in
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discharge voltage. For the discharge voltage around 50 V , the �uctuation levels in

Id are seen to change intermittently in time at −5 cm and +5 cm both. The above

mentioned observations imply a possible connection between the �uctuations and

abruptly changing mean values, predominantly at −5 cm. In order to understand

the connection between the �uctuations and mean values, which behave distinctly

at −5 cm and +5 cm, time series of Iis is obtained simultaneously at the above

mentioned locations with 50 V of discharge voltage. The simultaneous measure-

ment repeated four times, is illustrated in Fig. 3.10. Both the probes are, however,
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Figure 3.10: Ion saturation current measured simultaneously on both sides of the
hot �lament, located on the minor axis, with 50 V of discharge voltage, at which
large �uctuations occur intermittently. Four plots correspond to four di�erent
discharges with the same discharge voltage, indicating intermittent nature of the
�uctuations.

not in the same poloidal plane but separated by 220 toroidally. From the Fig. 3.10,

the intermittent change in the �uctuations in Iis at −5 cm and +5 cm, appear to

occur almost simultaneously on the scale shown. As the �uctuations are reduced,

the mean value at +5 cm does not change signi�cantly, whereas the mean value

is reduced to negligible values at −5 cm. A blow up of the plot for the instant

at which the large �uctuations are excited, is shown in Fig. 3.11; a small delay,
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approximately 200 µs, is observed between the excitation of �uctuations at +5 cm

and increase in the mean of Iis at −5 cm. Hence, it is believed that the excitation

of �uctuations is accompanied by �lling with plasma at −5 cm.
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Figure 3.11: A blow up of Fig. 3.10(d). It can be seen that the rise in Iis at −5 cm
is lagging with respect to sudden excitation of large �uctuations in Iis at +5 cm.

From the above observations, discharge voltage is found to be a crucial parameter

with which the �uctuations and �lling of the plasma on the high �eld side (HFS),

vary signi�cantly. For a systematic study of the e�ect of discharge parameters on

the plasma pro�les, two di�erent discharge conditions with comparable discharge

currents but di�erent �uctuation levels, are chosen. At �rst, with 60 V on discharge

power supply initially, discharge current is limited to 5 A, where the discharge

voltage across the plasma is 45 V . This case is referred here as the constant current

(CC) discharge. Measurement of radial pro�les of mean and �uctuating parameters

is conducted; poloidal �ow velocities are estimated. This is the operating condition

where large �uctuations are observed. For second set of measurements, current

limit is removed for which the discharge voltage across the plasma is 55 V , i.e.,

close to the applied voltage and actual discharge current of 6 − 7 A. This case

is referred here as the constant voltage (CV) discharge. The �uctuation levels in

this case are signi�cantly lower than the �rst case. Measurement of radial pro�les

is obtained in this case too. In the results that follows, it will be shown that the

plasma pro�les obtained in both the cases, di�er signi�cantly.
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3.5.2 Radial mean pro�les

Typical radial pro�les of mean ion saturation current and mean �oating potential

are shown in Fig. 3.12 and Fig. 3.13 respectively, for two discharge conditions. The

measurements are carried out with in the limiter inner boundaries, i.e. r = ±9 cm.

Beyond this region, the mean ion saturation current falls sharply; however, the

measurement in the limiter region are not reported in the present thesis work.

From the ion saturation current pro�le for CC discharges, plasma is observed to
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Figure 3.12: Radial pro�le of ion satura-
tion current with constant current (CC),
i.e Id ∼ 5 A; and with constant voltage
(CV), i.e. no current limit.
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Figure 3.13: Radial pro�le of �oating po-
tential with constant current (CC), i.e
Id ∼ 5 A; and with constant voltage
(CV), i.e. no current limit.

�ll entire radial domain. Corresponding peak density is ≈ 1017 m−3. The order

of magnitude of Iis,0 on HFS is similar to that of LFS. For CV discharges, the

magnitude of Iis,0 relatively higher in a region close to minor axis towards LFS,

whereas, it is signi�cantly lower on HFS, reaching below the measurement resolu-

tion of the probe. This indicates that plasma position is shifted towards LFS on

changing from CC to CV discharge. The �oating potential pro�le also indicates a

signi�cant change from CC to CV discharges. For CV discharges, the �oating po-

tential exhibits a large gradient on HFS, as compared to CC discharges. It seems,

therefore, that the plasma pro�les which are well spread on both sides with respect

to the �lament for CC discharge, become one sided for CV discharge. Electron

temperature pro�le for CC case, obtained using TLP, is shown in Fig. 3.14. The
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same electron temperature pro�le is shown in Fig. 3.15, with an increased reso-

lution on vertical scale, to indicate the spatial variations. The radial pro�le of
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Figure 3.14: Radial pro�le of electron
temperature for constant current dis-
charge, obtained using TLP with a bias
of 24 V .
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Figure 3.15: A blow up of radial pro�le of
electron temperature for constant current
discharge, shown in Fig. 3.14.

kTe0/e exhibit a large peak close to the minor axis and show small variation far

from the minor axis. Typical value of kTe0/e at +5 cm is ∼ 3.5 eV and at −5 cm

is ∼ 3 eV . The large values of kTe/e, close to minor axis may be attributed to the

presence of residual primary electrons which are localized close to minor axis [92].

The determination of radial spread of residual primary electrons is described in

the Appendix A. It is known that the accuracy of the measurement using TLP is

subject to Maxwellian approximation of electron distribution. The plasma poten-

tial pro�les for both the discharge conditions is shown in Fig. 3.16. As described in

Sec.3.4, since the emissive probe is heated continuously with a total voltage drop of

3 V , a maximum o�set of half this voltage drop, i.e. −1.5 V , can occur. The o�set

will be uniform through out the radial pro�le, therefore, no change in the slope

of φp0 and hence mean radial electric �eld would occur. For both the discharge

conditions, a potential dip close to the minor axis is observed. In the case of CC

discharge, a broad potential well is observed; the slope indicates a �nite radial elec-

tric �eld, which is signi�cant up to the limiter edge on LFS as well as HFS. In the

case of CV discharge, the plasma potential is relatively higher through out the ra-

dial pro�le with shallow pro�le, indicating reduced electric �eld in the bulk plasma.

It is understood, therefore, that the mean radial electric �eld in the bulk of the
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Figure 3.16: Plasma potential pro�le for constant current (CC) discharge and
constant voltage (CV) discharge, obtained using the emissive probe.

plasma, the region away from the �lament to the limiter edge, is reduced from CC

to CV discharges. Another important observation during the above measurements

is that �uctuations in density and �oating potential are reduced signi�cantly in

the case of CV discharge. The results are described below.

3.5.3 Radial �uctuation pro�les

Typical relative �uctuation pro�les of ion saturation current and �oating potential,

for both discharge conditions, are shown in Fig. 3.17 and Fig. 3.18 respectively.

The relative �uctuations shown here correspond to the rms of the �uctuations

normalized to mean values for Iis, therefore, equal to Iis,rms/Iis,0; and to kTe0/e for

�oating potential �uctuations, therefore, equal to eφf,rms/kTe0. In normalizing the

�oating potential �uctuations for CV discharge, kTe0/e values of the CC discharge

are used, since the kTe0/e values observed are not much di�erent for both the

cases as compared to the large di�erence in absolute �uctuation levels. Assuming

negligible �uctuations in kTe/e, the �uctuations in Iis are similar to the density

�uctuations, and �uctuations in φf are similar to the plasma potential �uctuations.

For CC discharge, the relative �uctuations in Iis are minimum close to the minor
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�uctuations in ion saturation current.
`CC' corresponds to constant current and
`CV' corresponds to constant voltage.
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Figure 3.18: Radial pro�le of �oating
potential �uctuations relative to kTe/e.
`CC' corresponds to constant current and
`CV' corresponds to constant voltage.

axis and maximum at the edges; the relative �uctuations in Iis reach 0.6 on LFS,

and 0.7 on HFS. For CV discharge, the maximum of the relative �uctuations in Iis

reach 0.15 at the edge on LFS. The relative �uctuations in �oating potential for

CC discharge, have minimum close to the minor axis and maximum far away from

the minor axis; the maximum of relative �oating potential �uctuations on LFS

reach 0.7, and 0.4 on HFS. The relative potential �uctuations for CV discharge on

LFS edge are as low as 0.05. The relative �uctuations, therefore, decrease from

CC to CV discharges, signi�cantly in the case of �oating potential. As suggested

in Sec.3.5.1, since the change in the �uctuation levels is associated with the plasma

�lling on the HFS, experimental investigation of poloidal transport is carried out.

The mean electric �eld driven poloidal �ow is obtained from the mean φp0 pro�le.

An average �uctuation driven �ow is calculated from the estimated �uctuation

induced poloidal �ux. A direct measurement of the net or total poloidal �ow is

obtained using the Mach probe. The results are described in the following section.
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3.6 Poloidal transport

3.6.1 Mean electric �eld driven �ow

The electric �eld in plasma can be obtained from the spatial gradient of plasma po-

tential which is directly measured using an emissive probe, described in Sec.2.3.6.

The plasma potential pro�le measured using emissive probe is shown in Fig. 3.16,

for both the discharge conditions. The observed plasma potential values are nega-

tive except close to the inner wall. To corroborate emissive probe measurements,

plasma potential measurement is also obtained from averaged I-V characteristics of

cold LP as described in Sec.3.3.2. This measurement is repeated at several radial

locations and plasma potential values obtained in this way are observed to agree

within 2 V of the values obtained with emissive probe. Typical I-V characteristics

and estimation of φp0 at +5 cm is shown in Fig. 3.7. From the plasma potential

pro�le shown, it is clear that there is a �nite mean radial electric �eld (E0) from

the limiter's edges pointing towards the minor axis, where �lament is located. In

the case of CC discharge electric �eld is typically 0.4 V/cm in the outboard re-

gion, far from the �lament. In the case of CV discharge, its value in this region is

≈ 0.1 V/cm which is comparable to measurement resolution of emissive probe. It

may be expected that, close to the minor axis, the presence of fast electrons might

have weakly modi�ed the measured φp0. This electric �eld which is perpendicular

to the toroidal magnetic �eld, can give rise to a �nite rotation to the plasma. The

radial pro�le of mean electric �eld driven �ow velocity (vE0×B), with E0 calculated

from measured plasma potential pro�le for CC discharge, is shown in Fig. 3.19.

The estimated mean electric �eld driven velocity values are signi�cantly larger

than the net �ow velocity measurements which will be discussed in Sec.3.6.3. In

order to explain the observed deviation, an attempt is made to �nd additional

�ow mechanisms, of which the important one is the �uctuation driven �ow. Using

appropriately designed Langmuir probes, quantitative estimates pertaining to this

phenomenon are made.
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Figure 3.19: Mean electric �eld driven poloidal �ow (vE0×B = E0/B) pro�les
derived from mean plasma potential pro�les, directly measured using an emissive
probe. The mean electric �eld (E0) is calculated using �nite di�erence method
and B indicates the local toroidal magnetic �eld.

3.6.2 Fluctuation driven transport

Large �uctuations are observed in typical plasma parameters in the case of CC

discharge, as shown in Fig. 3.17 and Fig. 3.18. These �uctuations and �lling with

plasma in the entire radial domain bounded by the limiter, are always found to

be associated with each other as shown in Fig. 3.10. The mean radial electric

�eld leads to a mean electric �eld driven poloidal �ow due to E0 ×B drift, as

described in Sec.3.6.1 and hence a mean electric �eld driven poloidal �ux. Similarly,

the �uctuating radial electric �eld also can lead to a �nite �uctuation induced

poloidal �ux depending on the relative phase between the electric �eld and density

�uctuations. Fluctuation driven poloidal �ux is estimated from measurements

using a radial array of LPs described in Sec.2.3.3, and using methodology for

analysis described below. The potential �uctuations on two radially separated

probes and density �uctuations on third probe are obtained simultaneously. The
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�uctuation induced particle �ux can be estimated as [12, 54, 55, 56],

Γfluct =
1

B
〈ñẼ〉 = 1

B
CnE(0), (3.1)

where ñ and Ẽ indicate �uctuating density and electric �eld perpendicular to

B respectively and CnE indicates the cross covariance of density and potential

�uctuations. In general, turbulent �uctuation driven transport estimates are made

using spectral analysis technique, where the di�erential �uctuation driven �ux

spectrum can be obtained from the further derivation of Eq.(3.1) as [54],

dΓfluct

dω
=

2

B
k(ω)|Pnφ|sin[αnφ(ω)]dω. (3.2)

Here k(ω) is the wave propagation vector for potential �uctuations, perpendicular

to the magnetic �eld and Pnφ and αnφ are the cross-power and cross-phase re-

spectively, of density and potential �uctuations. Using this method the observed

di�erential �ux spectra show sharp peaks with negligible contribution from the

frequencies in the background turbulence. A typical di�erential �ux spectrum of

�uctuation induced poloidal particle �ux at +5 cm along with kr(ω), Pnφ(ω) and

θnφ(ω) is illustrated in Fig. 3.20. The typical width of the coherent peaks ob-

served in the cross-power spectrum shown in Fig. 3.20(b), and consequently the

di�erential �ux spectrum in Fig. 3.20(d) are found to be comparable to frequency

resolution used in the spectral analysis. This is illustrated in Fig. 3.21, for the

di�erential spectrum. Hence it is believed that the integration over the di�erential

�ux for total �ux can be erroneous. In order to verify the possibility of above

mentioned error, di�erential �ux spectra is estimated by changing the frequency

resolution as illustrated in Fig. 3.22. The total �uctuation induced poloidal �ux es-

timated by integrating over the di�erential �ux spectrum is shown in the legend of

Fig. 3.22, against each frequency-resolution used. The peaks in the di�erential �ux

spectrum and the total �ux obtained are found to vary with frequency resolution,

therefore, a good estimate for the total �ux can not be made using this method.

Using this method, however, the frequencies contributing to �nite Γfluct can be

identi�ed. Alternatively the total �ux can be estimated from Eq.(3.1) using the

de�nition of cross covariance of time series of density and electric �eld �uctuations
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Figure 3.20: An illustration of �uctuation induced poloidal �ux estimation using
the spectral method of calculation given by Eq.(3.2).
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Figure 3.21: A blow up of the Fig. 3.20(d) to observe the typical width of the peak
at half of its amplitude. The observed width δω ∼ 0.4 kHz, which is just twice the
frequency resolution used for the analysis.
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Figure 3.22: The di�erential spectrum of �uctuation induced �ux estimated using
Eq.(3.2), with changing the frequency-resolution used for analysis. In the legend,
against each frequency-resolution used, Γfluct obtained on integration is also shown.
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given by,

CnE(0) =
1

T

∑
ñẼ∆t, (3.3)

where ∆t is the sampling interval and T is the total sampling time of the data.

Fluctuating electric �eld is estimated from the �oating potential measurement on

two spatially separated probes and �uctuating density is obtained from the ion

saturation current. In other words, the parameters measured would not change for

both the methods; only the method of calculation changes. From the �uctuation

induced �ux estimated using Eq.(3.1) and Eq.(3.3), an equivalent time average

�ow velocity is de�ned as

vfluct =
Γfluct

〈n〉
. (3.4)

The potential �uctuations can propagate perpendicular to the magnetic �eld, in

either poloidal or radial directions. These correspond to electric �eld �uctuations

in poloidal and radial directions respectively. The poloidal propagation can lead

to �uctuation induced radial �ux and radial propagation can lead to �uctuation

induced poloidal �ux. These phenomena are illustrated schematically in Fig. 3.23

and 3.24. Measurement of both these quantities and their radial pro�les are

described in the following.

Fluctuation induced radial transport

The �uctuation induced radial �ux is estimated using the probe structure de-

signed for TLP, described in Sec.2.3.2. The �ux is calculated from simultane-

ously obtained �uctuations in poloidal electric �eld and density, using Eq.(3.1) and

Eq.(3.3). The poloidal �uctuations in electric �eld are obtained from the �oating

potential measurement on two vertically aligned probes separated by 4mm. The

density �uctuations are obtained from the ion saturation current �uctuations on

third probe. With vertically upward electric �eld and anti-clockwise magnetic �eld

from top-view as positive directions, positive �ux is opposite to major radius in

the mid-plane. The radial pro�le of the �uctuation induced radial �ux is shown

in Fig. 3.25. The �uctuation induced radial �ux is found to be outward along

the major radius in most of the radial domain; the �ux is inwards in a narrow

region −1 cm < r < 2 cm. Therefore, the poloidal electric �eld �uctuations do not

contribute signi�cantly to the inward radial particle transport.
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Figure 3.23: A schematic �gure showing
the poloidal electric �eld �uctuations Ẽ
perpendicular to the toroidal magnetic
�eld B leading to Γfluct,rad. Consider-
ing vertically upward E and anticlockwise
B from top view as positive directions,
`+ve' �ux is radially inward.
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Figure 3.24: A schematic �gure show-
ing the radial electric �eld �uctuations Ẽ
perpendicular to B leading to Γfluct,pol.
Considering radially outward E and anti-
clockwise B from top view as positive di-
rections, `+ve' �ux is vertically upward.

Fluctuation induced poloidal transport

The �uctuation induced poloidal �ux is obtained from radial array of probes de-

scribed in Sec.2.3.3. The �ux is calculated from simultaneously obtained �uctu-

ations in radial electric �eld and density, using Eq.(3.1) and Eq.(3.3). Floating

potential is measured on two probes separated radially by 5mm and ion satu-

ration current measured on the third probe. The pro�le of �uctuation induced

poloidal �ux is shown in Fig. 3.26. With electric �eld along major radius and anti-

clockwise magnetic �eld as positive directions, positive �ux is directed upwards.

Fluctuation measurements and accordingly the �ux values close to the minor axis

as shown in Fig. 3.26, show sharp variations spatially, whereas the spatial resolu-

tion of the probe is 1 cm. Subsequent check for radial wavenumber have shown

that the wavelengths are comparable to the probe separation. Strictly speaking,

the approximation of measuring ñ and Ẽ at single point is, therefore, not valid.

The calculation of vfluct in this region is, therefore, not carried out. Far from this

region, �uctuation behavior and calculated �ux values change slowly in space and

hence the probe resolution is su�cient for �ux measurements. A plot, omitting the
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Figure 3.25: Radial pro�le of �uctuation induced radial �ux of particles. This �ux
is due to the poloidal electric �eld �uctuations. Positive value indicates that �ux
is inwards, i.e. opposite to major radius.

data of the poloidal �ux close to the minor axis, is shown in Fig. 3.27. From the

radial pro�le of �uctuation driven poloidal �ux measurements, vfluct is estimated

using Eq.(3.4) and shown in Fig. 3.29. The �uctuation driven �ow velocities are

signi�cant on the low �eld side but small on the high �eld side. Combining the

mean �eld driven �ow and �uctuation driven �ow, comparisons are made with net

�ow measurement described in the next section.

3.6.3 Net poloidal �ow

Measurement of net poloidal �ow of plasma is obtained using a Mach probe de-

scribed in Sec.2.3.4. For measuring net poloidal �ow, Mach probe is aligned ver-

tically. From the ion saturation current drawn on electrodes at the upstream and

downstream ends of the probe, the �ow velocity can be calculated using Eq.(3.5)

which is derived from Eq.(2.8) as

vnet
cs

=
1

α

Iis,0(upstream)− Iis,0(downstream)

Iis,0(upstream) + Iis,0(downstream)
, (3.5)
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Figure 3.26: Radial pro�le of Γfluct,pol of
particles for CC discharges. This �ux is
driven by the radial electric �eld �uctu-
ations. Positive value indicates that �ux
is upwards.
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Figure 3.27: The plot of Γfluct,pol shown
in Fig. 3.26, omitting the data close to the
minor axis. The large variations close to
the minor axis were found to be due to
the short wavelength nature of the �uc-
tuations.

where cs is the local ion sound velocity which can be obtained from kTe/e mea-

surement, α is a constant whose values is 0.5 from Stangeby's result for parallel

�ow [53]; a `0' in the subscript indicates the mean value for Iis. The accuracy

of calculation of the �ow velocity perpendicular to the magnetic �eld is, however,

subject to proper calibration of α. Conventionally, this calibration can be done by

measuring known �ow in the plasma. For example, in the measurements for �ow

on Hyper-I device, using a directional Langmuir probe, the calibration results give

α = 0.45 [52]. In an attempt for similar calibration, measurements described in

Sec.3.6.1 and Sec.3.6.2 could be used. For example, in the region where poloidal

�uctuation driven �ow is negligible, say at −5 cm, assuming no other contributions

to the poloidal �ow by other mechanisms, the net �ow velocity should be same as

mean electric �eld driven �ow velocity. The measured electric �eld at this location

is typically 0.5 V/cm whereas the error in the plasma potential measurements is

up to 0.1 V , implying a maximum of 20% error in the calculation of electric �eld

and hence the mean electric �eld driven �ow velocity. Using this mean electric

�eld driven �ow velocity for the calibration will introduce a maximum uncertainty

of 20% in the value of α. In the present measurements α = 0.5 is used and it is
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observed that the net �ow velocity and mean electric �eld driven velocity di�er

typically by 20% at −5 cm, which is comparable to the maximum uncertainty in

mean electric �eld driven �ow measurements. Flow velocity is then calculated for

the entire radial pro�le as shown in Fig. 3.28 for both the operating discharge con-

ditions: CC and CV discharges. The velocities obtained are in units of local ion

acoustic velocity. For CC discharge, the magnitude of the maximum net �ow on
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Figure 3.28: Radial pro�le of net �ow ve-
locity measured by Mach probe at z = 0.
The net �ow velocities obtained are in
units of local cs.
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Figure 3.29: Comparison of various
poloidal �ow velocities: vnet, vE0×B and
vfluct. All the quantities correspond to
CC discharges.

LFS is vnet ∼ 0.35cs; on HFS it is ∼ 0.6cs. Using the kTe0/e values from Fig. 3.14,

the absolute net �ow velocities are calculated in the case of constant current dis-

charge and shown in Fig. 3.29. For the net �ow calculations at −1 cm and 0 cm,

kTe0/e = 6.0 eV is used. A comparison of poloidal �ow quantities, such as vnet,

vE0×B and vfluct is shown in Fig. 3.29. The net �ow velocity, di�ers from mean

electric �eld driven �ow velocity throughout the radial pro�le, typically from 20%

on high �eld side and up to 50% on the low �eld side. For α = 0.5, assuming

that the errors in mean electric �eld measurements are much below 20%, a �ow

equal to the di�erence of net �ow and mean electric �eld driven �ow exists, which

is unaccounted by the �uctuation driven �ow also. It is also equally possible that

the observed �ow di�erence on HFS could be a result of the limit in measurement

resolution using emissive probe, due to which the accurate calibration of α is not

possible. As can be expected, there is a change in the direction of net poloidal �ow
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velocity close to minor axis and the �ow velocities are less than local ion acous-

tic velocity everywhere. Net �ow velocities peak far from the �lament location,

with relatively comparable values up to the limiter's edges. This observation is in

contrast to the general belief, from large dip seen in the �oating potential pro�le,

that a narrow region with large electric �eld close to the �lament location leads

to E0 ×B drift and hence a signi�cant �ow only close to minor axis. For CV dis-

charge, the magnitude of the maximum net �ow on LFS is ∼ 0.1cs, which is equal

to the measurement resolution of Mach probe, as estimated in Sec.2.3.4. The net

�ow velocity on LFS for CV discharge is, therefore, signi�cantly lower compared to

that of CC discharge. Consequently, similar comparison for poloidal �ow velocities

is not done for CV discharges.

3.7 Summary

In a �lament produced simple toroidal plasma, varying the discharge conditions,

two di�erent �uctuation regimes are identi�ed: a large �uctuation regime with

45 V across the plasma referred as CC discharge, corresponding to a current lim-

ited discharge and a small �uctuation regime at a higher voltage of 55 V across the

plasma, without a current limit, referred as CV discharge. Filament located on

the minor axis vertically, injects fast electrons close to the minor axis; hence this

region acts as a source region. From the measured plasma parameter pro�les, the

density peak and potential minimum are observed close to the minor axis, for both

the discharge conditions. Interestingly, in the large �uctuation regime, the relative

density and potential �uctuations have a minimum in the source region and peak

in the edge plasma. The �uctuation levels reach 50% at the edge of the limiter. In

the large �uctuation regime, the entire radial domain within the limiter's aperture

is �lled with the plasma, whereas in the low �uctuation regime, plasma almost

disappears from high �eld side. For the intermediate voltage of 50 V across the

plasma, intermittency in the �uctuation levels is observed. Further, in the inter-

mittent �uctuation regime, simultaneous measurement of plasma parameters on

the low �eld side and high �eld side with respect to the minor axis have been

conducted. These simultaneous observations indicate that the existence of �uctu-

ations and �lling of plasma in the entire radial domain are associated with each
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other. Accordingly, measurements for net poloidal �ow, mean electric �eld driven

poloidal �ow and �uctuation driven poloidal �ow were conducted and compared.

These poloidal �ows were found to be intrinsically generated for CC discharges.

As can be seen in Fig. 3.29, the net poloidal �ow velocities measured using Mach

probe di�er considerably from the mean electric �eld driven E0 ×B drift veloci-

ties, typically by 20% on high �eld side and up to 50% on low �eld side, subject to

the accuracy of Mach probe calibration with α = 0.5. The di�erences in net �ow

and mean electric �eld driven �ow, on low �eld side are nearly twice as compared

to that on high �eld side. The measured �uctuation driven �ow which is opposite

in direction to the mean electric �eld driven �ow, is seen to partially account for

the observed di�erences in mean electric �eld driven �ow and net �ow on low �eld

side. Further comparison on low �eld side close to the limiter, however, shows

that the spatial location of maximum �uctuation driven �ow does not coincide

with the region where the maximum of di�erence of net �ow and mean �eld driven

�ow occurs. This discrepancy observed on low �eld side indicates the possibility of

additional mechanisms, contributing to the net �ow apart from �uctuation driven

�ow. Similarly, on the high �eld side, the observed di�erences between mean elec-

tric �eld driven �ow and net �ow indicates a possibility of existence of additional

�ow mechanisms. At higher discharge voltage, with much reduced �uctuations,

measured �ow velocity values are less than or comparable to measurement reso-

lutions. At least in the parameter regime chosen here, the present experimental

�ndings suggest that �uctuation driven poloidal �ow can play a role in an �e�ective

rotational transform� and thus help in understanding the observed mean pro�les.

In the present experimental conditions, whether or not the observed poloidal rota-

tion satis�es the Eq.(1.8), is veri�ed as follows. For the constant current discharge

for which the poloidal �ows are signi�cant, the right hand side of the above men-

tioned equation is calculated as follows. From Figures 3.12 and 3.14, Λ ∼ 0.04,

in the neighborhood of r = +5 cm. For electrons, the drift vD ∼ 270m/s. Conse-

quently, (r/Λ)vD ∼ 350m/s. The net poloidal �ow velocity from Fig. 3.29, in this

region is vtheta ∼ 103 m/s. The net poloidal �ow is neither much larger to satisfy

Eq.(1.8), nor too small to be neglected. It appears, therefore, that the vertical

charge separation could be partially neutralized due to poloidal rotation, thereby
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improving the con�nement.

A �uctuation-�ow cycle as mechanism for generation of �e�ective rotational trans-

form� was proposed by Singh et al [29, 47]. This model theoretically describes

the generation of �ow from �uctuations. This �ow is shown to back react on the

�uctuations and hence limit the amplitude levels. The �uctuations are assumed to

arise out of unstable �ute type instability. Though in this chapter, generation of

�ow from �uctuations is determined experimentally, we have not investigated the

role of nature of �uctuations, which will be the subject of the Chapter 4. Further-

more, one may expect that the measured �uctuations must have been moderated

by the �ow; again we have not attempted to delineate this moderation experi-

mentally. Thus the back reaction of the �ow on to the �uctuations is still to be

understood experimentally. Hence, the present experimental work can be regarded

as a partial support to the �uctuation-�ow model. As discussed earlier, lack of per-

fect matching of the di�erence of net �ow and mean electric �eld driven �ow with

the �uctuation driven �ow indicates the possibility of additional mechanisms con-

tributing to the net poloidal �ow, which requires to be investigated. The major

experimental �ndings in this chapter have been published in (T. S. Goud et al)

Phys. Plasmas 18, 042310 (2011).

Demonstrating the role of �uctuations in generating intrinsic �ows which further

help in sustaining the mean pro�les in argon plasma at a given magnetic �eld, it is

understood that change in the nature of �uctuations could a�ect the nature of �ow

generations. In this direction, with toroidal magnetic �eld as a control parameter,

nature of �uctuations, associated �ows and mean plasma pro�les is investigated.

The results are presented in the next chapter.
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Role of toroidal magnetic �eld in

�uctuations and intrinsic poloidal �ows

4.1 Introduction

As discussed in earlier chapters, the �uctuation induced �ux plays a crucial role in

the formation of an �e�ective rotational transform� in a simple toroidal plasma.

It has been also observed that the cross-power and cross-phase of density and po-

tential �uctuations are important parameters in generating the �nite �uctuation

induced �ux. The above said parameters depend up on the nature of instabilities

leading to the observed �uctuations [20, 56, 60]. In BLAAMANN experiments,

with increase in magnetic �eld, transition is found to occur from �ute mode to

drift like modes along with an increase in the turbulence [34, 60]. A similar transi-

tion in �uctuations with magnetic �eld is observed in THORELLO, where highly

coherent drift modes at low magnetic �eld become turbulent with increasing �eld

[20]. However, there have been very few experiments in simple toroidal devices,

reporting on transition from coherent to turbulent �uctuating regime accompanied

by variations in the �ow. For example in BLAAMANN experiments, mean electric

�eld driven �ow derived from plasma potential is observed to increase with increas-

ing magnetic �eld accompanied by improved densities on high �eld side [60]. A

similar phenomena, such as enhanced rotation velocities with increasing magnetic

�eld, with thermal Mach number ranging from 1 to 2, has been observed in the

experiments on a cylindrical mirror machine MCX [94].
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In this Chapter, a study on the nature of �uctuations, its transitions with mag-

netic �eld as a control parameter, consequent changes in poloidal �ows and mean

pro�les in the simple toroidal device BETA, is reported. In particular, a transition

in the nature of turbulence with increasing toroidal magnetic �eld strength and

corresponding increase in plasma �ow accompanied by improved con�nement are

reported.

4.2 Operating conditions

1. Filament current If ∼ 142 A

2. Filling gas: Argon

3. Base pressure ∼ 3× 10−6 torr

4. Fill pressure ∼ 1× 10−4 torr

5. Vd ∼ 80 V (initially)

6. Id ∼ 5 A (unless speci�ed otherwise)

7. BT (variable) ∼ 220 G, 440 G, 660 G

4.3 Measurement methods

The measurement methods are similar to those described in Sec.3.4, except for the

net or total �ow measurements. Langmuir probe (LP) arrays are used to measure

mean density (n0), mean electron temperature (Te0) and mean �oating potential

(φf0). Density is estimated from the ion saturation current (Iis) measured using a

triple Langmuir probe (TLP) described in Sec.2.3.2, with 12− 24 V bias between

two of its tips and the third tip �oating, which also gives simultaneous measure-

ment of Te [77]. A radial array of Langmuir probes described in Sec.2.3.3, is used

for the measurement of Iis and φf in SLP method of operation; for measuring Iis

the probe tip is biased to −50 V with respect to the vessel and φf measured with

high input impedance voltage follower. These measurements using radial probe
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array are used in �uctuation driven poloidal �ux calculations. The three tip Lang-

muir probe which is used as TLP is also used to obtain spectral characteristics

of �uctuations in poloidal direction. The emissive probe, described in Sec.2.3.6,

is used for the direct measurement of mean plasma potential (φp0) [87, 88]. The

thin tungsten wire of emissive probe is heated by 2.6 A of DC current, with an ap-

proximate voltage drop of 6 V at the heating power supply. Hence, the measured

plasma potential can have a maximum o�set of half the voltage drop across the

emissive probe �lament. The Mach probe, described in Sec.2.3.4, has been used

for the direct measurement of net poloidal �ow or total poloidal �ow of the plasma

at 220 G. At high magnetic �eld the ion Larmor radius becomes comparable to

the dimensions of the Mach probe and hence the measurement technique for the

net �ow is not applicable [52]. Consequently for the poloidal �ow measurements at

high magnetic �eld, the directional Langmuir probe, described in Sec.2.3.5, with

a small aperture of 1mm diameter open to the incident charge �ux is used. Ion

saturation current is measured with DLP aligned upwards as well as downwards

and poloidal �ow calculations are carried out using a suitable model [52]. Since

DLP consists of a single electrode, the upstream and downstream measurements

are obtained on shot to shot basis. All the probes are mounted in the horizontal

midplane and close to the plane of the limiter, from the radial ports on the outer

wall of the torus through stainless steel shafts, which can be moved radially as

shown in Fig. 2.2. Multiple measurements at any location are made to obtain

average values and error bars in the measurements. The time series of these pa-

rameters, suitably �ltered using low pass �lter of 35 kHz, are acquired at a rate of

200 kS/s, using a computer controlled PXI based data acquisition system. In the

following sections, the experimental measurements for mean plasma parameters,

relative �uctuations and �ow pro�les are presented in detail followed by analysis

and discussion on identi�cation of instabilities responsible for the observed �uc-

tuations. The typical physical parameters, relevant to the present experimental

investigations are provided in Tab.4.1.
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Parameter 220 G 440 G 660 G

Ion mass 39.95 amu 39.95 amu 39.95 amu

BT 0.022 T 0.044 T 0.066 T

ωce/2π 6.16× 108 s−1 1.23× 109 s−1 1.85× 109 s−1

ωci/2π 8.39× 103 s−1 1.68× 104 s−1 2.52× 104 s−1

rLe 1.88× 10−4 m 9.39× 10−5 m 6.26× 10−5 m

rLi 9.3× 10−3 m 4.6× 10−3 m 3.1× 10−3 m

Table 4.1: The typical physical parameters for argon plasma at three values of BT .
For calculations above, it is considered that kTe/e ∼ 3.0 eV , kTi/e ∼ 0.1 eV and
ne ' ni ∼ 1 × 1017 m−3. The symbols in the �rst column have same meanings as
in Tab.3.1.

4.4 Discharge conditions - plasma pro�les

A signi�cant change in the mean plasma parameter-pro�les with choice of operat-

ing conditions is described in Chapter 3. On increasing the discharge voltage, a

systematic change in Iis is demonstrated in Sec.3.5.1. It was found that the mean

ion saturation current increases at +5 cm and decreases at −5 cm with increase in

discharge voltage, as shown in Fig. 3.9. At an appropriate intermediate discharge

voltage, simultaneous measurement of Iis at ±5 cm has indicated a connection be-

tween existence of �uctuations and enhanced plasma �lling at −5 cm, as shown in

Fig. 3.10. Here, simultaneous measurement of Iis at ±5 cm, varying the discharge

voltage, for higher BT values also, is performed. The upper current limit on the

discharge power supply is set at 10 A to prevent arcing, however, the actual Id is

less than 10 A. Increasing Vd starting from breakdown voltage for each BT , time

series of Iis is obtained simultaneously at +5 cm and −5 cm. The results described

in this section, therefore, correspond to constant voltage discharges. The time se-

ries plot of these measurements is shown in Fig. 4.1. A blow up of these plots over

a small time window are shown in Fig. 4.2. From this �gure, the mean Iis reduces

at −5 cm, whereas it increases at +5 cm with increase in Vd, for all values of BT .

The breakdown voltage is found to be higher with increase in BT . At 220 G, a

signi�cant decrease is seen in mean of Iis at −5 cm for relatively smaller increase

in Vd. These measurements suggest that even at higher values of BT , the nature
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Figure 4.1: Simultaneous measurement of Iis at +5 cm (blue), and −5 cm (red).
Each column corresponds to one particular BT value, labelled on the top. In each
plot, the horizontal axis corresponds to time (s) and the vertical axis correspond
to Iis (mA). The range of vertical axis is �xed in each column (i.e. each BT ). In
each plot, Vd is indicated in the legend.
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Figure 4.2: A blow up of the time series plots shown in Fig. 4.1, corresponding to
the �rst 1ms.

of �uctuations and enhanced plasma �lling on HFS are associated with the choice

of discharge conditions. In the rest of this Chapter, the systematic change in the

nature of �uctuations, poloidal �ows and consequent mean pro�les is investigated

as a function of BT , with Id ∼ 5 A, i.e. constant current (CC) discharges.

4.5 Plasma parameters, radial pro�les and trans-

port

The existence of �uctuations, concomitant poloidal �ow and plasma spread in the

entire radial domain of BETA has been already demonstrated at low magnetic �eld
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(BT = 220 G) in Chapter 3. Since the nature of turbulence can vary with BT , the

poloidal �ow mechanism can be modi�ed resulting in interesting �ow dynamics.

In the present experiments, the toroidal magnetic �eld (BT ) on the minor axis

is set at three di�erent values, viz., 220 G, 440 G, and 660 G and the discharge

is produced. For a given toroidal geometry, the length of toroidal �eld line is

invariant with the magnetic �eld strength; therefore, the discharge mechanism

may not change considerably. This is evident from the observation of similar

voltage across the plasma for all the magnetic �eld values with a constant discharge

current. The radial pro�les of plasma parameters are obtained for all magnetic �eld

values. The mean and �uctuation pro�les of density and potential are obtained

and shown in Sec.4.5.1. Sweeping the ramp voltage across the Langmuir probe

repeatedly, resulting average I-V characteristics are used for the interpretation

of typical plasma parameters to corroborate with the TLP and emissive probe

measurements, as described in Sec.4.5.2. Flow measurements, viz., mean electric

�eld driven �ow, �uctuation driven �ow, and net �ow are obtained and shown in

Sec.4.5.3.

4.5.1 Radial pro�les

Radial pro�les of n0, kTe0/e, and φp0 are obtained for three magnetic �eld values as

shown in Fig. 4.3. The radial pro�le of φf0 are shown in Fig. 4.4. Peak in density

pro�le occurs close to the minor axis for all three values of BT , coinciding with the

source region. The peak density values do not seem to change signi�cantly with

increase in BT , whereas systematic increase in density is observed away from the

minor axis, signi�cantly on HFS. At 660 G, a second broad peak occurs in density

around −6 cm. Interestingly, a dip in n0 is observed at −2 cm for BT=440 G and

660 G, which deepens with increasing magnetic �eld. The shadowing e�ect in the

formation of the above dip in the density is ruled out since there are no other probes

in the neighborhood of TLP used for obtaining Iis. A possible reason for this dip

is the way the plasma is �lled on HFS. In Chapter 3, enhanced �lling of plasma on

HFS is found when the large �uctuations exist, generating the poloidal �ows and

sustaining mean pro�les. In the present case, at higher values of BT , the variations

in the particle �ux arriving at a point can vary for di�erent radial locations; hence

resulting in a dip. Investigation of transport phenomena is reported in Sec.4.5.3.
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Figure 4.3: Mean radial pro�les of (a) density, (b) electron temperature and (c)
plasma potential for three values of BT . The error bars obtained from the multiple
measurements at each location, for n0 and kTe0/e are found to be small.
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Figure 4.4: Mean radial pro�les of �oating potential for three values of BT . The
error bars obtained from the multiple measurements at each location are found to
be small.

Away from the �lament, electron temperature is comparable for all values of BT

on HFS; on LFS, kTe0/e for 220 G is slightly higher than that of higher BT . At

220 G, close to the minor axis, kTe0/e is found to be more sensitive with discharge

conditions. A large peak in kTe0/e close to the minor axis for all values of BT

is speculated to be due to the presence of residual fast electron population [92].

From the pro�le of φp0, it can be seen that the depth of the measured potential

well increases with increase in BT . The potential dip coincides with the �lament

location indicating that in a steady state condition the electrons injected by the

�lament result in e�ective negative charge which is maximum close to the minor

axis. The existence of potential dip is also re�ected in the φf0 pro�les shown in

Fig. 4.4. The gradient in φp0, which is found to be consistent with the gradient in

φf0, indicates the presence of �nite mean radial electric �eld upto the edge of the

limiter. The gradient in the mean plasma pro�les acts as a free energy source, giv-

ing rise to the instabilities and consequent coherent or turbulent �uctuations. The

radial pro�les of relative �uctuations in Iis and φf , obtained in a poloidal plane

are shown in Fig. 4.5. In an attempt to measure electron temperature �uctuations

using TLP, �uctuations comparable to noise level are observed and hence it is
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Figure 4.5: Relative rms �uctuation pro�les of (a) ion saturation current
(Iis,rms/Iis,0) which are equivalent of relative density �uctuations (nrms/n0) when
�uctuations in Te are small; (b) �oating potential (eφf,rms/kTe0) for all three values
of BT are shown.

believed that �uctuations in Te are small. With relative �uctuations in Te being

small, relative �uctuations in Iis are equivalent to the relative density �uctuations.

Density and potential �uctuations, both have their minima at the minor axis and

peak at the edges. The density �uctuations increase close to the minor axis and

remain comparable or exhibit a small decrease at the edges with increase in BT ,

with an extra peak appearing around −2 cm for 440 G and 660 G. The �oating

potential �uctuations, under low electron temperature �uctuations, represent the

�uctuations in plasma potential, i.e. φf,rms ∼ φp,rms. The potential �uctuations

increase with increase in BT from 220 G to 440 G throughout the radius and sig-

ni�cantly on HFS; the potential �uctuations, on further increase in BT to 660 G,

remain comparable on LFS and decrease on HFS. Since the density and potential

(or electric �eld) �uctuations are found to be associated with poloidal �ow which

further help in sustaining the mean pro�les [29, 47, 93], a systematic study with

varying the nature of �uctuations and consequent poloidal �ows with toroidal �eld

strength is desirable. Such a study is reported in Sec.4.5.3, Sec.4.6 and Sec.4.7.
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4.5.2 Langmuir probe: I-V characteristics

The current-voltage characteristics of Langmuir probes are useful in determining

typical plasma parameters, as described in Sec.2.3.1, and Sec.3.3.2. Using full I-V

characteristics of a SLP, n0 is calculated from ion saturation region and kTe0/e is

calculated from the transition region. Also, φp0 is estimated from the intersection

point of the exponential �t in transition region and linear �t in the electron satu-

ration region, as demonstrated in Sec.3.3.2. This exercise is carried out for higher

values of BT , to corroborate the measurements of kTe0/e, measured using TLP,

and φp0 measured using an emissive probe. The SLP is swept with a voltage range

of -40 to +20 V to obtain full I-V characteristics; the voltage sweep is repeated

for typically 40 number of cycles with similar rise time, to obtain smooth-averaged

characteristics. The time series plots of probe voltage and current for 10 cycles

are shown in Fig. 4.6 for 440 G and in Fig. 4.7 for 660 G. The full I-V charac-
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Figure 4.6: Time series of sawtooth ramp voltage (Vp) applied to a SLP, and the
probe current (Ip) at 440 G. The voltage ramp-up time period is 10ms.

teristics obtained on averaging over 40 cycles are suitably �tted with exponential

function on negative side and a straight line on positive side, with respect to the

knee. From the coe�cient in the exponential argument, kTe0/e is derived; from

the intersection point, on projecting to voltage axis φp0 is determined. The curve
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Figure 4.7: Time series of sawtooth ramp voltage (Vp) applied to a SLP, and the
probe current (Ip) at 660 G. The voltage ramp-up time period is 10ms.

�tting is illustrated in Fig. 4.8 for 440 G and in Fig. 4.9 for 660 G.

4.5.3 Poloidal �ows

Mean electric �eld driven �ow

From the radial pro�les of plasma potential, directly measured using an emissive

probe, mean radial electric �eld E0 is calculated in the horizontal mid-plane of the

torus. The mean radial electric �eld is observed pointing to the minor axis which

provides a E0 ×B rotation to the plasma, referred as the mean electric �eld driven

poloidal �ow (vE0×B). The mean electric �eld driven �ow velocity pro�le calculated

from φp0 pro�le, is shown in Fig. 4.10, for three BT values. With increase in BT ,

the mean �eld driven �ow is observed to remain comparable on LFS; on HFS,

though the mean �eld driven �ow decreases on changing BT from 220 G to 440 G,

it remains comparable on further increase of BT from 440 G to 660 G.

Fluctuation driven �ow

The mean radial electric �eld leads to a mean electric �eld driven poloidal �ow

due to E0 ×B drift, as described above, and hence a mean electric �eld driven
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Figure 4.8: Determination of kTe0/e and φp0 from full I-V characteristics of a
SLP for 440 G. Experimental data corresponds for probe at +5 cm. Observing a
knee around −5 V , an exponential �t is done towards negative voltage side which
includes ion saturation region and linear �t is done for positive voltage side. From
the exponential �t kTe0/e ∼ 2.3 eV .
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Figure 4.9: Determination of kTe0/e and φp0 from full I-V characteristics of a
SLP for 660 G. Experimental data corresponds for probe at +5 cm. Observing a
knee around −5 V , an exponential �t is done towards negative voltage side which
includes ion saturation region and linear �t is done for positive voltage side. From
the exponential �t kTe0/e ∼ 2.7 eV.
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Figure 4.10: Mean electric �eld driven poloidal �ow (vE0×B = E0/B) pro�les
derived from mean plasma potential pro�les, directly measured using an emissive
probe. The mean electric �eld (E0) is calculated using �nite di�erence method
and B indicates the local toroidal magnetic �eld.

poloidal �ux. Similarly, the �uctuating radial electric �eld also can lead to a �nite

�uctuation induced poloidal �ux depending on the relative phase between the elec-

tric �eld and density �uctuations. This �uctuation driven poloidal �ux is found to

play a vital role in the generation of self consistent �ow and an �e�ective rotational

transform�, as described in Chapter 3. Fluctuation driven poloidal �ux is esti-

mated from simultaneous measurement of �uctuations in radial electric �eld and

density using a radial array of LPs described in Sec.2.3.3, and the methodology for

analysis described in Sec.3.6.2. Here onwards, Γfluct refers to Γfluct,pol, unless spec-

i�ed otherwise. From Γfluct, estimated using Eq.(3.1) and Eq.(3.3), an equivalent

average �ow velocity due to �uctuation induced �ux can be de�ned as in Eq.(3.4).

Radial pro�le of Γfluct is shown in Fig. 4.11 for three BT values. Close to the minor

axis Γfluct estimates are found to change by an order of magnitude, with a large

peak or dip for all values of BT ; subsequent check for typical radial wavelengths

shows that the wavelength become comparable to the probe separation. The ap-

proximation of measuring ñ and Ẽ at single point is, therefore, not valid. Hence

Γfluct close to the minor axis are not reported. In the rest of the region, the radial
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Figure 4.11: The �uctuation driven poloidal �ux (Γfluct) is shown for three values of
magnetic �eld. Here onwards, Γfluct refers to Γfluct,pol, unless speci�ed otherwise.
The HFS values are relatively smaller. Due to short wavelength nature of the
�uctuations, measurements close to the minor axis are not reliable and hence not
shown here.
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wavelength is much larger than the probe separation, hence Γfluct estimation is

valid. For all magnetic �eld values Γfluct is found to be small on the HFS whereas

signi�cant only on LFS. Maximum in Γfluct occurs in a region close to +4 cm for

220 G. As BT is increased Γfluct is found to be reduced and the maxima occur

beyond +5 cm towards the outer wall. Though the �uctuation behavior changes

signi�cantly on HFS with increase in BT , Γfluct remains comparable. On LFS, the

maximum values of Γfluct remain in the same order of magnitude with increase in

BT . From these Γfluct pro�les, average �uctuation driven �ow velocities estimated

using Eq.(3.4) are shown in Fig. 4.13.

Net �ow

Net poloidal �ow or total poloidal �ow velocity (vnet) measurements are performed

either using a two electrode-Mach probe or a single electrode-DLP, as described in

Sec.4.3. Mach probe is used for simultaneous measurement of Iis,0 at upstream and

downstream discs. Reduced Larmor radius with increasing BT , however, prevents

one from using Mach probe at higher magnetic �eld, for reliable measurements.

With the single tip DLP, measurements are obtained separately for upstream and

downstream current on shot to shot basis. From the measured Iis,0, net �ow veloc-

ity is calculated using the Eq.(3.5). For poloidal �ow calculation, the calibration

of α for Mach probe is discussed in detail in Sec.3.6.3, and α = 0.5 is justi�ed

with a maximum uncertainty of 20% in the net �ow measurements. At high mag-

netic �eld the net poloidal �ow measurements are performed using DLP with same

calibration factor α = 0.5. The net poloidal �ow velocity obtained from the Iis

measurements, is in units of local cs, as shown in Fig. 4.12 for three BT values. Net

poloidal �ow is comparable at all BT on LFS, but increases signi�cantly on HFS

reaching sonic speed with increase in BT , which indicates that the system is highly

compressible. Using the measured mean electron temperature pro�les shown in

Fig. 4.3(b), the absolute net �ow velocities are calculated.

Comparative plots of mean electric �eld driven �ow, �uctuating electric �eld driven

�ow and net �ow in poloidal direction are shown in Fig. 4.13, for each BT . A

general notation vpol is used for the poloidal �ow on the vertical axis, on which

vnet, vE0×B and vfluct are plotted. On LFS, the measured �uctuation driven �ow,
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Figure 4.12: The net poloidal �ow pro�les using measured Iis at the upstream and
downstream of the poloidal �ow. The measurements shown for 220 G are obtained
using Mach probe; for 440 G and 660 G measurements are obtained using DLP.

which decreases with increasing BT , approximately accounts for the di�erences in

the net �ow and mean electric �eld driven �ow, for all BT . Further deviation close

to the minor axis is due to the possible modi�cation in the plasma potential due to

presence of fast electrons. On HFS, however, the di�erence between net �ow and

mean electric �eld driven �ow is observed to increase with increase in BT which

could not be accounted by �uctuation driven �ow. Hence, another mechanism of

driving a poloidal �ow could exist, in addition to the mean and �uctuating electric

�eld driven poloidal �ows.

4.5.4 Fluctuation induced radial �ux

In Sec.4.5.1, it has been seen that the density on HFS increases four times from

220 G to 660 G. In Sec.4.5.3, it was also seen that there is no signi�cant increase

in net poloidal �ow on LFS, which could have led to the density build-up on HFS.

Since the present measurements are performed in a limited radial domain, that is

with in the inner diameter of the limiter, a comparison of net �ux to balance for

the upward and downward �ux is not possible. Other possible mechanisms which
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Figure 4.13: Comparative poloidal �ow velocities (vpol) for all three values of BT ;
(a) 220 G, (b) 440 G and (c) 660 G. For each BT value net �ow is compared with
mean electric �eld driven �ow and �uctuation driven �ow.
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may contribute to the increase in density on HFS can be the �uctuation induced

radial �ux, increased ionization by primaries on HFS region or reduced loss rate of

the plasma on HFS. In order to check if the �uctuation induced radial �ux has a

contribution in increased densities on HFS for higher values of BT , measurements

are carried out. The measurement method is similar to that described in Sec.3.6.2.

The Γfluct,rad is estimated at few radial locations, as shown in Fig. 4.14. The
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Figure 4.14: Radial pro�le of �uctuation induced radial �ux of particles. This �ux
is due to the poloidal electric �eld �uctuations. The positive �ux indicates, �ux
radially inwards.

positive sign of Γfluct,rad indicates �ux is radially inwards, i.e. opposite to the

major radius. From Fig. 4.14, it can be seen that, only in the case of 220 G,

the Γfluct,rad is inwards for −5 < r < 3 cm. For higher values of BT , Γfluct,rad

is radially outward all the locations. The increase in density with BT , therefore,

cannot be explained by Γfluct,rad. Through the experimental results discussed so far

in this chapter, it is established that large �uctuation and intrinsic poloidal �ows

are always associated with each other, at three magnetic �eld values used. The

�uctuation-�ow connection, therefore, essentially helps in sustaining mean pro�les

in each case. In the following, the nature of �uctuations in density and potential,

associated with each magnetic �eld value is investigated.
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4.6 Spectral characteristics

4.6.1 Linear spectral analysis

Nature of �uctuations and turbulence is characterized using spectral analysis tech-

niques. Let x1 and x2 denote the time series data of density or potential, with

zero mean values; X1(ω) and X2(ω) denote the discrete Fourier coe�cients of x1

and x2 respectively, corresponding to the frequency ω. The auto power spectrum

is de�ned as

Pii(ω) = Xi(ω)X
∗
i(ω), (4.1)

where i =1 or 2 and X∗
i indicates complex conjugate of Xi. The labels 1 and 2

correspond to time series of two di�erent quantities, at a given location or the time

series of a same physical quantity at two di�erent locations. Then, the cross-power

spectrum is de�ned as

P12(ω) = X1(ω)X
∗
2(ω). (4.2)

The coherence between �uctuations represented by time series x1 and x2 is given

by

γ12(ω) =
|P12(ω)|

(P11(ω))1/2(P22(ω))1/2
, (4.3)

and the cross-phase θ12(ω) is given by the complex argument of P12(ω). For a

better estimation of the auto-power or cross power coe�cients, the coe�cients are

calculated from large number of bins in to which the time series are divided, and

averaged over all bins. Each time series is divided typically in to 78 bins, each

with 512 number of samples. From the Nyquist criteria, the upper cut-o� in the

frequency is half the sampling rate, therefore, 100 kHz. The bandwidth of the

analogue �lter is 35 kHz, which is well below the Nyquist frequency. Typical auto

power spectra of density and potential �uctuations on HFS and LFS are shown

in Fig. 4.15. At 220 G, strong coherent peaks in density �uctuations occur with

a fundamental frequency of 6.5±0.4 kHz along with several harmonics, dominant

compared to the background �uctuations. The �uctuation power reduces system-

atically for subsequent harmonics. This happens on both sides of the minor axis,

i.e. HFS and LFS. Similar coherent peaks are observed in potential spectra with

the same fundamental frequency. The systematic reduction in power for successive
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Figure 4.15: Typical density and potential auto power spectra on HFS and LFS
for all the values of BT . Frequency is indicated by f and power is indicated by
Pn and Pφ for density and potential respectively. Figures (a) and (c) are power
spectra of ñ and φ̃ respectively at −5 cm. Similarly, (b) and (d) are for +5 cm.
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harmonics is, however, not observed. For example, the second harmonic in the po-

tential spectra has similar or lower power than the third harmonic as observed at

±5 cm. At 440 G and 660 G the background turbulence increases signi�cantly and

the peaks are broadened; third and higher harmonics disappear. Since a signi�cant

change in the nature of power spectra is observed on changing the magnetic �eld

from 220 G to 440 G, power spectra is also obtained for 330 G as shown in Fig. 4.15,

to see if there is a smooth transition. The observed power spectra for 330 G retain

third and fourth harmonics at +5 cm. The observed fundamental frequency at

330 G is not an intermediate value of the fundamental frequencies at 220 G and

440 G; however the dominant peak in potential �uctuations at +5 cm for 330 G

coincide with the corresponding peak for 220 G as can be seen in Fig. 4.15(d).

Therefore, transition from coherent to turbulent �uctuations above 220 G is rapid

with increase in the magnetic �eld. The nature of power spectra at 330 G is, how-

ever, close to the power spectra at 440 G, for example the fundamental frequency

for 330 G is 2.8 kHz. The fundamental frequency changes monotonically from 2.8

kHz at 330 G to 3.5 kHz at 440 G and 4.3 kHz at 660 G, the frequency resolution

being 0.4 kHz. Interestingly, the above said gradual change in fundamental fre-

quency is not observed to begin from 220 G. A small peak at 2.8 kHz is, however,

observed at −5 cm in both density and potential spectra. The dominant frequency

(6.5 kHz) at 220 G is though less than the ion cyclotron frequency (fci) in most

of the bulk region, it becomes comparable to the calculated fci in the limiter's

shadow. Since the measurements in the shadow region of the limiter are not per-

formed, the relevance of this distinct frequency with plasma parameters in this

region and ion cyclotron frequency, is not understood. The nature of �uctuations

can be understood further by estimating the wave number and hence the disper-

sion characteristics.

The local wave number and frequency spectrum S(k, ω) of potential �uctuations

and dispersion characteristics are estimated using the measurements obtained from

two spatially separated probes and the analysis method described in Ref.[57]. The

use of this analysis method is brie�y described as follows. The two probes are

separated by δx = 4mm and aligned vertically to acquire two time series of �oating

potential. The time series x1 and x2 obtained from the probes is divided into a

number of records M = 312 in total, of 512 samples each. From the argument
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(θj(ω)) of complex cross power coe�cients corresponding to jth record of each

time series x1 and x2 as de�ned in Eq.(4.2) and the probe separation δx, sample

local wave number at a frequency ω is de�ned as kj(ω) = θj(ω)/δx. The wave

numbers estimated in this way are bound to the interval [−π/δx, π/δx]. This wave

number range is divided into Nc (even number) partitions each with a width given

by ∆k = 2π/δxNc. The local wavenumber and frequency spectrum S(k, ω) is then

de�ned as

S(k, ω) =
1

M

M∑
j=1

I[0,∆k)[k − kj(ω)]× 1

2
[P j

11(ω) + P j
22(ω)], (4.4)

where

I[0,∆k)[k − kj(ω)] =

1 if k ≤ kj(ω) < k +∆k,

0 otherwise,
(4.5)

P j
11(ω) and P j

22(ω) indicate auto-power for frequency ω for jth record at corre-

sponding probes as de�ned in Eq.(4.1). The conditional spectrum is de�ned as

s(k|ω) = S(k, ω)
1
2
[P11(ω) + P22(ω)]

, (4.6)

where P11(ω) and P22(ω) are frequency spectral densities or auto power spectra for

two time series as de�ned in Eq.(4.1). The �rst moment of conditional spectrum

is calculated as [57]

k̄(ω) =

Nc/2∑
m=−Nc/2+1

kms(km|ω), (4.7)

where km = m∆k; k̄(ω) is the average wave number. The range of wave number

that can be estimated for a given δx = 4mm is −7.8 cm−1 < km < +7.8 cm−1;

choosing Nc = 100, ∆k ∼ 0.16 cm−1. The wave number and frequency spectral

density S(k, ω) is estimated using Eq.(4.4); the conditional spectrum is estimated

using Eq.(4.6). The average poloidal wave number k̄θ is estimated using Eq.(4.7)

for the spectra at ±5 cm and shown in Fig. 4.16. The poloidal wave propagation

is observed to be clockwise in the plane of the limiter shown in Fig. 2.2, i.e. prop-

agation is upwards on HFS and downwards on LFS. The fundamental frequencies
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Figure 4.16: Average poloidal wave number for potential �uctuations on HFS and
LFS for all values of BT ; (a) at −5 cm and (b) +5 cm. The convention for the
direction is such that positive kθ indicates wave propagation upwards. The kθ mea-
surements at −5 cm and +5 cm indicate wave propagation in clockwise direction
in the poloidal plane of limiter shown in Fig. 2.2.

and corresponding average poloidal wave numbers estimated above, will be used

in the identi�cation of instabilities in Sec.4.7.

4.6.2 Power spectra for lower BT

In Sec.4.6.1, it has been seen that the coherent modes occurring for 220 G, rapidly

transform into turbulent �uctuations at higher values of BT . It is understood,

therefore, that the toroidal magnetic �eld has a signi�cant in�uence on the nature

of �uctuations. It is expected for BT < 220 G also, a signi�cant change can occur

in the power spectrum. The power spectra are, therefore, obtained for BT ∼ 165

G, 110 G and 55 G; the density power spectra are shown in Fig. 4.17 and potential

power spectra are shown in Fig. 4.18. At 55 G, �uctuation are small and have

no dominant modes above the turbulence. For 110 G, a signi�cant peak appears

with 4 kHz frequency. The �uctuations grow with coherent peaks possessing large

power at 165 G. At 220 G, the power slightly reduces as compared to 165 G. It
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Figure 4.17: Density auto power spectra at +5 cm for lower values of BT . Fre-
quency is indicated by `f'and power is indicated by Pn for density.
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appears, therefore, that a threshold occurs in BT around 110 G for the on-set of

instability.

4.6.3 Bispectral analysis

The linear spectral analysis described above to obtain typical power spectra is

under the assumption that �uctuation amplitude is small. In the bulk region

of the plasma large �uctuations are observed, hence the underlying process can

be expected to be nonlinear. The nonlinear interaction of the modes at various

frequencies can generate a broad band spectrum and result in a turbulence. The

nonlinear coupling of waves can be estimated from the bispectral analysis, which

is a well known third order spectral technique [58]. This technique can be useful

to discriminate between nonlinearly coupled waves and the spontaneously excited

independent waves in a self-excited �uctuation spectrum. The squared bicoherence

b2(ω1, ω2) of two frequencies ω1 and ω2 which measures the fraction of power in a

given spectral band due to the quadratic coupling, is de�ned as

b2(ω1, ω2) =
| 1
M

∑M
i=1 X

i
1(ω1)X

i
1(ω2)X

i∗
1 (ω1 + ω2)|2

( 1
M

∑M
i=1 |X i

1(ω1)X i
1(ω2)|2)( 1

M

∑M
i=1 |X i

1(ω1 + ω2)|2)
, (4.8)

where M is the total number of records. The statistical signi�cance level for

b2(ω1, ω2) is given by 1/M [59]. If b2(ω1, ω2) = 1, then it implies that the en-

tire power at frequency ω1 + ω2 is due to the nonlinear interaction of modes at

ω1 and ω2. A value less than 1 indicates that the power at ω1 + ω2 is only partly

due to the interaction of modes at ω1 and ω2. The calculation of squared bico-

herence b2 over the entire power spectrum is performed for all the values of BT .

The plots of bicoherence for �uctuations in Iis at −5 cm are shown in Fig. 4.19,

where fi = ωi/2π. Maximum values for b2 are observed in the case of 220 G, with

b2max ≈ 0.93 for second harmonic; the fundamental frequency being 6.5 kHz. For

the third harmonic, the squared bicoherence is found to be b2 ≈ 0.86. For higher

magnetic �elds, b2 reduces sharply and b2max ≈ 0.2. This value is still much above

the statistical signi�cance level in b2(ω1, ω2) which is 0.003 for our value of M = 312.

Hence, at higher magnetic �elds there is a relatively weak but nontrivial coupling;

though the bicoherence for harmonics is reduced, it relatively increases for other

frequencies in the background turbulence. Bicoherence plots for the �uctuations in
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Figure 4.19: Squared bicoherence for �uctuations in Iis at all values of BT ; (a)
220 G, (b) 440 G and (c) 660 G. Since the analog bandwidth is 35 kHz, the fre-
quencies beyond this are not shown though the Nyquist frequency is 100 kHz. The
statistical signi�cance level for b2(ω1, ω2) is de�ned by 1/M ≈ 0.003.

φf at −5 cm are shown in Fig. 4.20. Similar to the �uctuations in Iis, maximum of

bicoherence is found in the case of 220 G, which sharply decreases with increasing

magnetic �eld. The increased bicoherence for the small amplitude �uctuations at

440 G and 660 G in the background turbulence, indicates an increased nonlinear

coupling between them and hence the generation of turbulence. In the following we

attempt to �nd the underlying source of instabilities responsible for the observed

�uctuations.

4.7 Identi�cation of instabilities

In order to identify the instabilities responsible for the observed �uctuations in

plasma parameters, the calculation of real frequencies, dispersion relation and com-

parison with theoretical model is a useful technique. Experimental determination

of the parallel wave number (k‖) is a reliable method to identify the type of insta-

bility since this will clearly distinguish between drift or �ute kind of instabilities.
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Figure 4.20: Squared bicoherence for �uctuations in φf at all values of BT ; (a)
220 G, (b) 440 G and (c) 660 G. Since the analog bandwidth is 35 kHz, the fre-
quencies beyond this are not shown though the Nyquist frequency is 100 kHz. The
statistical signi�cance level for b2(ω1, ω2) is de�ned by 1/M ≈ 0.003.

In toroidal geometry, however, accurate alignment of two probes on a single mag-

netic �eld line is a di�cult task; misalignment of the probes to estimate k‖ will

result in measurement of projection of k⊥. Such carefully performed measurements

have been reported in the past in TORPEX experiments [56, 95], with use of so-

phisticated alignment for the probes. At present vertical arrays of probes, which

can be placed with a reasonably good precision in two poloidal planes far apart,

are not available in our experimental apparatus. In the following we use an alter-

nate method to identify the instabilities. The cross-phase and coherence between

density and potential �uctuations estimated from experimental measurements are

compared with the theoretically predicted values [20, 60, 56]. From the analytical

expression, instability growth rate is estimated using the experimentally derived

pro�les of plasma parameters. In the following, it will be shown that the coher-

ence and cross-phase vary signi�cantly on changing the magnetic �eld from 220 G

to 440 G; further increase in magnetic �eld from 440 G to 660 G do not show a

signi�cant variation. The �uctuations at 220 G are in coherent regime; at 440 G
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and 660 G, the �uctuations are in turbulent regime.

4.7.1 Fluctuations at 220G - Coherent regime

The cross-phase and coherence of dominant peaks in Fig. 4.15 in density and poten-

tial �uctuation spectra are calculated using simultaneously obtained density and

�oating potential measurements by Langmuir probes separated by 5mm. The ra-

dial pro�les of the cross-phase and coherence are shown in Fig. 4.21. At 220 G,
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Figure 4.21: Pro�les of (a) cross-phase (θnφ) and (b) coherence (γnφ) of density
and potential �uctuations for all values of BT . The values shown correspond to
the dominant peaks in the corresponding frequency spectra.

the cross-phase θnφ ≈ ±0.9π throughout the radial pro�le except close to the mi-

nor axis. The abrupt jump in θnφ from positive to negative or vice versa when

|θnφ| ≈ π, do not indicate any signi�cant change in the nature of the �uctuations.

It rather indicates a well known convention namely a small lag or lead in the

�uctuations from being exactly out of phase. A large deviation in θnφ from ±π

for measurements close to the minor axis can be either due to (i) the wavelength

(not shown here) being comparable to the probe separation or (ii) change in the

nature of �uctuations itself. We believe that the above indicated deviation is due

to wavelengths becoming comparable to the probe separation at locations close to

the minor axis. The �uctuations at 220 G have coherence γnφ ≈ 1, over the entire

radial pro�le. Though the �uctuations are highly coherent with large amplitude,

the �uctuation induced poloidal particle �ux corresponding to 220 G as shown in
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Fig. 4.11 is found to be small due to θnφ ≈ ±0.9π [54].

The observed cross-phase and coherence indicates that the �uctuations are of �ute

kind. The density gradient and e�ective gravity which is the centrifugal force,

are anti-parallel to each other as can be seen from Fig. 4.3(a); hence favorable for

the growth of R-T driven instability on LFS which is a �ute mode. In the past,

using low-frequency �uid equations, and comparison with a Q-machine plasma

column, properties of various instabilities have been studied by Jassby [96]. From

the above work by Jassby, it has been found that the electron continuity and

momentum equations give the density �uctuations in terms of potential �uctua-

tions. The ratio (eφ̃/kTe)/(ñ/n0) is found to be characteristic of the instabilities;

for Kelvin-Helmholtz instability (eφ̃/kTe)/(ñ/n0) � 1, for Centrifugal instability

(eφ̃/kTe)/(ñ/n0) ≥ 1 and for resistive drift instability (eφ̃/kTe)/(ñ/n0) ≤ 1. For

�uctuations which are due to R-T instability, in general eφ̃/kTe ≥ ñ/n0 [20, 46].

From the measurement of relative �uctuations shown in Fig. 4.5, the ratio of po-

tential and density �uctuations is obtained and shown in Fig. 4.22. On LFS it is
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Figure 4.22: Ratio of relative potential and density �uctuations. The potential
�uctuations are those obtained from the �oating potential �uctuations. The rms
indicate the root mean square of �uctuations.

observed that (eφ̃/kTe)/(ñ/n0) ≥ 1. From the power spectrum shown in Fig. 4.15,
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observed fundamental frequency f is 6.5 kHz, which is same for the entire radial

domain. The Doppler shifted frequency ω1 (= ω− k̄θvE0×B) can be calculated from

the frequency in lab frame (ω), poloidal wave number (k̄θ) and the E0 ×B veloc-

ity (vE0×B) of the plasma. From the experimentally estimated k̄θ ∼ 16m−1 and

vE0×B ∼ 1700ms−1 at +5 cm, k̄θvE0×B/2π ∼ 4.3kHz, whereas the observed lab

frequency is 6.5 ± 0.4 kHz. The Doppler shifted frequency is small compared to

the lab frequency. Hence, the observed lab frequency is believed to be the Doppler

shift itself. Similar observations are reported from other simple toroidal devices

[64]. Hence the �uctuations observed on LFS, which are of �ute kind as seen from

the measured cross-phase and relative �uctuations, are driven by R-T instability.

On HFS observed �uctuations are of same frequencies as on LFS as can be seen

from Fig. 4.15, with high coherence and approximately out of phase density and

potential �uctuations, that is θnφ ≈ ±0.9π as shown in Fig. 4.21. Hence the

�uctuations on HFS seems to be of �ute kind, however the ratio of potential and

density �uctuations goes below 1. The density gradient is parallel to the e�ective

gravity in this region as can be seen from Fig. 4.3(a), which is not favorable for

the growth of R-T mode. A possible source of �ute mode on HFS is velocity

shear driven Kelvin-Helmholtz (K-H) instability. Analytical estimates of growth

rates with velocity shear is, however, possible only for special forms of the density

and velocity pro�les. For example in Ref.[10], to �nd a simple solution, it is

assumed that density and angular �ow velocity are constant in two regions but

make a discontinuous jump at an interface r = rs, the radial distance from center

of rotation. The two regions on either side of the step pro�le are labelled as 1,2

with corresponding densities N1 and N2; corresponding velocities v1 and v2 such

that N1 > N2 and v1 < v2. De�ning α1,2 = N1,2/(N1 +N2), ω1,2 = v1,2/rs, γKH =

(1/2r2s)(kTi/eB) with ion temperature Ti, the imaginary part of the frequency or

growth rate for a mode number m, is given by [10, 61]

[Im(ω)]2 = −[(m−1)α1ω1+(m+1)α2ω2+γKH(m
2−1)(α2−α1)]

2+m(m−1)α1ω
2
1

+m(m+ 1)α2ω
2
2 + γKHm(m2 − 1)(ω1 + ω2)(α2 − α1). (4.9)
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With the observed large gradients in density and net �ow velocity in the region

−3 cm < r < 0 cm, approximate step pro�les exist, similar to the pro�les described

above. K-H instability is, therefore expected to grow close to the shear layer in

the above said region where the magnetic �eld can be considered to be uniform.

Observing r = −2 cm as the point of discontinuity, region towards LFS is labelled

as region 1 and region towards HFS is labelled as region 2. The step nature of

the density and net poloidal �ow velocity are illustrated in Fig. 4.23 and Fig. 4.24

respectively. The corresponding densities for region 1 and 2 from Fig. 4.3(a) are
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Figure 4.23: In the theoretical calcula-
tions a step kind of pro�le as illustrated
from the radial pro�le of measured den-
sity pro�le, for 220 G is used.
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Figure 4.24: In the theoretical calcula-
tions a step kind of pro�le as illustrated
from the radial pro�le of measured net
�ow velocity, for 220 G is used

2.3× 1017m−3, 0.5× 1017m−3 respectively; corresponding absolute velocities calcu-

lated from net poloidal �ow in Fig. 4.12 and Fig. 4.3(b) are 800ms−1, 1500ms−1

for region 1 and 2 respectively. The center of rotation of plasma is at r = +1 cm

as shown in Fig. 4.12. Using m = 1, the estimated growth rate for K-H instability

is 4× 103s−1. The observed �ute mode, however is seen to be in the entire radial

domain extending upto the limiter's edge on HFS. Hence this argument alone is

not su�cient to explain the entire �uctuation behavior. Another possible source

of observed �uctuations on HFS is that the �uctuations which are generated on

LFS, get convected to HFS due to poloidal �ow in the plasma.
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4.7.2 Fluctuations at 440G and 660G - Turbulent regime

At higher values of BT that is 440 G and 660 G, on LFS the cross-phase θnφ for

the dominant peak above the turbulence background, signi�cantly deviates from

±π as shown in Fig. 4.21(a). The coherence γnφ is reduced throughout the radius;

on LFS, the maximum coherence γnφ,max ∼ 0.85 at the limiter's edge as shown

in Fig. 4.21(b), for both 440 G and 660 G. This behavior on LFS with increasing

magnetic �eld indicates a progressive deviation from �ute nature of the coherent

�uctuations observed at 220 G. From the measured plasma parameters at 440 G

and 660 G, suitable conditions for other possible instabilities that are likely to ex-

ist on LFS are examined. These instabilities include Simon Hoh (SH), Modi�ed

Simon Hoh (MSH), drift resistive instability and resistive Rayleigh Taylor modes.

An essential condition for the growth of SH and MSH is E.∇n > 0 which is satis-

�ed in LFS region. Simon Hoh instability which exists in a collisional, magnetized

plasma due to unequal drift velocities of ions and electrons in poloidal direction,

can lead to the growth of poloidal perturbations [97, 98]. Simon Hoh instability

is less likely to occur since the ion-neutral collision frequency (≈ 103s−1) is an

order less than the ion gyro-frequency (≈ 104s−1) and hence the observed plasma

is a collision less plasma. Modi�ed Simon Hoh instability can occur in collision

less plasma due to substantial di�erence in the Larmor radii of ions and electrons,

with a real frequency intermediate to the electron and ion cyclotron frequencies

[99]. However, observed frequencies are much smaller than ion and electron cy-

clotron frequencies. The theoretical growth rate calculations for SH and MSH

instabilities [100], indicate that the growth rate decreases with increase in BT and

there is no threshold on BT for the excitation of these modes. Our experimental

observations, however, indicate that these �uctuations which are observed at high

values of BT are found to have a threshold value of BT for their excitation. Hence

SH and MSH are less likely to be the source of �uctuations at high magnetic �eld.

Another possible source of the observed �uctuations on LFS with cross-phase com-

parable to that of experimentally measured, is drift resistive instability. The es-

sential condition for the growth of this instability is �nite �uctuations in Te [100];

as discussed in Sec.4.5.1, �uctuations in Te are comparable to noise level and hence

believed to be small. Also theoretical calculations [100] show that the potential
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�uctuations scale with BT , that is they would increase with BT . However in our

experiments we �nd that as BT is increased from 440 G to 660 G, the potential �uc-

tuations decrease as shown in Fig. 4.5(b). Hence the drift resistive is also less likely

the source of �uctuations. The observed cross-phase values are close to the theo-

retically predicted values for resistive R-T instabilities [100]. Hence on LFS, the

�uctuations which are R-T unstable and are �ute like at 220 G, deviate from �ute

nature; possibly the �uctuations become resistive R-T type with increase in mag-

netic �eld. For 440 G, the dominant frequency observed is 3.5±0.4 kHz; Doppler

shift at +5 cm corresponding to 440 G, with k̄θ ∼ 17m−1 and vE0×B ∼ 1600ms−1, is

k̄θvE0×B/2π = 4.3 kHz. At +5 cm for 660 G, k̄θ ∼ 18m−1 and vE0×B ∼ 1700ms−1,

the Doppler shift is k̄θvE0×B/2π = 4.8 kHz. These frequencies are in agreement

with the observed lab frequencies with in the uncertainty in k̄θ estimation.

On HFS on the other hand, for high values of BT , the cross-phase θnφ for the

dominant peak remains close to π as shown in Fig. 4.21(a); the maximum of γnφ

is 0.9 at r = -4 cm, which is relatively larger than the γnφ on LFS as shown in

Fig. 4.21(b). These observations indicate that �ute mode persist on HFS, even for

440 G and 660 G though the �uctuations on LFS are not of �ute kind. These �ute

modes may have originated on the HFS since the observed coherence is maximum

in this region. In order to �nd the origin of �ute like �uctuations on HFS, possible

conditions are discussed as follows. In the case of 440 G, the density gradient

which is parallel to e�ective gravity on HFS is not favorable for the growth of R-T

instability. However, the �ute modes are observed for both 440 G and 660 G with

comparable frequencies, extending in the same spatial region. Since a velocity

shear is observed in this region with varying density pro�le for both magnetic �eld

values, these �ute modes can be attributed to the K-H instability. The relative

potential �uctuations shown in Fig. 4.5(b) are larger at 440 G and 660 G compared

to those at 220 G; as can be seen from Fig. 4.22, the ratio of potential and density

�uctuations (eφ̃/kTe)/(ñ/n0) ≈ 2. This trend observed on HFS is in favor of

existence of velocity shear driven K-H instability. Calculations similar to the 220 G

case, using the measured densities and �ow velocities in the two regions separated

by r = −2 cm, show growth rates of 5 × 103s−1 and 6 × 103s−1 for 440 G and

660 G respectively for the K-H instability. Though the velocity shear is strong at

r = −2 cm, turbulence is seen through out the HFS region. A summary of the
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dominant mechanism of the instabilities is tabulated as shown in Tab.4.2.

BT HFS LFS

220 G K-H/Convection from LFS R-T

440 G K-H resistive R-T

660 G K-H resistive R-T

Table 4.2: A tabular summary of the dominant instabilities on HFS and LFS for
each value of BT .

4.8 Summary

In a simple toroidal plasma, varying the toroidal magnetic �eld, study of transition

in �uctuations from highly coherent regime to a turbulent regime is performed and

corresponding poloidal �ows are estimated. Measured mean density pro�les have

indicated a signi�cant density build-up on HFS with increasing magnetic �eld; the

mean density on HFS goes up by 3-4 times with increase from 220 G to 660 G. The

increased density on HFS is accompanied by the enhanced net poloidal �ow in this

region. On LFS, negligible changes are observed in the absolute net poloidal �ow

with increase in magnetic �eld. The density on LFS, however, goes up by 2 times

on increasing the magnetic �eld from 220 G to 660 G, thus increasing the particle

�ux poloidally from the LFS region. The observed signi�cant increase in density

on HFS can be due to the increased poloidal �ux from the LFS region. Whether

or not this increased poloidal �ux is su�cient to explain the increased density on

HFS, is not addressed quantitatively in the present work. The poloidal �ows are

found to be self-consistently generated. Though there is a transition from coherent

to turbulent regime with increasing magnetic �eld, the �uctuation driven poloidal

�ux remains comparable on the LFS. On the HFS, the observed di�erence between

the measured net �ow and the mean �ow derived from measured plasma potential

pro�le could not be accounted for by the measured �uctuation driven �ow. The

di�erences may, therefore, be attributed to the presence of another �ow mechanism

which is not addressed here. From the density mean pro�les, the density gradient

remains comparable on the LFS whereas interesting features such as change in the
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direction of the density gradient occur locally on the HFS with increasing magnetic

�eld. The change in the ratio of relative potential and density �uctuations with

increasing magnetic �eld give a signature of a possible change in the nature of

�uctuations and hence the turbulence.

Radial pro�les of cross-phase θnφ indicate the existence of �ute like �uctuations on

HFS at all the three magnetic �eld values, that is BT=220 G, 440 G and 660 G.

At 220 G, the out of phase �uctuations in n and φ through out the radial pro-

�le, except close to the minor axis, are due to a highly coherent �ute mode. The

observed �ute mode is due to R-T instability on LFS; the same �ute mode may

be convected to the HFS with poloidal plasma �ow. Generation of �ute like �uc-

tuations at 220 G on HFS, due to velocity shear driven K-H instability, however,

can not be ruled out. At 440 G and 660 G, the �uctuations appear more turbu-

lent, which is evident from the typical power spectra on both LFS and HFS. The

cross-phase of density and potential �uctuations becomes comparable or less than

π/2 on LFS with reduced coherence, which may be attributed due to resistive R-T

mode. Hence the LFS �uctuations which are �ute type due to R-T mode at 220 G

deviate from �ute nature with increasing magnetic �eld and possibly become re-

sistive R-T mode �uctuations. Though the �uctuations on HFS at 220 G can be

attributed due to convection of the �ute mode from LFS, at 440 G and 660 G the

�ute like �uctuations do not exist on LFS which could have been convected to HFS

similarly. The �uctuation on HFS, therefore, are due to K-H instability. Hence

it is understood that at 440 G and 660 G, with a strong background turbulence

throughout the radius, there exist a mode which is K-H unstable on the HFS and

possibly resistive R-T kind on the LFS.

In summary, with increase in magnetic �eld in a simple toroidal plasma, a transition

from coherent to turbulent regime in plasma parameters is observed. This transi-

tion is found to be accompanied by the enhanced poloidal �ow in the plasma and

improved densities. Characterization of the �uctuations under various conditions

is performed by digital spectral analysis. Using linear spectral analysis, �uctuation

spectra and poloidal wave numbers are estimated. From the cross spectral analy-

sis and growth rate calculations, the most possible mechanisms of instabilities are

discussed. Hence in a simple toroidal compressible plasma, the study of nature of
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�uctuations, transition to turbulence and associated poloidal �ows with a toroidal

magnetic �eld as a control parameter is carried out. The increased densities by sev-

eral factors reported in this work demonstrates that an intimate relationship exists

between the �uctuations, self consistently generated poloidal �ows and enhanced

con�nement. The major �ndings presented in this chapter have been published in

(T. S. Goud et al) Phys. Plasmas 19, 032307 (2012).

Varying BT as a control parameter to change the nature of �uctuations, and in-

vestigate consequent poloidal �ows and mean pro�les, it has been elucidated that

�uctuation induced �ow plays the role of �e�ective rotational transform� under

varying turbulent conditions. The role of ion mass as another important parame-

ter in the �uctuation induced �e�ective rotational transform�, is investigated, and

the results are presented in the next chapter.
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Role of ion mass in �uctuations and

intrinsic poloidal �ows

5.1 Introduction

Generation of signi�cant poloidal �ows in a simple toroidal plasma, which exist

only when the �uctuations induced poloidal �ux is �nite, has been the most im-

portant conclusion of the experimental results in Chapter 3. In addition to this,

observation of enhanced poloidal �ows and improved con�nement with transition

from coherent to turbulence on increasing toroidal magnetic �eld, has been the suc-

cessive conclusion from the experimental results in Chapter 4. Another important

parameter, which can possibly in�uence the �uctuations and poloidal transport in

a simple toroidal plasma is the ion mass. In general, in simulations for investigat-

ing transport properties of ion temperature gradient instabilities in tokamak, using

the isotopes of Hydrogen, ion thermal di�usivity is found to decrease with mass

[101]. In the above work it was also found that a lighter isotope involves more

unstable modes with a higher level of �uctuations than that of a heavier one. It

is understood from the theoretical arguments, that in a tokamak, the con�nement

degrades with increase in ion mass [63]. The experimental observations on DIII-D

tokamak, however, have shown that the con�nement increases with increase in ion

mass. No robust theory exist for the isotope scaling of tokamak experiments. In

the present work, study of change in the nature of turbulence and transport with

a wide range of ion mass, has been carried out in a simple toroidal device. Though

the tokamak plasmas are limited to lighter atomic masses, the present study of
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mass scaling may throw light in understanding the interplay of isotope e�ect and

�ow dynamics.

In TORPEX experiments, blobs are seen to be generated from radially elongated

interchange modes, which are responsible for the intermittent cross-�eld transport

[35, 36]. By varying the ion mass, the blob size was observed to change which in

turn changes the cross-�eld propagation velocity of the blob [39, 102]. In another

set of experimental observations in TORPEX plasma, blobs were also observed

in drift-interchange dominated regime [37]. The transition from ideal interchange

mode to drift-interchange mode is achieved by reducing the helical pitch of the

toroidal magnetic �eld lines [40]. The above transition is found to occur at the

same helical pitch for hydrogen, helium and argon plasmas, though the dominant

frequencies were di�erent. The change in the dominant frequency is attributed

to change in E×B rotation velocity, induced by the potential well. The depth

of the potential well is found to depend on ion mass as seen from the Pedersen

conductivity [33]. Changing the ion mass, the poloidal drift velocity of the plasma

can therefore change. In a recently built simple toroidal device LATE, the current

�owing to the upper and lower parts of the limiter and device panels due to particle

drifts are explicitly measured in hydrogen plasma [22]. In subsequent experiments

on LATE, plasma pro�les for di�erent species such as helium, neon, argon have

been obtained and compared to investigate the role of ion [62].

In the present work we report the experimental observations of mean pro�les of

plasma parameters, �uctuations and associated poloidal �ows in a simple toroidal

plasma, produced using various inert gases under similar discharge conditions. A

change in the nature of �uctuations, accompanied by variations in poloidal �ows

and mean pro�les with increase in ion mass is investigated. An attempt is made

to identify the instability mechanisms responsible for the observed �uctuations in

each case.

5.2 Operating conditions

1. Filament current If ∼ 142 A
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2. Base pressure ∼ 3× 10−6 torr

3. Fill pressure ∼ 1× 10−4 torr

4. Vd ∼ 70 V (initially)

5. Id ∼ 5 A

6. BT ∼ 220 G

7. Filling gas: argon, krypton or xenon

5.3 Measurement methods

The mean and �uctuating plasma parameters have been measured using charge

collecting and emitting probes. These probes include a triple Langmuir probe

(TLP), a radial array of Langmuir probes (LPs), a Mach probe and an emissive

probe. All the probes are mounted through the radial ports located on the outer

wall of the torus, close to the poloidal plane where limiter is located; the probes

can be moved in and out radially in the horizontal mid-plane. The probe con-

struction and measurement methods have been described in Chapter 2. The ion

saturation current (Iis), hence the density (n) and electron temperature (Te) are

simultaneously obtained using TLP [77]. Simultaneous measurements of Iis and

�oating potential (φf ) are obtained using radial array of LPs. Density �uctuations

are obtained from Iis measured using I to V converter; the electric �eld �uctuations

are obtained from the �oating potential measured on two probes using voltage fol-

lowers with high common mode voltage. Mean plasma potential (φp0) is obtained

using an emissive probe in �oating point method [87, 88]. A Mach probe is used

for the measurement of net poloidal �ow velocity in the plasma, by collecting ion

saturation current in the upstream and downstream to the �ow simultaneously.

Multiple measurements are performed for each parameter at each radial location

by producing multiple discharges, from which error bars are estimated. The analog

signals are passed through low pass �lters of 100 kHz bandwidth, for which the

signal conducting cards of type-2 described in Sec.2.3.7 are employed, and then

acquired by digitizers at a sampling rate of 400 kS/s. In the sections that fol-

low, obtaining discharges with each gas, the experimental results and analysis are
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described. The typical physical parameters, relevant to the present experimental

investigations are provided in Tab.5.1.

Parameter argon krypton xenon

Ion mass 39.95 amu 83.8 amu 131.29 amu

BT 0.022 T 0.022 T 0.022 T

vth,e 7.26× 105 m/s 7.26× 105 m/s 7.26× 105 m/s

vth,i 490.0m/s 338.0m/s 270.0m/s

cs 2.68× 103 m/s 1.85× 103 m/s 1.48× 103 m/s

ωpe/2π 2.84× 109 s−1 2.84× 109 s−1 2.84× 109 s−1

ωpi/2π 1.05× 107 s−1 7.24× 106 s−1 5.78× 106 s−1

ωce/2π 6.16× 108 s−1 6.16× 108 s−1 6.16× 108 s−1

ωci/2π 8.39× 103 s−1 4.0× 103 s−1 2.55× 103 s−1

νen 1.28× 106 s−1 1.28× 106 s−1 1.28× 106 s−1

νin 865.0 s−1 598.0 s−1 477.0 s−1

νee 6.71× 105 s−1 6.71× 105 s−1 6.71× 105 s−1

νei 4.61× 105 s−1 4.61× 105 s−1 4.61× 105 s−1

νii 1.57× 105 s−1 1.08× 105 s−1 8.66× 104 s−1

rLe 1.88× 10−4 m 1.88× 10−4 m 1.88× 10−4 m

rLi 9.3× 10−3 m 1.34× 10−2 m 1.68× 10−2 m

Table 5.1: The typical physical parameters for three gases, with BT ∼ 220 G.
For calculations above, it is considered that kTe/e ∼ 3.0 eV , kTi/e ∼ 0.1 eV and
ne ' ni ∼ 1 × 1017 m−3. The symbols in the �rst column have same meanings as
in Tab.3.1.

5.4 Plasma parameters, radial pro�les and trans-

port

The plasma is produced using one of the three gases, namely argon, krypton and

xenon. To minimize the possible impurity ions in the subsequent discharges with

di�erent gases, two steps are taken: the vacuum vessel is pumped for a long time
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before injecting the new gas followed by cleaning of the vessel wall with low density

continuous discharge for tens of minutes. For all the gases, the breakdown is found

to occur for a discharge voltage in the range of 40 − 45 V . All the measurements

reported here are done with discharge current limited to 5 A, therefore, corre-

sponding to CC discharges. The radial pro�les of plasma parameters are obtained

with operating conditions and the measurement techniques described in Sec.5.2

and Sec.5.3 respectively. The mean and �uctuation pro�les are shown in Sec.5.4.1.

The estimated poloidal �ows, associated with the above mean pro�les are described

in Sec.5.4.2. In Sec.5.5, the spectral characteristics of the measured �uctuations

are presented and an attempt is made to identify the underlying mechanism of

instabilities responsible for the observed �uctuations.

5.4.1 Radial pro�les

The measured radial pro�les of Iis,0, kTe0/e and n0 are shown in Fig. 5.1. The

ion saturation current decreases with increase in ion mass; on LFS the decrease

is small and on HFS the decrease is signi�cant. The radial pro�les of kTe0/e for

di�erent gases, however, di�er signi�cantly from each other. Though kTe0/e de-

creases monotonically with increase in ion mass, the radial pro�les of kTe0/e for

argon and krypton are relatively closer on LFS. A peak in kTe0/e, indicating a

possible presence of fast electrons [92], occurs at −1 cm coinciding for argon and

krypton; for xenon, the peak in kTe0/e occurs at −2 cm. The radial shift in peak

is, however, comparable to the spatial resolution of measurements, which is 1 cm.

Though the density n0 calculated from Iis,0 and kTe0/e pro�les shows small changes

in the region −9 cm < r < −4 cm, it increases monotonically in the the region

r > −4 cm with increase in ion mass. The density is found to increase systemati-

cally upto a factor of 2 at the limiter edge on LFS with increase in ion mass, that

is from argon to xenon, though the discharge current is similar in each case. In

the following, an attempt is made to understand the increase in density with ion

mass, with possible change in the electron drift velocity.

In a conducting medium with charge carriers of charge q, number density nq and

drift velocity vd, the current through an area A is given by I = qnqAvd. The drift

velocity is given by vd = µdE, where µd is the mobility of charge carriers. The
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Figure 5.1: Mean radial pro�les of (a) Ion saturation, (b) electron temperature and
(c) plasma density for three gases. For the estimation of density, corresponding
kTe0/e values are used. The error bars obtained from the multiple measurements
at each location are found to be small.
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mobility is determined by relaxation time (τ) and charge carrier mass (mq), as

µd = qτ/mq. The quantity τ is inversely proportional to the inelastic electron-

neutral momentum-transfer cross section (S). For I = Id, assuming the discharge

current is entirely due to electron drift, τ represents the average relaxation time

between electron inelastic collisions with the neutral atoms. Since Id is constant

and the arbitrary area A is similar for all the gases, the quantity n/S should re-

main constant irrespective of the gas, where n is the electron density. The inelastic

electron-neutral momentum-transfer cross section S ∼ 3×10−16 cm2, 2×10−16 cm2,

4×10−16 cm2 for argon, krypton, xenon respectively for corresponding kTe/e mea-

sured at the limiter edge on LFS [104]. From argon to xenon, S increases by 30%.

The corresponding increase in density, from argon to xenon is however 100%. The

increase in density from argon to xenon, therefore, can only be partially explained

by the decrease in electron drift velocity.

The density gradient is found to increase with increase in ion mass, on both sides

of the minor axis. The inverse density gradient scale lengths (L−1
n ) on LFS, es-

timated from observed mean density pro�les, are 12 m−1, 14 m−1, 17 m−1 for

argon, krypton and xenon respectively. The pro�les of φf0 and φp0 are shown in

Fig. 5.2, both of which exhibit a dip close to the minor axis. At the bottom of

the dip in �oating potential pro�le shown in Fig. 5.2(a), φf0 ∼ −43V for argon,

∼ −36 V for krypton and xenon both. A broad potential well extending in the

region −1 cm < r < 3 cm is, however, seen from the φp0 pro�le for all the gases.

The depth of the potential well reduces with increase in ion mass as does the gra-

dient, indicating reduced mean radial electric �eld (E0). The mean radial electric

�eld on LFS is maximum in the case of argon with E0 ∼ 0.7 V/cm. The decrease

in the gradient of φp0 with increase in ion mass is systematic on LFS; on HFS the

change in the gradient occurs non-monotonically.

The pro�les of relative �uctuations in Iis and φf are shown in Fig. 5.3(a) and (b)

respectively. In an attempt to measure electron temperature �uctuations using

TLP, �uctuations comparable to noise level are observed and hence it is believed

that �uctuations in Te are small. In a similar device BLAAMANN, it has been ob-

served that, electron temperature �uctuations become important for high neutral

pressures [105]. Assuming electron temperature �uctuations are negligible, the rel-
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Figure 5.2: Mean radial pro�les of (a) �oating potential and (b) plasma potential.
It can be noted that the range of vertical scale of the two plots are not same. The
entire φp0 pro�le may be shifted further negative by −3 V maximum, accounting
for the half the voltage drop across the emissive probe �lament.
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Figure 5.3: Relative rms �uctuation pro�les of (a) ion saturation current (Iis,rms =
Ĩis) and (b) �oating potential (φf,rms = φ̃f ) are shown for all three gases. With
�uctuations in Te being small (Ĩis/Iis,0) ∼ (ñ/n0) and φ̃f ∼ φ̃p. In (c), the ra-
tio of potential to density �uctuations are shown. The potential �uctuations are
normalized to mean electron temperature.
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ative �uctuations in ion saturation current represent relative density �uctuations

(Iis,rms/Iis,0 ' nrms/n0). The relative density �uctuations are minimum at the mi-

nor axis and maximum at the edges of the limiter. The relative density �uctuations

decrease on LFS with increase in ion mass; at r = +9 cm, nrms/n0 ∼ 0.7 for argon

and 0.5 for xenon. On HFS, the relative density �uctuations though increase from

argon to krypton, a small decrease is seen from krypton to xenon at r = −9 cm.

The �uctuations in �oating potential normalized to kTe0/e represent the relative

plasma potential �uctuations for negligible temperature �uctuations. The relative

potential �uctuations are minimum at the minor axis and maximum far from the

minor axis. At r = +9 cm, eφf,rms/kTe0 ∼ 1.5 for argon, krypton and reach 1.7 for

xenon. The relative potential �uctuation pro�le for argon, however, remains �at

in the region extending from minor axis towards HFS with eφf,rms/kTe0 ∼ 0.25.

An abrupt jump in eφf,rms/kTe0 on HFS is observed with increase in ion mass

from argon to krypton. From krypton to xenon, only a small change is seen in

the relative potential �uctuations on HFS; the maximum of eφf,rms/kTe0 ∼ 1.6 in

the case of xenon on HFS. The ratio of relative �uctuations in potential to density

is shown in Fig. 5.3(c); this ratio ∼ 2 at r = +9 cm for argon and krypton. For

xenon, this ratio changes non-monotonically on LFS, and reaches 3 on the LFS

edge. On HFS, the maximum of the ratio of relative �uctuations in potential to

density is 0.5 for argon, which is ∼ 2 for krypton and xenon. Though the relative

�uctuations in potential and density show a systematic change with increase in ion

mass, the change in the relative potential �uctuations from argon to krypton, on

HFS is signi�cantly large. In the following it will be shown that the mean and �uc-

tuating quantities lead to cross-�eld particle transport. A detailed investigation of

mechanisms of poloidal transport is presented.

5.4.2 Poloidal �ows

Mean electric �eld driven �ow

The mean potential well leads to the poloidal rotation of the plasma, referred as

mean electric �eld driven �ow. The mean electric �eld driven �ow calculated from

E0 ×B drift, is given by vE0×B = E0/B. Here E0 is the mean radial electric �eld

derived from φp0 pro�le and B is the toroidal magnetic �eld. At each location,
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E0 is calculated from mean plasma potential on the neighboring points using the

central di�erence formula; the error bars are constructed from δE0/E0 ∼ δφp0/φp0.

On LFS, vE0×B is found to decreases monotonically with increase in ion mass.

A peak in vE0×B occurs close to the minor axis. On HFS, vE0×B pro�les do not

exhibit a systematic change with increase in ion mass. The pro�les of vE0×B are

compared with other measurements of poloidal �ow in Fig. 5.6.

Fluctuating electric �eld driven �ow

The �uctuating radial electric �eld can lead to a �nite �uctuation induced poloidal

�ux depending on the relative phase between the electric �eld and density �uctu-

ations. This �uctuation driven poloidal �ux is found to play a vital role in the

generation of self consistent �ow and an e�ective rotational transform as described

in previous chapters. Fluctuation driven poloidal �ux is estimated from measure-

ments using a radial array of LPs described in Sec.2.3.3 and using methodology for

analysis described in Sec.3.6.2. The �uctuation induced �ux (Γfluct) in poloidal di-

rection, is calculated using Eq.(3.1) and Eq.(3.3), from the electric �eld and density

�uctuations obtained simultaneously. Radial pro�le of Γfluct is shown in Fig. 5.4

for three gases. The Γfluct is found to be small on HFS and signi�cant only on
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Figure 5.4: The �uctuation driven poloidal �ux is shown for three gases. Due
to short wavelength nature of the �uctuations, the Γfluct estimation close to the
minor axis are not reliable and hence not shown here.
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LFS, for all the gases. The Γfluct is maximum for argon, decreases monotonically

on LFS with increase in ion mass, and becomes minimum for xenon. On LFS edge,

Γfluct values are comparable to the values on HFS. From Γfluct, estimated using

Eq.(3.1) and Eq.(3.3), an equivalent average �ow velocity vfluct due to �uctuation

induced �ux is estimated from Eq.(3.4). The pro�les of vfluct are compared with

other measurements of poloidal �ow in Fig. 5.6.

Net �ow

Direct estimation of net poloidal �ow or total poloidal �ow velocity is performed

using a Mach probe, with two electrodes for simultaneous measurement of Iis at

the upstream and downstream to the �ow. The cylindrical axis of the probe is

aligned vertically in the horizontal mid-plane, to measure the net poloidal �ow.

From the measured Iis,0, net �ow velocity is calculated using the Eq.(3.5). For

poloidal �ow calculation, the calibration of α for Mach probe is discussed in de-

tail in Sec.3.6.3, and α = 0.5 is used, with a maximum uncertainty of 20% in

the net �ow measurements. Use of Eq.(3.5) for the calculation of �ow velocity

perpendicular to the magnetic �eld is valid in the limit rLi/rp > 1 where rLi is

the ion Larmor radius and rp is the probe radius. For argon ion, rLi ∼ 10mm

which is greater than the Mach probe disc radius rp ∼ 2mm. With increase in

ion mass rLi increases further, therefore rLi � rp holds. The net poloidal �ow

velocities calculated using Eq.(3.5) are obtained in units of local cs. Using the

kTe0/e pro�les shown in Fig. 5.1(b), the absolute net �ow velocities are calculated.

In Fig. 5.5 net �ow velocity pro�les are shown in normalized and absolute velocity

units both. The normalize velocity pro�les overlap in LFS region with a maximum

vnet/cs ∼ 0.4 for all the gases. On moving towards the HFS, small deviations occur

at the minor axis. On the HFS, the net �ow velocity exceeds cs for all gases, with

maximum vnet/cs ∼ 1.3, indicating plasma is highly compressible. The absolute net

�ow velocity (vnet) decreases monotonically over the entire radius with increase in

ion mass. The magnitude of vnet is, however, much larger on HFS, for all the gases.

The net �ow estimated from Eq.(3.5) is based on the asymmetry in the net ion

saturation �ux to the electrodes, upstream and downstream to the �ow. The �ow

obtained using Mach probe is, therefore, the total �ow and hence referred as net
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Figure 5.5: The net poloidal �ow velocity pro�les from measured Iis at the up-
stream and downstream using Mach probe, (a) in units of local cs and (b) in ab-
solute magnitude. The large values of vnet in (b) in the region −2 cm < r < 0 cm,
can be due to large values of kTe0/e.
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�ow. The mean and �uctuating electric �elds are found to drive a signi�cant

poloidal �ow as seen above. A comparison of the poloidal �ows due to above two

mechanisms with the net �ow is, therefore, made in Fig. 5.6, for each gas. A
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Figure 5.6: Comparative plot of poloidal �ow for all three gases: (a) argon, (b)
krypton and (c) xenon. In each case the net �ow is compared with mean �eld
driven �ow and �uctuation driven �ow.

general notation vpol is used for the poloidal �ow on the vertical axis, on which

vnet, vE0×B and vfluct are plotted. Though vE0×B and vfluct are signi�cant in the
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case of argon, the sum of these could not account exactly for the net �ow pro�le

vnet. Other mechanisms of poloidal �ow can exist in addition to the mean and

�uctuating electric �eld driven �ow, to account for the net poloidal �ow. One

important conclusion from the comparative plot of poloidal �ows for argon is that,

vfluct is opposite in direction to the vE0×B and consistently vnet < vE0×B. In the

case of krypton and xenon, vfluct is found to be small on the scale shown for vpol.

Hence, the �uctuations may play a crucial role in the cross-�eld particle trans-

port, which systematically change with the ion mass. The change in the nature

of �uctuations with increase in ion mass can be understood using spectral analysis.

The mean electric �eld driven �ow velocity can be determined analytically from

the Pedersen conductivity as vtheo = IdB/2πrMiνin [33]; here Id-discharge cur-

rent, B-toroidal �eld, r-radial distance from the center of rotation, Mi-ion mass,

νi-ion neutral collision frequency, n-electron density. In the present experimental

observations, Mi and n ≡ n0 vary with the gas whereas all other parameters being

constant. From argon to xenon, MXe/MAr ∼ 3.3 and nXe/nAr ∼ 2; therefore vtheo

is expected to decrease by a factor ∼ 6.6. The mean �eld driven �ow estimated

from measured plasma potential pro�le is found to decrease by a factor ∼ 2.3 from

argon to xenon. The absolute net �ow observed is also found to decrease by a

factor ∼ 2.5 from argon to xenon.

Observing systematic variations in the mean plasma pro�les in Sec.5.4.1 and poloidal

�ows in Sec.5.4.2, we proceed to understand the nature of the �uctuations associ-

ated with these pro�les.

5.5 Spectral characteristics - Instability mechanism

5.5.1 Linear spectral analysis

The relative �uctuations in density and potential are found to be signi�cantly large.

The relative density �uctuations change gradually over the entire radius whereas

relative potential �uctuations show an abrupt jump on HFS, with increase in ion

mass as shown in Fig. 5.3. The nature of �uctuations and the underlying mech-

anism responsible for the �uctuations can be understood using spectral analysis
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techniques [57]. The analysis method used for the estimation of auto-power and

cross-power spectra is described in Sec.4.6.

The estimated auto-power spectra for density and potential �uctuations at ±5 cm

are shown in Fig. 5.7, for all the gases. In each case, similar �rst harmonic fre-
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Figure 5.7: Typical density and potential auto power spectra on HFS and LFS for
all the three gases. Frequency is indicated by f and power is indicated by Pn and
Pφ for density and potential respectively. Figures (a) and (c) are power spectra of
ñ and φ̃ respectively at -5 cm. Similarly, (b) and (d) are at +5 cm.

quencies are observed in auto-power spectra for both the regions LFS and HFS,

represented by +5 cm and −5 cm respectively. For argon, the �uctuations in both

the density and potential exhibit relatively strong peaks compared to the back-

ground turbulence, with a fundamental (�rst harmonic) frequency of 7 ± 0.2 kHz,

accompanied by several harmonics. A small broad peak at 3 kHz is also observed
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in all the auto-power spectra for argon. With increase in ion mass, the funda-

mental frequency shifts to lower side and the background turbulence increases;

third and higher harmonics are found to diminish in the powerspectra. For argon,

the fundamental frequency is found to be the dominant frequency over the entire

radial domain. The fundamental frequency for krypton is 2 ± 0.2 kHz which is

the only dominant mode above the background turbulence on HFS. The second

harmonic for krypton has relatively similar power as the fundamental frequency

on LFS, which can be observed from Fig. 5.7(b) and (d). In the case of xenon,

the fundamental frequency is 1.3 ± 0.2 kHz which is the dominant mode on HFS.

Interestingly, in both the density and potential �uctuations for xenon on LFS,

the second harmonic is found to be the dominant peak. The dominant nature of

the second harmonic for xenon is apparent from the power spectra at +5 cm as

shown in Fig. 5.7(b) and (d). In the case of argon, the estimated average poloidal

wave number k̄θ ∼ 16m−1 as shown in Fig. 4.16 which corresponds to mode num-

ber m = 1; the fundamental frequency is found to be dominated by the plasma

rotation frequency at all magnetic �eld values [103]. In the present case with var-

ious ion masses, considering 3 kHz as the fundamental frequency for argon, the

fundamental frequency scale with the net poloidal �ow velocity. The dominant

frequency for argon is, however, comparable to the ion cyclotron frequency at the

limiter edge on LFS (fci ∼ 7 kHz). The relevance of this dominant mode with fci

needs to be investigated further. In the case of krypton and xenon, the observed

fundamental frequency is less than fci. The estimated power spectra will be used

in the identi�cation of instability mechanism responsible for the �uctuations.

5.5.2 Identi�cation of instabilities

Identi�cation of the instabilities responsible for the �uctuations is possible with

the experimental estimation of real frequencies, dispersion relation and compar-

ison with theoretical models. Though the parallel wave number (k‖) can clearly

distinguish between the drift and �ute kind of modes, the experimental determina-

tion of which is a di�cult task, as described in Sec.4.7. The possible instabilities

are, therefore, identi�ed using the estimated cross-phase (θnφ), coherence (γnφ) of

density and potential �uctuations. The growth rates have been calculated. The

pro�les of θnφ and γnφ for the fundamental frequency and the second harmonic, are
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shown in Fig. 5.8. Measurements close to the minor axis (−3 cm < r < +1 cm)
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Figure 5.8: Pro�les of cross phase (θnφ) for (a) fundamental frequency and (b)
second harmonic; coherence (γnφ) for (c) fundamental frequency and (d) second
harmonic of density and potential �uctuations for all gases. For Ar, fundamental
frequency is the dominant mode over the entire radial domain. On LFS for Kr
and Xe, second harmonic becomes comparable or dominant than the fundamental
frequency. Change in the sign when |θnφ| ≈ π indicate either a small lead or lag
in the propagation of potential to density �uctuations.

can be erroneous due to the observed short wavelength nature of the �uctuations

for all the gases. In the following it will be shown that coherent �uctuations occur

for argon, which turn out to be turbulent in the case of krypton and xenon, with

all the external parameters for the discharge remaining the same.
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Coherent �uctuations

In the case of argon, the fundamental mode (7 kHz) and its harmonics are found to

be highly coherent which are described in Sec.4.6. For the fundamental frequency

in the case of argon on LFS, the cross-phase |θnφ| ≈ 0.9π; and the coherence

γnφ ≈ 1. From Fig. 5.3(c), the ratio of relative �uctuations in potential to density

(eφf,rms/kTe)/(nrms/n0) > 1. Therefore these �uctuations are of �ute type, gener-

ated due to density gradient driven Rayleigh-Taylor (R-T) instability, as discussed

in detail in Sec.4.7.

On HFS, the density and potential �uctuations are out of phase for the funda-

mental frequency; that is |θnφ| ≈ 0.9π with reduced coherence, however, γnφ ≥
0.9. The observed �uctuations, therefore, appear to be of �ute type. The ratio

(eφf,rms/kTe)/(nrms/n0) is, however, less than 1. The �uctuations on HFS can

be due to the convection of �uctuations from LFS due to the plasma �ow. This

argument is supported by the estimated coherence which is maximum on LFS

and reduced on HFS. Step nature of density and velocity pro�les are seen from

Fig. 5.1(c) and Fig. 5.5, which can favor the growth of velocity shear driven Kelvin-

Helmholtz (K-H) instability, as described in Sec.4.7.1. The origin of �uctuations

on HFS due to K-H instability, therefore, cannot be ruled out.

For the second harmonic in the case of argon, θnφ and γnφ has comparable values

as the fundamental mode, in the regions r < −6 cm and r > +5 cm; therefore, the

second harmonic is of �ute type in this region. In the region −6 cm < r < +5 cm,

θnφ and γnφ deviate signi�cantly from that of fundamental mode.

Turbulent �uctuations

The turbulent �uctuations in the case of argon, have signi�cantly low power than

the highly coherent fundamental frequency and its harmonics. For krypton and

xenon, from Fig. 5.8, γnφ for the fundamental frequency is signi�cantly less than

1 on LFS, indicating reduced coherence in the �uctuations. The increased back-

ground turbulence can be seen from the auto-power spectra shown in Fig. 5.7. For

krypton, θnφ and γnφ are relatively lower in the region from minor axis to the LFS

edge; θnφ ∼ 0.5π and γnφ ∼ 0.85 at the edge of the limiter on LFS. Similarly for
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xenon, θnφ and γnφ for the fundamental frequency, are further lower from minor

axis to the LFS edge; θnφ ∼ 0.4π and γnφ ∼ 0.65, both minimum at the edge of

the limiter on LFS. The decrease in coherence on LFS occurs monotonically with

increase in ion mass, from argon to xenon. Similarly, the increase in deviation of

θnφ from π is seen to occur monotonically on LFS with increase in ion mass. The

fundamental or �rst harmonic frequency �uctuations on LFS are, therefore, found

to deviate progressively from coherent �ute modes to turbulent �uctuations with

increase in ion mass and possibly become resistive R-T mode as observed from

cross-phase values.

Besides the fundamental mode on LFS for krypton and xenon, the second harmonic

is also found to be relatively signi�cant in amplitude. In the case of krypton, the

second harmonic has similar power compared to the fundamental mode on LFS.

For krypton, the γnφ for second harmonic is comparable to that of the fundamental

mode on LFS; the θnφ for the second harmonic is relatively closer to π compared to

the fundamental frequency. In the case of xenon, the second harmonic has higher

power than the fundamental mode on LFS. Interestingly, for xenon the second

harmonic has relatively higher γnφ than the fundamental frequency on LFS. The

cross-phase is relatively closer to π compared to the fundamental frequency, with

θnφ > 0.8π. Hence for krypton and xenon, though the fundamental frequency is

non-�ute like on LFS, the second harmonic becomes relatively a dominant mode

which is �ute-like.

For the fundamental frequency on HFS, the coherence γnφ for krypton is compara-

ble to that of argon, however, decreases signi�cantly for xenon as can be seen from

Fig. 5.8(c). The cross-phase |θnφ| ≈ 0.9π, on HFS for krypton and xenon both.

The �uctuations on HFS for krypton and xenon appears to be �ute like. The ratio

of the relative �uctuations in potential to density (eφf,rms/kTe)/(nrms/n0) > 1 as

shown in Fig. 5.3(c), which is true for �ute like �uctuations. In the case of krypton

and xenon, since the fundamental frequency is non-�ute like on LFS, the possibil-

ity of convection of fundamental-�ute modes to HFS can be ruled out. A possible

source of �ute mode on HFS is velocity shear driven K-H instability. With a step

kind of velocity and density pro�les on HFS at r = −2 cm, the growth rate is calcu-

lated from the analytical expression using the experimentally determined density
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and velocity pro�les [10, 61]. Two regions on either side of the discontinuous point

are labelled as 1 and 2, with corresponding densities N1, N2, velocities v1, v2 such

that N1 > N2 and v1 < v2. The center of poloidal rotation of the plasma as seen

from Fig. 5.5, is r = +1 cm. The growth rate of K-H instability is estimated using

the Eq.(4.9). For argon the corresponding densities are 18×1016 m−3, 4×1016 m−3,

corresponding velocities are 800ms−1 and 3000ms−1; the growth rate for K-H in-

stability is 7×103 s−1. For krypton, the corresponding densities are 20×1016 m−3,

5× 1016 m−3, corresponding velocities are 500ms−1 and 1900ms−1; the estimated

growth rate for K-H instability is 5× 103 s−1. For xenon, the corresponding den-

sities are 30× 1016 m−3, 7× 1016 m−3, corresponding velocities are 500ms−1 and

1200ms−1; the estimated growth rate for K-H instability is 3×103 s−1. In the case

of krypton and xenon, estimated coherence for the fundamental mode is maximum

in this region of HFS, hence this region is believed to be the source region of the

observed �ute mode on HFS.

The second harmonic on HFS for krypton and xenon, is relatively small in am-

plitude. Moreover, the corresponding γnφ is too low such that 0 < γnφ < 0.3

in the region −6 cm < r < −2 cm. The corresponding cross-phase is such that

0 < |θnφ| < 0.4π. This region is where a velocity shear exists and hence favorable

for the growth of K-H instability. The second harmonic which is highly coherent on

LFS, becomes poorly coherent on HFS for krypton and xenon both. It is, therefore,

believed that the fundamental mode which is a velocity shear driven K-H mode is

favorable, and the second harmonic is suppressed on HFS. The second harmonic

is found to have maximum growth on LFS, for krypton and xenon. A summary of

the dominant mechanism of the instabilities is tabulated as shown in Tab.5.2.

5.6 Summary

A current less toroidal plasma produced by a hot cathode discharge with argon,

krypton and xenon gases at 220 G of toroidal magnetic �eld, is studied for its

�uctuation-�ow behavior with varying ion mass. In each case, mean and �uctu-

ation pro�les of plasma parameters are obtained. The observed plasma pro�les

are always found to be associated with the existence of large �uctuations and the
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Gas HFS LFS

Ar K-H/Convection from LFS (I) R-T (I)

Kr K-H (I) mixed (PI ∼ PII)

Xe K-H (I) R-T (II)

Table 5.2: A tabular summary of the dominant �uctuations and respective har-
monics, shown in brackets, on HFS and LFS for all the gases. The `mixed' case
indicates that �ute (II: R-T) type and non-�ute (I: resistive R-T) like modes have
comparable powers, i.e PI ∼ PII . I and II indicate �rst and second harmonic
respectively.

plasma is spread in the entire radial domain. Further the mean pro�les are found

to change systematically with increase in ion mass; electron temperature is seen to

decrease and the plasma density increases with increase in ion mass. The relative

�uctuations are also observed to change systematically with increase in ion mass.

Signi�cant poloidal �ows are found to co-exist with the observed radial pro�les of

mean plasma parameters, for all the gases. The radial pro�les of net poloidal �ow

in units of local ion acoustic velocity are seen to be comparable for all the gases

except for small variations on HFS. The net �ow velocity exceeds the ion acoustic

velocity on HFS and is signi�cantly smaller than ion acoustic velocity on LFS. On

an absolute scale the net poloidal �ow, though di�erent in magnitude on LFS and

HFS, exhibit similar scaling in both the regions with increase in ion mass. On

LFS, the net poloidal �ow, mean electric �eld driven poloidal �ow and �uctuation

induced poloidal �ow are all found to decrease with increasing ion mass. Though

the �uctuation driven �ow is signi�cant, it accounts only partially for the di�er-

ence between the net �ow and mean electric �eld driven �ow. In the case of argon,

the measurements under similar conditions were reported earlier, in Chapter 3.

Due to a possible small variation in discharge conditions, the actual pro�les are

di�erent from earlier measurements for argon. It can be noted, however, that this

does not change the sense of �uctuation driven poloidal �ow, mean electric �eld

driven poloidal �ow and net poloidal �ow.

The cross-phase and coherence pro�les indicate the existence of �ute-like modes
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for argon plasma. The reduced coherence with increase in ion mass indicates tran-

sition to turbulence. The transition from coherent to turbulence is associated with

reduced net poloidal �ow. In our previous work with increasing magnetic �eld for

argon plasma, transition to turbulence in the entire radial domain is found to be

associated with enhanced �ow and improved densities on HFS [103]. Though a

similar transition to turbulence in the entire radial domain occurs with increase in

ion mass in the present set of experiments, the density remains comparable on HFS.

In the case of argon plasma, the fundamental frequency is the dominant mode

which is �ute-like over the entire radial domain. Though the background turbu-

lence is found to increase for krypton and xenon, the fundamental modes on HFS

indicate �ute like behavior. The coherence for the fundamental mode is found

to be relatively higher on HFS than LFS for krypton and xenon. Since �ute like

�uctuations do not exist on LFS in the case of krypton and xenon, a possibility

is that the observed �ute like �uctuations are generated on HFS itself. With a

strong velocity shear observed on HFS, growth rates for K-H instability are es-

timated from experimentally estimated density and velocity pro�les. It is found

that the estimated growth rates are signi�cant, hence it is believed that the �ute

like �uctuations on HFS are K-H unstable. Interestingly, the second harmonic

becomes relatively important in the case of krypton and xenon on LFS, which is

�ute-like. For krypton, the second harmonic is similar in amplitude as the funda-

mental mode; for xenon, the second harmonic even becomes the dominant mode.

The frequency of the second harmonic in the case of krypton and xenon becomes

comparable to the ion-cyclotron frequency at the edge of the limiter on LFS. The

relevance of the second harmonic with ion-cyclotron frequency needs to be inves-

tigated further. The �ute-like �uctuations, therefore dominate on LFS even for

krypton and xenon. Though similar frequencies are observed in the entire radial

domain, the dominant modes are di�erent in LFS and HFS in a given discharge,

atleast in the case of xenon. The major �ndings presented in this chapter have

been published in (T. S. Goud et al) Phys. Plasmas 19, 072306 (2012).

From the experimental investigations presented in this chapter, it has been ob-

served that, the existence of �uctuations and associated poloidal �ows help in

sustaining mean pro�les, in a simple toroidal plasm with di�erent ion mass. It is
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understood, therefore, that the intrinsic poloidal �ow plays a role of �e�ective ro-

tational transform� in a simple toroidal plasma under varying magnetization and

a wide range of ion masses. The statistical properties of the �uctuation induced

�ux showing characteristic behavior, under varying conditions of the discharge are

described in the next chapter.
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6
Statistical properties of the �uctuation

induced �ux

6.1 Introduction

In previous chapters, the role of �uctuation induced �ux in formation of an �e�ec-

tive rotational transform� has been studied. On changing the control parameters

such as toroidal magnetic �eld and ion mass, the �uctuations are seen to change

from coherent to turbulent type. In this chapter, we report the statistical properties

[65] of the �uctuation induced poloidal and radial �ux. The statistical properties

are interpreted from the probability distribution of the all the �ux events in a given

time series of the �uctuation induced �ux. Further interpretation of the statisti-

cal properties is carried out by calculating associated quantities of the probability

distribution. Observing the nature of the probability distribution, the Gaussian or

non-Gaussian nature of �uctuation induced �ux can be evident. The non-Gaussian

nature of the �uctuation induced �ux may be associated with either non-Gaussian

nature of density and potential �uctuations [66] or Gaussian �uctuations in above

stated quantities which are weakly coupled with each other [65].

This chapter is organized as follows. Typical statistical quantities are de�ned in

Sec.6.2, in which the calculations are carried out for various time series of �uctu-

ation induced poloidal �ux. Similar analysis has been carried for the �uctuation

induced radial �ux in Sec.6.3. Brief conclusions of this analysis and comparisons

are presented in Sec.6.4.
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6.2 Fluctuation induced poloidal �ux - Statistical

analysis

A variety of operating conditions for the discharges and various measurements

are described in the previous chapters. Typical mean plasma parameters, �uctua-

tions and possible instabilities have been also discussed. The �uctuation induced

poloidal �ux has been found to play a key role in sustaining poloidal �ows and

radially well spread mean density pro�les. In the following, estimation of time

series and the statistical properties of the �uctuation induced poloidal �ux have

been carried out.

6.2.1 Estimation of time series of �ux

The radial electric �eld �uctuations can lead to Ẽr ×B poloidal �ux where Ẽr is

the �uctuating radial electric �eld. Depending on the cross-phase relation between

electric �eld and density �uctuations, the �uctuation induced poloidal �ux can be

�nite [54, 55]. The �uctuation driven �ux is estimated from time series obtained

using a radial array of LPs described in Sec.3.6.2. The time series of radial electric

�eld �uctuations are estimated from the potential �uctuations obtained on two

spatially separated probes and density �uctuations are estimated from the �uctu-

ations in Iis on a third probe, all obtained simultaneously. The time series of the

�ux is then estimated as

ΓT =
1

B
ñẼr, (6.1)

where ñ and Ẽr are the �uctuation time series corresponding to density and radial

electric �eld, possessing zero mean values. The average of ΓT , indicated by 〈ΓT 〉,
can be non-zero depending upon the relative phase between ñ and Ẽr. The time

series of ñ, Ẽr/B and ΓT are shown in Fig. 6.1. The �niteness of the average

�uctuation induced poloidal �ux is observable from Fig. 6.1(c). A blow up of the

plots in Fig. 6.1 over a time window of 5ms, is shown in Fig. 6.2. In the following,

estimation of statistical properties of ΓT is described.
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Figure 6.1: A time series plot of (a) ñ, (b) Ẽr/B and (c) ΓT (pol) from the mea-
surements at +4 cm, where 〈ΓT (pol)〉 is maximum.
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Figure 6.2: A blow up of plots in Fig. 6.1, over a window of 5ms
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6.2.2 Statistical properties

The statistical properties of ΓT are estimated using the analysis similar to that

described in Ref.[65]. It has been found that, 〈ΓT 〉 can vary by an order of magni-

tude at di�erent radial locations, though the amplitude of ΓT is of the same order

of magnitude. The normalized time series ΓT is, therefore, obtained by dividing

with �uctuating rms value as Γn ≡ ΓT/ΓT,rms. A plot of Γn corresponding to ΓT

in Fig. 6.1(c), is shown in Fig. 6.3. The probability distribution function (PDF) of
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1
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5
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Figure 6.3: A time series plot of Γn estimated from ΓT shown in Fig. 6.1(c)

Γn is constructed from the histogram as

p(Γn) =
NΓn

N
, (6.2)

where N is the total number of data samples in Γn, and NΓn is the number of

samples within Γn ± w/2, w being the common width of the intervals into which

the entire range of Γn is divided. In the present case, a range in Γn with a width of

20 is divided into 80 intervals, resulting in w = 0.25. The function p(Γn), therefore,

indicates the fraction of total events with normalized �ux value lying in a small

window w around Γn. A plot of PDFs at few radial locations on LFS, is shown in

Fig.6.4; these PDFs corresponds to argon discharges at BT ∼ 220 G. Clearly, the
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Figure 6.5: Flux fraction function of �uc-
tuation induced poloidal �ux for argon
with 220 G, at di�erent radial locations
on LFS.

PDFs of Γn are non-Gaussian in nature. The deviations from Gaussian nature can

be quanti�ed by skewness (S) and kurtosis (K), de�ned as

S = 〈(Γn(t)− 〈Γn〉)3〉/σ3, (6.3)

and

K = 〈(Γn(t)− 〈Γn〉)4〉/σ4, (6.4)

where σ is the standard deviation of Γn. The skewness is a measure of the sym-

metry and kurtosis is a measure of sharpness of the peak of the PDF; for a normal

distribution S = 0, indicating a perfect symmetry, and the value of the kurtosis

K = 3. A positive S indicates a shift towards right, a negative S indicates shift

towards left, whereas K > 3 indicates sharper PDF than a normal distribution.

From Fig. 6.4, it is observed that for all the radial locations, the PDFs have a right-

ward shift; consequently the length of the curves are relatively longer on positive

side. For +4 cm, on negative side of Γn, there are signi�cant number of events but

with smaller magnitude of Γn. On moving towards +7 cm, the number of events

with higher magnitude of Γn on negative side increases. No monotonic changes in

S and K are seen with change in radial position.
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A �ux fraction function is de�ned as the product Γn × p(Γn), as a function of Γn.

A plot of �ux fraction function corresponding to the PDFs in Fig.6.4, is shown in

Fig.6.5. The �ux fraction function indicates the fractional contribution to the �ux

due to all the events in a small interval in the neighborhood of Γn. A summation

of the �ux fraction function over the entire range of Γn results in 〈Γn〉, the average
�ux in normalized units. Since p(Γn) > 0 is true always, Γnp(Γn) will be according

to the sign of Γn. A signi�cant variation in the pro�les of the peaks on both sides

of Γn = 0 would mean that 〈Γn〉 can be considerable in magnitude; from Fig. 6.5

the average �ux is positive, which is directed upward.

High �eld side

Similar plots of PDFs of Γn and �ux fraction on HFS, for argon plasma at BT ∼
220 G are shown in Fig. 6.6 and Fig. 6.7 respectively. The PDFs indicate that the
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Figure 6.7: Flux fraction function of �uc-
tuation induced poloidal �ux for argon
with 220 G, at di�erent radial locations
on HFS.

�ux events are relatively more evenly distributed around Γn = 0. On moving from

−4 to −7 cm, however, a shift in PDF towards positive side of Γn is observed. The

shift can also be seen from S changing from -0.41 at −4 cm to +0.76 at −7 cm.

The change in sharpness of the distribution is also systematic, as indicated by

K, for above radial variation. From the �ux fraction function, it is more obvious

that nearly equivalent contributions occur from negative and positive Γn events.
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Accordingly, the average �ux turns out to be small. Physically, it can be interpreted

as the �uctuation induced �ux due to oscillating electric �eld is comparable in both

the directions, therefore, on the net �ux tends to be small.

Contribution from large �ux events

From the time series of Γn, shown in Fig. 6.2(c), it can be seen that the �ux events

occur with a periodic behavior. This �gure corresponds to coherent �uctuations

in argon plasma at BT ∼ 220 G. The time series, however, show sharp variations

with �ux shooting up to large amplitudes during each cycle over a small time win-

dow indicating bursty nature, a characteristic of the non-Gaussian distribution.

It means that, the time series of the �uctuation induced �ux indicate the large

amplitude �ux events occurring periodically. The contribution from bursty events

to the average �uctuation induced �ux can be described quantitatively by a com-

parison of cumulative �ux fraction and cumulative probability of the �ux events.

The cumulative probability for Γ′
n > Γn from the upper limit is given by

p>Γn =
∞∑
Γn

p(Γ′
n). (6.5)

Similarly, cumulative �ux fraction is given by

F>Γn =
∞∑
Γn

p(Γ′
n)Γ

′
n. (6.6)

A plot of cumulative probability versus cumulative �ux fraction for argon plasma

with BT ∼ 220 G, at ±7 cm is shown in Fig. 6.8. These plots can be interpreted as

follows. The point on �ux fraction at which the cumulative probability becomes

1, indicates the average �ux in normalized units. Drawing a line parallel to the

vertical axis from this point, intersects the curve at another point. For example, the

curve corresponding to +7 cm has intercept at ≈ 0.3. This means that, beginning

from∞ (or Γn,max), only 30% of the events account for the actual average �ux. The

remaining 70% of the �ux events, which are distributed on positive and negative

sides of Γn add up approximately to zero.
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Figure 6.8: A plot of cumulative probability versus cumulative �ux fraction for
argon plasma with BT ∼ 220 G at ±7 cm.

Quantile-quantile plots

A comparison between the PDFs can be made using quantile-quantile plots. Let

p1 and p2 are two PDFs to be compared with corresponding cumulative PDFs F1

and F2, from the lower limit, de�ned as

Fi(Γn) =

Γ′
n∑

−∞

pi(Γ
′
n), (6.7)

where i = 1, 2. A plot of ∆F ≡ F1 − F2 vs F1, describes how equivalent are the

two PDFs. If one of the PDFs above, is the theoretical representation of the other

which is estimated from the experiments and if the plot of ∆F vs F1 show scattered

points, around ∆F = 0, then it indicates that ∆F is due to the statistical noise.

If the above plot shows a continuous function, then the theoretical PDF is not a

good representation of the experimentally obtained PDF. On the other hand, if the

comparison of two experimentally obtained PDFs corresponding to two di�erent

radial locations gives a continuous function in the plot of ∆F vs F1, it would

mean that the two PDFs are not equivalent or cannot be represented by a single

analytical expression. The deviation of PDF from Gaussianity is attributed to a
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coupling between the density and electric �eld �uctuations, which is a measure

of cross-phase between them [65]. Quantile-quantile plots corresponding to PDFs

at various radial locations on LFS, with respect to the PDF at +7 cm for argon

plasma at BT ∼ 220 G are shown in Fig. 6.9. None of the ∆F plots in the above
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Figure 6.9: A quantile-quantile plot of PDFs at few radial locations for argon
plasma at BT ∼ 220 G with respect to the PDF at +7 cm. ∆F is calculated with
F2 corresponding to the location shown in the legend.

�gure show random variations about ∆F = 0. Moving far from +7 cm, however,

the variations in ∆F plots increase systematically. It can be believed, therefore,

that an analytical expression for PDF at +7 cm progressively deviates on moving

towards +4 cm. The variations in PDF can be attributed to changes in the cross-

phase between density and electric �eld �uctuations.

6.2.3 E�ect of magnetic �eld

The e�ect of toroidal magnetic �eld on the radial pro�le of �uctuation induced

poloidal �ux is described in Chapter 4. The comparative plot of 〈ΓT 〉 ∼ Γfluct,

the �uctuation induced poloidal �ux, with BT is shown in Fig. 4.11. It can be

observed from this �gure that, though 〈ΓT 〉 for 220 G is signi�cant in the entire

range of +2 cm < r < +7 cm, for higher BT , it becomes signi�cant in the region
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r ≥ +4 cm only. From the above mentioned work, it has been also seen that

the nature of �uctuations changes from coherent to turbulence with change in BT

from 220 G to 440 G. But the magnitude of 〈ΓT 〉 at the limiter's edge on LFS

remains in the same order of magnitude for all values of BT . Consequently, the

time series of GammaT indicate intermittent �ux events, at higher BT values,

hence increased bursty nature. The �ux behavior at high BT is, therefore, highly

non-periodic in nature unlike the 220 G case. A comparison of PDFs for three

values of BT is shown in Fig. 6.10; the corresponding �ux fraction function are

shown in Fig. 6.11. Changing BT from 220 G to 440 G, signi�cant variation is
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Figure 6.10: PDF of �uctuation induced
poloidal �ux for argon at +7 cm for dif-
ferent values of BT .
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Figure 6.11: Flux fraction function of
�uctuation induced poloidal �ux for ar-
gon at +7 cm for di�erent values of BT .

seen in the PDF and the �ux fraction, from these �gures; however, no signi�cant

variation is seen on further change in BT to 660 G. The occurrence of only minor

variations in statistical properties of the �uctuation induced poloidal �ux, is in

accordance with the minor variations observed in the power spectra and nature of

�uctuations from the instability analysis in Sec.4.7.

6.2.4 E�ect of ion mass

Discharges have been produced with di�erent gases such as argon, krypton and

xenon at a given BT ∼ 220 G, to study the role of ion mass in �uctuations, con-

sequent poloidal �ows and mean pro�les as described in Chapter 5. The com-

parative plot of 〈ΓT 〉 ∼ Γfluct for all di�erent gases is shown in Fig. 5.4. The
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average �uctuation induced �ux 〈ΓT 〉 is signi�cant for all the ion mass, however,

decreases with increase in ion mass; 〈ΓT 〉 decreases radially outward in the region

+4 cm < r < +9 cm for all gases. The �uctuation spectra changes from coherent

at argon to turbulent for krypton and xenon. Consequently, the time series plot of

the �uctuation induced �ux indicate intermittent �ux events and hence the bursty

nature. The periodicity of the �ux events is, therefore, not seen for krypton and

xenon discharges. Comparative plots of PDFs at +4 cm and corresponding �ux

fractions are shown in Fig. 6.12 and Fig. 6.13 respectively. In the PDF plots, the
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Figure 6.12: PDF of �uctuation induced
poloidal �ux with BT ∼ 220 G at +4 cm,
for di�erent gases.
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Figure 6.13: Flux fraction function of
�uctuation induced poloidal �ux with
BT ∼ 220 G at +4 cm, for di�erent gases.

tail on the negative side of Γn has negligible variations with ion mass; however, a

non-monotonic change is seen with increase in ion mass. Consequently, the �ux

fraction on the negative side has negligible variation with change in ion mass,

whereas non-monotonic variations are re�ected on the positive side from argon to

xenon.

6.3 Fluctuation induced radial �ux - Statistical anal-

ysis

In fusion devices such as tokamaks, �uctuation induced radial �ux of charge parti-

cles is one of the mechanisms degrading the plasma con�nement. Regardless of the
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shape of the plasma and typical plasma parameters, strong similarities are found

in statistical properties of the �uctuation induced radial �ux in di�erent fusion

devices [65]. The poloidal electric �eld �uctuations lead to Ẽθ ×B radial �ux,

where Ẽθ indicates �uctuating poloidal electric �eld. The estimation of ΓT and

Γn is similar to that described in Sec.6.2, with Er replaced by Eθ. The statistical

properties of the �uctuation induced radial �ux are obtained and the signi�cant

features are discussed.

The �uctuation induced radial �ux on LFS is found to be along the major radius,

similar to that observed in fusion devices. A plot of PDFs of �uctuation induced

radial �ux at few radial locations is shown in Fig. 6.14. The corresponding �ux

fraction function is shown in Fig. 6.15. The PDFs show minor variations on nega-
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Figure 6.14: PDF of �uctuation induced
radial �ux for argon with 220 G, at dif-
ferent radial locations on LFS.
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Figure 6.15: Flux fraction function of
�uctuation induced radial �ux for argon
with 220 G at di�erent radial locations on
LFS.

tive side of Γn, whereas signi�cant variations on positive side moving far from the

minor axis. The PDFs, therefore, appear to be skewed to the left. Similar vari-

ations are seen in �ux fraction. The �ux fraction function also indicates that, as

one moves radially away from the minor axis, the inward �ux events are reduced,

and the contribution from the large �ux events, to the average �ux is signi�cant.

The variations in PDFs and the �ux fraction function at +7 cm with change in

BT are shown in Fig. 6.16 and Fig. 6.17 respectively. Signi�cant variation occurs
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Figure 6.16: PDF of �uctuation induced
radial �ux for argon at three values of BT .
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in PDFs on positive side of Γn changing BT from 220 G to 440 G; the PDFs are

skewed to the left, which is also indicated by the parameter S. On further change

in BT to 660 G, only minor variations occur in PDF. The variations in PDFs are

re�ected in �ux fraction functions for positive Γn.

The variations in PDFs and the �ux fraction function for di�erent gases, at +4 cm

are shown in Fig. 6.18 and Fig. 6.19 respectively. Non-monotonic variations in
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PDFs of �uctuation induced radial �ux with increase in ion mass are observed,

which also re�ect in the �ux fraction function.

6.4 Summary

In a simple toroidal plasma, electric �eld �uctuations accompanied by �uctuations

in density, lead to �nite �uctuation induced �ux. The radial electric �eld �uctua-

tions lead to poloidal �ux, and the poloidal electric �eld �uctuations lead to radial

�ux. The time series of �uctuation induced �ux normalized to the �uctuation rms

of the �ux, is in general found to have an uneven distribution around the zero axis.

The PDF of the �uctuation induced �ux events gives a quantitative representation

of the above stated uneven distribution in terms of symmetry and �atness of the

pro�les, quanti�ed by skewness and kurtosis respectively. The �ux fraction func-

tion indicates the direction of the resultant average �ux.

On LFS, for argon plasma at BT ∼ 220 G, the PDFs at di�erent radial locations

are dissimilar in nature. This signi�es that the nature of �uctuation induced �ux

can vary locally. A comparison from quantile-quantile plots shows that, on moving

radially away from one location, the PDF of the �uctuation induced �ux changes

systematically. A single analytic expression, therefore, cannot exist to account

for the PDFs at di�erent radial locations. On HFS, the PDFs are relatively more

symmetric as compared to LFS, resulting in lower magnitudes of average �uc-

tuation induced �ux. Another important feature of the �uctuation induced �ux

observed is its bursty nature. Consequently, the �ux events have intermittent and

non-Gaussian behavior. The non-Gaussian or near-Gaussian nature of the �ux

indicates a �nite coupling between the density and electric �eld �uctuations. The

deviation from Gaussianity is a measure of cross-phase between the density and

electric �eld �uctuations which is found to vary as seen in previous chapters. The

�uctuation induced �ux on LFS is characterized by large �ux events, at some radial

locations, leading to a double hump in the �ux fraction function. The contribution

to the average �ux from the large �ux events can be observed quantitatively from

the comparison of cumulative �ux fraction and cumulative PDF.
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On varying toroidal magnetic �eld, a transition occurs in the nature of �uctuations

highly coherent at low magnetic �eld to turbulent at a higher magnetic �eld, as de-

scribed in Chapter 4; further increase in magnetic �eld do not show any signi�cant

impact on the nature of �uctuations. With varying magnetic �eld the intermit-

tency of the bursts of �ux increases. At low magnetic �eld 220 G, the �ux events

are relatively more periodic in nature. In the analysis for statistical properties, a

signi�cant change is seen in PDFs accompanying the above transition from coher-

ent to turbulent �uctuations. The PDFs remain comparable on further increase

in magnetic �eld, i.e. from 440 G to 660 G. It appears, therefore, that the na-

ture of �uctuation induced poloidal �ux is signi�cantly di�erent in coherence and

turbulent conditions. On varying ion mass, though a transition to turbulence oc-

curs from argon to krypton and xenon, a monotonic change in the PDFs is not seen.

The �uctuation induced radial �ux is found to be radially outward. This �ux is

characterized by large �ux events in the edge of the limiter, similar to the edge

plasma in fusion devices. On varying the the magnetic �eld, the variations in PDF

occur similar to the case of the �uctuation induced poloidal �ux; that is signi�cant

variation occurs in PDFs accompanied by transition from coherent to turbulence.

In the case of varying the ion mass, the change in the PDFs for �uctuation induced

radial �ux is non-monotonic, as occurs in the case of �uctuation induced poloidal

�ux.

In summary, the �uctuation induced �ux shows non-Gaussian distribution of �ux

events. Interestingly, the bursty events occur in both the quantities, that is �uc-

tuation induced poloidal �ux and radial �ux. The periodicity in the �ux events

reduces with transition to turbulence. The statistical properties of the �uctuation

induced �ux are similar to the transport properties in tokamaks, under turbulent

conditions.

The important conclusions from various experimental investigations, subsequent

theoretical and statistical understanding in this thesis are described in the next

chapter. From present understanding, the scope for further investigations is pre-

sented.
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Conclusions and future scope

7.1 Conclusions

Generation of plasma �ow and its connection to the electric �eld and magnetic

�eld �uctuations are the phenomena of fundamental interest in astrophysical plas-

mas as well as the plasmas con�ned in the laboratory. In toroidal fusion devices

such as tokamaks and stellarators, though �uctuations play an important role in a

variety of transport of particles and energy, some of these mechanisms are found to

severely degrade the con�nement. To investigate the role of �uctuations in trans-

port in toroidal con�gurations, a simple toroidal device has proven to be a good

alternate choice.

In a simple toroidal plasma, the curvature and gradient drifts lead to vertical

charge separation, hence a vertical electric �eld Ez. Consequently, Ez ×B drift

leads to the outward radial transport of particles; therefore, equilibrium does not

exist in a simple toroidal plasma. In the experimental observations reported in

Chapter 3, presence of large �uctuations and radially well spread mean pro�les are

seen in current limited discharges. The discharge is produced with argon gas at

a toroidal magnetic �eld of 220 G and a discharge current of 5 A. On removing

the current limit (i.e. same as constant voltage condition), a signi�cant shift in

the mean pro�les is seen, outward along the major radius. In the intermediate

regime, the �uctuation levels change intermittently. Simultaneous measurement of

ion saturation current on LFS and HFS have indicated a possible time correlation

between the onset of large �uctuations on LFS and density build-up on HFS region,
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which otherwise has low densities. These observations reveal a possible connection

between the existence of �uctuations and poloidal �ows. In order to make quan-

titative studies, measurement of poloidal �ows is carried out. The net (or total)

poloidal �ow is obtained using a �ow probe. The mean electric �eld driven poloidal

�ow is derived from plasma potential pro�les, directly measured using an emissive

probe. From the �uctuation induced poloidal �ux, estimated from measurements

using a radial array of probes, an average �uctuation driven poloidal �ow is cal-

culated. The �uctuation driven �ow can be �nite depending on the cross-phase of

density and potential �uctuations. A signi�cant di�erence exists between the net

�ow and mean electric �eld driven �ow. The estimated �uctuation driven �ow is

found to partially account for the di�erence between the net �ow and mean electric

�eld driven �ow. Additional poloidal �ow mechanisms can exist, apart from mean

and �uctuating electric �eld driven poloidal �ows. Through these studies, the role

of �uctuation driven poloidal �ow as an �e�ective rotational transform� has been

elucidated.

The coherence and cross-phase between density and potential �uctuations are, in

general, characteristic of the instabilities generating the �uctuations. Magnetic

�eld is found to be an important control parameter to obtain transitions in �uc-

tuation regimes in a simple toroidal plasma. Establishing the �uctuation-�ow

connection associated with mean pro�les in argon plasma at 220 G as described

in Chapter 3, varying the strength of the magnetic �eld, changes in the nature

of �uctuations, poloidal �ow generation and attaining mean pro�les are investi-

gated. The results are presented in Chapter 4. A transition occurs in the nature of

�uctuations from highly coherent at low magnetic �eld to turbulent at high mag-

netic �eld. The transition to turbulence is found to be accompanied by enhanced

poloidal �ow on HFS; the net �ow velocity is found to exceed ion acoustic velocity

for 660 G on HFS; thus the �ow is compressible on HFS. The increased �ow on

HFS is accompanied by increased densities, and hence, enhanced con�nement. On

LFS, however, no signi�cant change in the poloidal �ow is observed with increase

in magnetic �eld strength. The frequency of the dominant mode is found to be of

the order of the Doppler shift, i.e. consistent with the estimated dispersion rela-

tion and the poloidal �ow velocity. On examining the coherence and cross-phase,

the dominant �uctuations on HFS appear to be �ute-like at all the magnetic �eld
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values, which are possibly due to K-H instability; on LFS the R-T �uctuations

at low magnetic �eld tend to become resistive R-T type at high magnetic �eld

values. Through this work, it is demonstrated for the �rst time that in a toroidal

compressible plasma, an intimate relationship exists between the �uctuations, self-

consistently generated �ows and enhance con�nement.

Through the experimental studies reported in Chapter 4, it is understood that

change in the nature of �uctuations with increasing magnetic �eld is associated

with enhanced �ow and improved con�nement. Plasma �ow is intrinsically associ-

ated with ion mass, thus making it another important parameter through which the

mean plasma pro�les and transport in a simple toroidal plasma can vary. In gen-

eral, the experimental investigation of con�nement with mass scaling in tokamak

have indicated that the con�nement increases with increase in ion mass, which

is opposite to the theoretical prediction. In the present experimental studies, a

change in the nature of �uctuations, consequent �ows and mean pro�les is investi-

gated for di�erent gases, viz. argon, krypton and xenon. The results are presented

in Chapter 5. The net poloidal �ow and the fundamental frequency of �uctuations,

which is seen to be approximately the rotation frequency of the plasma itself, are

found to increase with decrease in ion mass. Highly coherent �uctuations which

occur in the case of argon, become turbulent at higher ion mass. The dominant

�uctuations are, however, found to be �ute-like for all ion masses.

The statistical properties of the time series of �uctuation induced poloidal �ux

indicates that the �ux is characterized by the presence of large sporadic transport

bursts. The probability distribution function (PDF) of the �uctuation induced

�ux is non-Gaussian in nature. Though PDFs of the �ux show systematic varia-

tion with the control parameters, they remain non-Gaussian at all the conditions.

This in turn indicate a �nite coupling between the density and potential �uctu-

ations. The non-Gaussian nature is also seen in the case of �uctuation induced

radial �ux.

In summary, �uctuations and intrinsic poloidal �ow generation and their role in

sustaining mean pro�les in a current less toroidal plasma is investigated for the

�rst time in a simple toroidal device, under various �uctuation regimes. The vari-
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ation in �uctuation regime is achieved by two control parameters namely magnetic

�eld strength and mass of the species. At �rst, the nature of �uctuations is found

to vary with increase in magnetic �eld; the consequent mean plasma pro�les and

poloidal �ows are obtained. Enhanced poloidal �ows and improved densities are

seen with increasing magnetic �eld. In the second part, the nature of the �uc-

tuations is also found to vary with increase in ion mass, the corresponding mean

plasma pro�les and poloidal �ows are estimated. Reduced poloidal �ows are ob-

served with increase in ion mass. The underlying mechanism of the instabilities

under various �uctuation regimes is identi�ed. This thesis provides the �rst clear

experimental evidence for generation of intrinsic poloidal �ow from �uctuations

and hence may be regarded as partial support to the model of �ow-�uctuation

cycle as a mechanism of producing an �e�ective rotational transform�, in a simple

toroidal device.

7.2 Future scope

From the experimental investigation of poloidal �ows described in this thesis, the

net poloidal �ow could not be accounted by the sum of the mean and �uctuating

electric �eld driven �ows. The unaccounted di�erence was attributed to either limi-

tations in the accurate calibration for Mach probe measurement of �ow or the pres-

ence of additional poloidal �ow mechanisms. An attempt is made to check for the

additional �ow mechanisms as follows. The net �ow velocity calculation is based

on ion saturation currents, upstream and downstream to the �ow. One possible

additional mechanism of poloidal �ow is the diamagnetic drift of ions. Since the ion

temperature is known to be small, consistently the diamagnetic drift is also found to

be small. For example, in the case of argon plasma at 220 G, with kTi/e ∼ 0.1 eV ,

L−1
n ∼ 15m−1, the diamagnetic drift vDi = (kTi/eB)(L−1

n ) ∼ 70m/s, which is

small. The diamagnetic drift of ions, therefore, cannot account for the unaccounted

di�erence of the poloidal �ow. Experimental and theoretical investigations may be

carried further to check for other possible mechanisms.

In the present work, the experimental results are in partial agreement with the

`�ow-�uctuation cycle' in a simple toroidal plasma, i.e. �uctuation driving a poloidal
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�ow. The role of radial velocity �uctuations in creating e�ective ponderomotive

force is not investigated. The experimental investigation of this mechanism will

lead to a complete demonstration of �ow-�uctuation cycle experimentally, and

hence explains the existence of �e�ective rotational transform� in a simple toroidal

plasma.

The magnetic �eld topology in a simple toroidal plasma is known to play a crucial

role in the nature of the instabilities. At a given toroidal magnetic �eld strength,

varying the vertical magnetic �eld, the helicity of the magnetic �eld lines oriented

in the vertical direction can be changed. Measurements of this kind have indicated

transitions in the �uctuation regimes from ideal interchange to resistive interchange

and drift-waves [40]. A study on change in the nature of the poloidal transport on

possible transitions in �uctuations with magnetic �eld helicity is desirable. The

vertical magnetic �eld is, therefore, another control parameter in addition to the

toroidal magnetic �eld and ion mass which have been done in this thesis.

In the present investigations in a simple toroidal plasma, a radial potential well

is essentially sustained under large �uctuation regimes, leading to mean electric

�eld driven poloidal �ow. The presence of radially varying excess negative charge

is believed to be important in sustaining the potential well. It can be desirable to

investigate the phenomena of �ows and �uctuations with multiple �laments; for

example, a second �lament in addition to the present single �lament. The peaked

nature of density pro�les produced with multiple �lament source can o�er an easier

control of the gradients in plasma pro�les and result in changes in the nature of

�uctuations. Obtaining radial pro�les of mean and �uctuating plasma parameters,

poloidal �ow quantities and nature of �uctuations will be the subject of interest,

for the plasma produced with more than one �lament.

The density pro�les produced on striking a discharge using a �lament has been seen

to lead to a peaked density pro�les, as stated above. It is also possible to sustain a

discharge using radio frequency (RF) source. In this method, pro�les with reduced

density gradient may be produced. Study of �uctuations and �ows in this regime

can be an interesting task and comparison with �lament based studies reported

here, may throw important insight into the problem.
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A
Fast electron spread in �lament assisted

discharge

A.1 Filament source - Origin of fast electrons

In simple toroidal device with pure toroidal magnetic �eld, plasma is commonly

produced using either a hot �lament or electron cyclotron waves. In addition to

these two methods, plasma production using lower hybrid waves was also demon-

strated in ACT-I [17]. The �lament is in general mounted vertically, heated to

su�cient high temperatures for thermionic emission and biased negatively with

respect to the conducting vessel wall. The emitted electrons, though possibly con-

�ned to a narrow vertical region in the neighborhood of the magnetic �eld lines

intercepting the �lament, may undergo vertical drift due to gradient and curvature

in magnetic �eld, and consequently Ez ×B drift along the major radius.

A.1.1 Thermionic emission

On heating a uniform metal surface to a temperature T, the electron current density

emitted from its surface is given by Richardson-Dushman formula [106]

J = AT 2exp(−b/T ), (A.1)

where the coe�cient A was believed to be a constant, b is the work function char-

acteristic of the metal. Later it was found that the coe�cients A and b de�ned

in Eq.(A.1) depend on other parameters; typically A is of the form A = U(1− r)
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where U is a universal constant given by 120 A/cm2K2, r is the electron re�ec-

tion coe�cient; b is a function of T [107]. The emission current density given by

Eq.(A.1) is referred to as the temperature saturated emission current which largely

depends on temperature T for a given metal.

A.1.2 Emission saturation

If a metal surface is heated to a temperature T to emit electrons, the true electron

current density that is emitted need not be the same as given by the Eq.(A.1).

This is because the electron emission in an accelerating �eld never becomes com-

pletely saturated. Any escaping electron is attracted back towards the metal by a

force due to the induced positive charge on the metal surface, which is referred as

Schottky e�ect [108]. Close to the metal surface, there exists a potential barrier

at a distance known as critical distance, which depends on the externally applied

accelerating electric �eld and the inter-atomic structure in the metal. This critical

distance can be one or two orders higher than the inter-atomic distances or some

times of the same order for large external electric �elds. If the electron escapes

this barrier, then it can be referred as emitted.

Above description refers to a single electron crossing the potential barrier, formed

due to the potential modi�ed by the inter-atomic structure of the metal. The

current of electrons that �ows in high vacuum from a hot cathode to an anode

increases at �rst and then becomes saturated, with space charge distribution in

accord with Poisson's equation. This is due to the excess space charge modifying

the potential pro�le in the vacuum which is referred as space charge e�ect [109].

This can be illustrated best by considering an electron �ow between a set of parallel

planes; the passage of electrons emitted from a hot cathode plate at zero potential

to an anode plate with potential V , at a distance d. When the emission current (I)

from the cathode is low, the potential pro�le is linear; as I increases, the electron-

charge modi�es the potential pro�le between the plates. The accelerating electric

�eld at the surface of cathode is maximum (V/d) at low emission, starts reducing

with an increase in the emission, eventually reaches zero for su�ciently large I.

Assuming that the electrons are emitted with negligible velocities, further increase

in cathode temperature will not increase the emission current. This is because
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the electric �eld can become negative at cathode surface, therefore the electron is

repelled back to cathode. The upper limit on the current density that can �ow

between the above set of parallel planes is known as space charge limited current,

given by Child-Langmuir law [110],

I =
21/2

9π

( e

m

)1/2 V 3/2

d2
, (A.2)

where e and m are charge and mass respectively for electron. Substituting these

values, we get

I = 2.334× 10−6V 3/2d−2A.cm−2. (A.3)

For a given set of parallel plates with a �xed distance, the maximum current density

�owing between the plates is given by Eq.(A.3); therefore the current density

is limited by the applied voltage. In the �lament produced plasma, assuming

the edge of the sheath surrounding the �lament as the anode, an approximate

sheath thickness can be estimated. Using the Eq.(A.3), for 5 A of discharge current

emitted from �lament biased to −60 V , the approximate sheath thickness turns

out to be 0.5mm. If the electrons are emitted with �nite initial velocities, then the

space charge limited current is modi�ed such that, a su�cient negative �eld has

to appear close to cathode to repel the electrons back. In other words, the space

charge limited current increases with increase in emission velocity of electrons.

A.1.3 Current carrying �lament in toroidal magnetic �eld

In present experiments, a 2 mm diameter tungsten �lament is heated to high tem-

perature by passing 150 A of �lament current (If ) typically. Due to the large

current through the �lament, a magnetic �eld of ∼ 300 G is generated at the

surface of the �lament. Since this �eld is comparable to the externally applied

magnetic �eld, the electron emission from the �lament can be a�ected. The elec-

tron executes a complicated trajectory as soon as it is emitted; therefore a �nite

probability exists for the electron to get trapped by the �lament [89]. Therefore

the emitted electron population and the breakdown to sustain discharge can be

a�ected.

The hot �lament with current (If ) �owing along a unit vector l̂ perpendicular to
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the external toroidal magnetic �eld (BT), is subject to a force Fl = If (̂l×BT)

force. Since the current �ows in the vertical direction, the force is either along or

opposite to the major radius. The typical force per unit length on the �lament is

3 N/m. Therefore the hot �lament will bend when the toroidal magnetic �eld is

ON which leads to a small shift in the source region during the discharge.

A.2 Spatial spread of residual primary electrons

A.2.1 Residual primary electrons - Theoretical back ground

The electrons emitted from the negatively biased hot �lament are accelerated across

the sheath surrounding the �lament, gaining energy equal to the voltage drop

across the sheath. These electrons which are referred to as primary electrons,

possess energy typically of the order of the bias to �lament. The primary electrons

lose their energy due to the inelastic collision with neutral gas atoms, such as atomic

excitations and ionization. All the collisions of a primary electron with neutral gas

atoms will not lead to ionization, though it possesses energy higher than ionization

energy of the gas atom. For instance, in Townsend's original theory of ionization by

collisions, it was assumed that ionization of gas atoms or molecule occurs whenever

it is struck by an electron whose speed exceeds the minimum ionizing speed. It was

found later that the probability of ionization is, however, zero for impact energies

up to the ionizing potential, then increases to a maximum which is less than 0.5

at impact energies of about 150 eV , followed by a decrease as the energy is further

increased up to 1000 eV [111]. For inelastic scattering of primary electrons by

argon atoms, the cross section is given by σ ∼ 2.5×10−16 cm2 for electron incident

with typical energy ∼ 50 eV . If the neutral density of argon atoms is nn, the mean

free path for the primary electrons is,

λm =
1

nnσ
. (A.4)

For a neutral pressure of 1 × 10−4 torr, nn = 3.5 × 1012 cm−3. Therefore λm ∼
1.1 × 103 cm = 11m. With the major radius R = 0.45m, the half circumference

πR = 1.41m and λm � πR. This has following interesting consequences:

• primary electrons execute few circuits toroidally before losing their energy,
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• the primary electrons exist toroidally far from the �lament.

A.2.2 Experimental determination of the spread

It is important to know the spatial spread of primary electrons in a simple toroidal

plasma because,

1. this region is believed to be the source region of the plasma, where maximum

ionizing collisions would occur,

2. if this region retains excess of negative charge even after the discharge is

sustained, it will result in a potential well leading to the rotation of the

plasma.

3. the presence of energetic primary electrons will a�ect interpretation of mea-

surement by Langmuir probes and other charge �ux probes [112].

The primary electrons posses high energy which is typically much larger than

the thermal electron temperature (Te) of the bulk plasma. Therefore detection

of these electrons is possible with a suitable application of potential barriers. A

retarding �eld energy analyzer (RFEA) is an instrument using which a beam or a

distribution of charged particles can be detected. In the following, the construction

of RFEA used in BETA for the detection of residual primary electrons, the method

of operation and the measurements are described.

RFEA construction

The retarding �eld energy analyzer (RFEA) used to probe the radial spread of

fast electrons consists of a stack of a slit, two grids and a collector plate. A

schematic of RFEA is shown in Fig. A.1. Stainless steel (SS) mesh with dimensions

of 0.13× 0.13× 0.07mm3, is used for making grids. The geometrical transmission

through the grid is approximately 40%. The entrance slit (S) is a circular hole with

a diameter of 0.8mm in a SS plate at the front end of RFEA, in contact with the

plasma. Since slit aperture is much larger than Debye length, slit plate does not

have a control on the potential of entire aperture. However the slit aperture will

be useful in allowing only a thin beam of electrons to be transmitted inside RFEA.

The entrance slit is followed by grid-1 (G1), whose purpose is to repel all positive
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Figure A.1: A schematic view of cross-section of a RFEA. In the bottom, a
schematic of the potential barrier for electron is shown; the electron will be trans-
mitted if E > −eVG2.

ions. The grid-1 is followed by grid-2 which is the electron repeller, to selectively

transmit the electrons by varying the potential barrier over its surface. Since grid-

1 and grid-2 are made of mesh with a size less than twice the Debye length, the

potential barrier over the grids can be controlled by the grid bias voltage. The grid-

2 is followed by collector plate (c), to collect the transmitted electrons from grid-2.

Collector is made of a SS plate of diameter 8mm. The successive components

are separated by ceramic washers with 10mm inter-spacing. The entire stack is

mounted in a ceramic housing. The axis of the cylindrical stack of RFEA is aligned

along the toroidal magnetic �eld. The entrance grid is grounded. Working with

RFEA to �nd the radial spread of fast electrons, grid-1 is given a su�cient positive

bias to repel all the ions. The grid-2 is biased to a negative voltage which is varied

from shot to shot during the pulsed operation of plasma discharge. The selectively

transmitted electrons are collected at the surface of collector plate and the collector

current is measured across a resistance, typically 1− 10 kΩ in the path connecting

from collector to the ground.

RFEA operation

The detection of residual primary electrons or fast electrons in the plasma is per-

formed by selectively transmitting the electrons with an energy above a threshold.

The schematic electrical connections for RFEA components are shown in Fig. A.2,
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which illustrates its principle of operation. The entrance slit-plate of the RFEA is

grid−2 collectorgrid−1slit

Figure A.2: Schematic electrical connections to the components of RFEA is shown.

grounded. The grid-1 (G1) is positively biased to repel all the ions, that are trans-

mitted through the slit. Since the ion temperature Ti is small and Ti � Te, a small

positive bias above plasma potential is su�cient to repel all the ions. The typical

plasma potential φp, as shown in the subsequent experimental results described in

Sec.3.5.2, lies in a range −10 V < φp < +5 V . The voltage applied on grid-1 is

+20 V with respect to the ground potential. The grid-2 is negatively biased with

respect to ground to selectively transmit the electrons. The selective transmission

of the electrons is achieved by the application of a variable discriminating voltage

on grid-2. For a perfectly collimated beam of electron current Ibeam with mono en-

ergetic species of energy E, the current transmitted through grid-2 with a negative

bias VG2, is a step function which can be described as [48],

I =

Ibeam for VG2 > |E|/(−e),

0 for VG2 ≤ |E|/(−e),
(A.5)

Real beams always have a momentum and energy spread due to which the above

function is never an exact step function, rather have a decay kind of pro�le at the
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cut-o� voltage. If the electrons incident on grid-2, however, have a distribution in

energy then the electron current transmitted through grid-2 with increase in its

negative bias, approaches zero asymptotically. The electrons transmitted through

grid-2 are incident on the collector plate. The collector plate is biased with a small

positive voltage to avoid the formation of virtual cathode due to space charge

limited current [51], as described in Sec.A.1.2. The electron current collected by

the collector plate is measured across a small resistance. With varying bias on

grid-2, the actual energy spread of residual primary electrons can be understood.

Typical discharge - radial pro�le of fast electrons

The operating conditions chosen for the discharge while determining the typical

radial spread of fast electrons are as follows. The neutral pressure is 5× 10−5 torr

of argon; the toroidal magnetic �eld is 215 G or 860 G; the 2mm diameter �lament

is heated by passing 150 A of current; the hot �lament is biased to −80 V with

respect to the ground potential. The RFEA is mounted in a horizontal mid-plane

through a radial port so that the axis of the stack of grids is parallel to the toroidal

�eld. The RFEA is located close to the limiter so that it is far from the toroidal

location where the �lament is located. With a given negative bias VG2 on grid-2,

a radial pro�le of collector current Ic is obtained. RFEA is subsequently moved

radially to generate a radial pro�le of measurements of Ic. The magnitude of Ic is

found to be signi�cant in a narrow region with a peak close to the minor axis. The

measurements are performed with VG2 = -60 V ,-80 V , -100 V , -120 V and -140

V . The radial pro�les of Ic corresponding to these measurements are shown in

Fig. A.3. The peak in Ic occurs close to the minor axis, however, the magnitude of

Ic falls to below the measurement resolution with in a small distance on both sides

from the peak. As expected, the peak in Ic reduces with increase in VG2. Though

the �lament bias is -80 V, �nite Ic is measured at collector for VG2 > −80V .

Fast electron pro�les: with BT and If

The current carrying �lament in a toroidal magnetic �eld is subject to a force

which is perpendicular to the the direction of If and BT as described in Sec.A.1.3.

Changing the direction of If , radial pro�les of Ic are obtained using RFEA, to

check a possible shift in the radial spread of fast electrons; the results are shown in
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Figure A.3: Radial pro�le of collector current (Ic), at di�erent repelling voltages
on grid-2.

Fig. A.4. In one case If is vertically downward and in the other case If is upward.

With increase in toroidal magnetic �eld BT , the larmour radius decreases; hence

the vertical drift speed due to ∇B and curvature drifts decreases as can be seen

from,

v̄R+∇B = ± r̄L
Rc

vthẑ, (A.6)

where rL is the electron larmor radius, Rc is the radius of curvature of the magnetic

�eld and vth is the thermal velocity of the electron. The reduced vertical drift

velocity with increased magnetic �eld may lead to increased radial spread. The

radial pro�le of Ic are obtained for two magnetic �eld values, 215 G and 860 G for

each direction of the �lament current. The Measurements are obtained for a �xed

bias of −70 V on grid-2. The pro�les thus obtained are shown in Fig. A.4. The

peak of the collector current Ic is found to shift on changing the direction of If ,

which is in accordance with the physical bending of the �lament in presence of

magnetic �eld. With all other parameters kept the same, the peak in Ic is found

to be lower when the �lament bends radially outwards than when the �lament

bends inward. The observed radial shift in the peak of radial pro�le of Ic at 215 G

is approximately 1.5 cm; at 860 G, the radial shift is seen to be less than 1 cm.

With increase in magnetic �eld, however, increase in the peak of Ic pro�le is not
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Figure A.4: Radial pro�le of collector current (Ic) for a �xed bias of VG2 =-70 V,
two possible directions of �lament current, two values of toroidal magnetic �eld
BT = 215 G and 860 G.

observed.

Measurement issues with RFEA

Though RFEAs are widely used for the detection of electron energy distribution, in

most of the cases the application is limited to determine axial energy distribution

only [113, 114]. The use of parallel plates produces a uniform axial electric �eld,

due to which only the axial component of the electron velocity is retarded. A

parallel beam after passing through an aperture of radius r0 with collector located

at a distance d will have a divergence. The limiting resolution in the energy E of

the incident electron is given by

∆E/E = r20/(16d
2). (A.7)

With the mesh open aperture r0 = 130µm and inter plate separation d = 10mm,

∆E/E ∼ 1.6× 10−5.

For e�ective energy dependent retardation of the electrons, the mesh size should
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be less than twice the sheath thickness in order so that potential over the mesh

opening is nearly uniform. The Debye length λD ∼ 75µm, therefore the above

condition is met. As mentioned earlier, the geometrical coe�cient calculated from

mesh dimensions is 0.4. For such a magnetized plasma, however, there are two

more parameters, namely Larmor radius and pitch of the helix executed by the

particles, which can in�uence the actual transmission of charged particles through

the mesh [115, 50]. The actual transmission of the electrons is determined by the

probability of the escaping of the electrons, without hitting the mesh walls due to

gyration. A better estimation for transmission coe�cient of incident electrons can

be done using Monte Carlo simulations.

Estimation of fast electron density

The collector current Ic of RFEA for a given negative bias on grid-2, is a measure of

total electron �ux above a cut-o� in electron energy. The total electron �ux above a

cut-o� negative voltage, for a given velocity distribution function of electrons, can

be obtained by integrating for the area under the curve, above a cut-o� velocity.

The pro�les of Ic obtained with high repelling voltages on grid-2 are believed to be

part of the high energetic tail of the distribution function. From the results shown

in Fig. A.4 for Ic obtained with a repelling voltage of VG2 = −70 V and toroidal

�eld of 215 G, the fast electron density is estimated with following assumptions:

1. the plasma potential φp is small,

2. all the electrons are incident with an energy Ef = −70 V ,

3. the entrance slit with diameter 0.8 mm, weakly alters electron transmission

therefore the total transmission coe�cient T = 0.16, (0.4 for each grid).

The density of fast electrons (nf ) is calculated from

Ic = nfeAvf × T, (A.8)

where the velocity vf is calculated from Ef = (1/2)mv2f , A is the area of slit

aperture and e is the magnitude of electron charge. The pro�le of fast electron

density estimated using Eq.(A.8), is shown in Fig. A.5. For comparison, the bulk

plasma density is also shown. The bulk plasma density is estimated from ion
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Figure A.5: Fast electron density pro�le; a comparison with bulk plasma density.

saturation current and the electron temperature obtained from I-V characteristics

of a Langmuir probe. It is observed that the fast electron density is very low;

typically 3-4 orders lower than the bulk plasma density.

A.3 Summary

The radial spread of fast electrons is determined experimentally in a simple toroidal

plasma, using RFEA. On application of appropriate potential barriers, radial pro-

�les of the transmitted electron currents for few discriminating voltages are ob-

tained. The observed radial pro�les of electron currents exhibit sharp peak close

to the minor axis. Finite electron currents are observed for repelling voltages much

larger than the applied negative bias to the �lament. The gradients observed in

the electron current pro�les are signi�cantly larger, that is the electrons with large

energies are distributed in a narrow region, close to the minor axis. The typical

width of this narrow region is approximately 2 cm. It is believed that the param-

eters such as electron temperature and �oating potential, possibly get modi�ed in

this region. The major �ndings of this work have been published in (T. S. Goud

et al) J. of Phys.: Conf. Ser. 208, 012029 (2010).
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